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884 File For
Degrees At
Murray State
G raduating'seniors at Murray
State University will begin on
Saturday, April 211, the final
week of special activities to be
climaxed by commencement
rvices Friday morning, May

Although we are normally
modest, we will just have to
admit that Ledger and Times
classified ads really get the Job
done. We had a twin bedroom
suite to sell and we ran the ad
one time and got twelve calls.
Sold the suite the afternoon of
the day we ran the ad.
If you have anything to sell, or
if you wish to buy or trade, you
really should try the classified
ads.
The Ledger and Times goes
into over 7,000 homes which
means that an average of four
people in each home read it,
which therefore means that
28,000 people will read your ad.
Surely, out of 28,000 people
you'll find somebody who wants
what you have to sell, or who
have what you want to buy or
trade.

-

hosted a luncheon at the Executive
Gov. and Mrs. Wendell Ford (extreme left and right) recently
n In observance of Secretaries Week in
Mansion for members of the National Secretaries Associatio
Linda Farley, Helen Spann, and
Kentucky. Attending from Murray were (left to right) Patsy Dyer,
Anita Thomas.

The ads in the classified
section Ala have a border
around them are called
classified display ads. In other
words the ad is displayed and it
is in the classified section. Ads
in other parts of the paper are
called display ads

Watergate

By the way folks are always
welcome to visit the Ledger and
Times and see just how the

-WASHINGTON (AP
Workers for President Nixon's
re-election committee mailed in
more than a third of the favorable responses recorded in a local television poll last year of
reaction to the mining of North
Vietnamese waters, a campaign official said today.
DeVan L. Shumway, spokes-

(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

orkersilaileCn Over A Third
Of Favorable Responses To Poll

A total '6f 884 have filed for
ees this spring, including
for bachelor's, 167 for
's, 16 for associates, two
specialist in college
two for specialist
ngand
education.
They will be guested honor at
activities in the week
ding up to the actual
warding of degrees—the an1 Murray State University
umni Association banquet
find the traditional senior
breakfast.
To add to the year-ending
hustle-and-bustle, the five-day
schedule of final examinations
begins Saturday, April 28 and
winds up on Thursday, May 3.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford of
Kentucky will deliver the adat the 4*h annual Wring
commencement exercise at 10
a.m. May 4 in the university
fieldhouse. No baccalaureate
service will be held this year.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who has
announced his plans to retire as
president of Murray State, and
Mrs. Sparks will be the special
guests of honor at the alumni
banquet at 630 p.m. Saturday,
April 28, in the ballroom of the
Wa te rffold Student Union
.
Building.
Besides the introduction of
graduates, the alumni program
will include recognition of
scholarship recipients,
the
of
presentation
distinguished profesiiir award,
and' the installation of pew
alumni association officers.
Graduating students will also
be the honored guests at the
senior breakfast in the student
union ballroom at 8 a.m.
Monday, April 30.

man for the Committee for the tegrity of President Nixon and
Re-election of the President, in his determination and ability
said he didn't regard it as rig- to resolve the Watergate matging the poll because "we felt ter to the full satisfaction of the
1
the Democrats would do the 1merican peopie."..
published
bead
have
There
same thing."
That type of voluntary- poll reports quoting unnamed assoas
is the most stackable thing," he ciates and friends of Agnew
the
over
he
upset
was
saying
in
involved
you're
said. "When
the
an election, you do what you break-in and bugging at
can We assumed the other side Democratic national hea(quarters in the Watergate and felt
would do the same thing7
President - had done— too
4. The fisaLtesult of the poll, as the
annsonced by Metromedia sta- little to uncover the facts.
"Let me emphasize that I do
tion WITG. was 5,157 agreeing
not
speak through such uniden
mine
to
with Nixon's decision
harbor and 1,158 dis- tified sources," Agnew said. 11.,
Haiphong
The Murray Automobile
When vrrrc reported read a prepared staternere,
met agreeing
Desigrs Association
the results May 15, it said that
ISee Wateelpte, Page 12)
yesterday at noon at the
had received several thouit
Holiday Inn for their monthly
sand postcards that were of a
meeting.
suspicious nature because they
The association is made up of
apparently had been typed on
eight local new car dealers and
the same typewriters. ShumWas formed to elevate the
way said "about 2,000 ballots
practices
standards and
responses- were mailed by
and
among automobile dealers in
committee workers.
Revival services will be netd
the city.
In other Watergate develop- at the Grace Baptist Church
were
Guests of the members
ments:
starting Monday. April 30, with
the service managers from
—Vice President Spiro T. Ag- Rev Lloyd Perrin. pastor of the
each of the local new car
new told a news conference, "I Friendship Baptist Church,
dealers, and James C.
want to make it very clear that Livingston ('ounty, as the
Williams, publisher of the
I have full confidence in the in- evangelist.
Ledger and Times.
Services will be at 7:30 each
Tommy Carroll is president of
Leland Peeler, music
evening.
By
the group and Dwaine Taylor, Flea Mart Planned
director of the Grace Church,
secretary-treasurer. The
will be in charge of the music
association recently con- Dames Club Saturday
prograin with Dwain Jones as
tributed $200 to the Cancer Fund
A Flea Mart will be held in the organist and Mrs. Daytha
here.
soccer filed between the tennis Howell as pianist.
Rev. R. 3. Burpoe, pator of
courts on Chestnut Street,
Rummage Sale Will Be
Church, located on South
28,
Grace
April
Saturday,
Murray, on
said special music
Street,
State
9th
Murray
the
by
sponsored
Held Here Saturday
and singing will be featured
Univeristy Dames Club.
The sale is open to the public each service. The nursery will
A rummage sale will be held
and the church bus will
Saturday, April 72, starting at and anyone interested in selling be open
value
runs for each sertheir
any
make
of
items
unwanted
the
by
seven a.m., sponsored
said.
Burpoe
Rev.
to
vice,
according
book,
United Methodist Women of the may secure a
The church has started a bus
Mrs. Peggy Abbitt, who said
Lynn Grove Church.
with the schedule as
The sale will feature clothing, persons may call here at 753- ministry
Grace Church,
Leave
up
follows:
set
be
will
booths
household articles, and other 9200. The
South 9th Street, Sunday. at
items, according to a church by nine a.m. and the sale will 617
8:30 am , going to Glendale
conclude at three p.m.
spokesman.

into the National Honor Society this
Twenty4our seniors from Murray High Schad wean Inducted
character, leadership and service.
p,
oelisiershi
Si
baste
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made
were
morning. The selections
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Spann, Penny Terhune, Dean
Twenty-tour Murray HO- -David Alexander presiding.
Those selected on the basittlif Willis, and Joyce Wooden.
seniors were inducted into the
Cindy Vojanak was installed
National Honor Society this scholarship, character,
morning in the traditional leadership and service were: as a member at the Ayer,
candlelight ceremony with
Cathy Massachusetts High School in
Balch,
Melissa
, before
Christopher, Mark Compton, the first semester
Anne Erwin, Nancy Herndon, transferring to Murray MO.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
Chuck Hussung, Eddie Jones,
George Landolt, Paula Lyons, president of Murray State
Kip Mason, Patsy Mathis, University, was the guest
Jimmy Pasco, Deveen Perry, speaker this morning. Murray
Bob Pinkston, Ellen Quer- High alumni, also members of
termous, Kathy Rogers, Wanda the National Honor Society,
Rolfe, Sarah Sams, Debbie presented pins to the newly.
David Smith, Nancy elected members.
Shinners,
County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has said that April 30 is
the last date for persons who
are not registered in Calloway
County to register for the May
n, primary.
Harris said that this date also
applies to persons who wish to
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (API — fear that even after the water
change from one precinct to
County agents continued to ex- recedes, the ground won't dry
another.
He added that re-registration press concern for this year's early enough to allow farmers
of voters, required throughout soybean crop in Western Ken- to plant soybeans on time.
Agents say soybeans begin
Kentucky before the November tucky as a further rise in
general election, will continue floodwaters in the area was losing production if planted
after June 15, and note that
even though voters may not predicted.
The National Weather Service corn planted after the middle of
register to vote in the primary
after April 30. Re-registration is said Wednesday that floodwa- May are subject to a borer that
not necessary for the May 29, ters in four Western Kentucky infests a late-maturing crop.
"You just can't depend on
if the voter has counties were expected to rise
primary
previously been registered in about two feet from Wednes- soybeans planted in July," said
Fulton County agent John
day's level.
Calloway County.
Leland Peeler
Also, the Army Corps of En- Watts,
Harris also said that a reThe Ohio is expected to crest
Road to South 160. traveling, registration will be conducted gineers predictipthat the latest
north on South 16th to Main. at Kirksey tomorrow with tile flooding would -hold water on at Cairo Monday at 54.5 feet.
farmland in the area another 30 Flood stage there is 45 feet. At
traveling east on Main to North aid of the Kirksey PTA.
Paducah, meanwhile, crest at
to 40 days.
15th, north on North 15th to
The rise in the water level 43 feet is expected Saturday.
Olive,east on Olive to North 6th,
predicted by the weather serv- Flood stage at Paducah is 39
north on North 6th to Chestnut,
ice at Cairo, III., will bring the feet.
east on Chestnut to North 5th,
level to within 1.5 feet of the
south on North 5th to Olive, east
river level when the river
on Olive to Third,south on Third
crested early last month.
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A group of young InEven after a slow fall from By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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the revival W II Itogers, the Murray Music Teachers
linois and various tributaries.
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Grace Baptist Church Will Have

Burton Coffman of Houston,
Texas, will be the guest speaker
for a special series of worship
services at the University
Church of Christ April 27-29. All
evening services will be at 7:00
p.m. and the Sunday morning
service will be at 10:30 a.m.
done
has
Coffman
evangelistic work in every
major city in the United States
and in some foreign countries.
served the Manhattan
He
Church of Christ in New York
City for sixteen years before his
retirement into a writing
ministry. His most recent book
is a commentary on Paul's
letter to Cie Romans.
In 1947 Mr. Coffman was a
charter member and president
of the Southwest Kiwanis Club
in Houston. While living in New
York, he served three terms as
director of the Kiwanis Club of
New York City. He has also
served on the Board of Directors for National Review
Magazine.
The public is invited to visit
with the University Church
during these special services, a
church spokesman said.

Mayfield, Kentucky

The Weather
Considerable cloudiness and
cool through 'onight, low in the
upper 40s. 1 'riday decreasing
cloudiness and cool, high in the
mid fals
Clearing and very cool Saturday, fair with a warrning trend
Sunday and Monday. Lows in
Murray,shows one of the maga i nes to
LARRY MAYFIELD,vice-president of the Peoples Bank of
tlee upper 30srand loW 40s Satons to fifteen
County Public library. The bank has entered subscripti
urday and Sunday, and in the patrons at the Calloway
right, Randy
to
left
are,
Mayfield
Mr.
With
library.
public
)(wet
the
40s Monday. Highs in the 50s magazines for three years for
David (till
by
Nutt°
'(Staff
Orr, Raymond Sims, and Patsy Burkeen.
Saturday, in the 60s Sunday.

April 30
Deadline For
Registering
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884 File For
Degrees At
Murray State
Graduating seniors at Murray
$ate University will begin on
3aturday, April 28, the final
Week of special activities to be
climaxed by commencement
rvices Friday morning, May

Although we are normally
modest, we will just have to
admit that Ledger and Times
classified ads really get the job
done. We had a twin bedroom
suite to sell and we ran the ad
one time and got twelve calls.
Sold the suite the afternoon of
the day we ran the ad.
If you have anything to sell, or
if you wish to buy or trade, you
really should try the classified
ads.
The Ledger and Times goes
into over 7,000 homes which
means that an average of four
people in each home read it,
which therefore means that
28,000 people will read your ad.
Surely, out of 28,000 people
you'll find somebody who wants
what you have to sell, or who
have what you want to buy or
trade.

Ezeielive
Gov. and Mrs. Wendell Ford (extreme left and right) recently bested a luncheon at the
Week in
Secretaries
of
observance
in
Association
Secretaries
National
the
of
members
for
Mansion
Spann, and
Helen
Fancy,
Linda
Dyer,
right(
Patsy
ileft
Murray
to
were
from
Attending
Kentucky.
Anita Thomas

The ads in the classified
section -which - ewe a—bonier
around them are called
classified display ads. In other
words the ad is displayed and it
is in the classified section. Ads
in other parts of the paper are
called display ads.

Watergate

By the way folks are always
welcome to visit the Ledger and
Times and see just how the

—
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Workers for President Nixon's
re-election committee mailed in
more than a third of the favorable responses recorded in a local television poll last year of
reaction to the mining of North
Vietnamese waters, a campaign official said today.
DeVan L. Shurnway, spokes-

(See Seen & Heard, Page l21

Workers Mailed In Over A Third
Of Favorable Responses To Poll

New Car Deal
Meet Yesterday
The Murray Automobile
met
Dealers Association
yesterday at neon at the
Holiday Inn for their monthly
meeting.
The association is made up of
eight local new car dealers and
was formed to elevate the
practices
standards and
among automobile dealers in
the city.
Burton Coffman
Guests of the members were
the service managers from
each of the local new car
dealers, and James C.
Williams, publisher of the
Ledger and Times.
Tommy Carroll is president of
the group and Dwaine Taylor,
Burton Coffman of Houston, secretary-treasurer. The
Texas, will be the guest speaker association recently confor a special series of worship tributed $200 to the Cancer Fund
services at the University here.
Church of Christ April 27-29. All
evening services will be at 7:00 Rummage Sale Will Be
p.m. and the Sunday morning
Held Here Saturday
service will be at 10:30 a.m.
done
has
Coffman
A rummage sale will be held
evangelistic work in every
major city in the United States Saturday, April ZS starting at
and in some foreign countries. seven a.m., sponsored by the
served the Manhattan United Methodist Women of the
He
Church of Christ in New York Lynn Grove Church.
The sale will feature clothing,
City for sixteen years before his
retirement into a writing household articles, and other
ministry. His most recent book items, according to a church
is a commentary on Paul's spokesman.
letter to Cie Romans.
In 1947 Mr. Coffman was a
charter member and president
of the Southwest Kiwanis Club
in Houston. While living in New
York, he served three terms as
director of the Kiwanis Club of
New York City. He has also
served on the Board of Directors for National Review
Magazine.
The public is invited to visit
with the University Church
during these special services, a
church spokesman said.

Burton Coffman To
Speak Here Sunday
At Local Church

The Weather
Considerable cloudiness and
cool through 'onight, low in the
upper 40s. lsriday decreasing
cloudiness and cool, high in the
mid fias.
Clearing and very cool Saturday. fair with a warming trend
Sunday and Monday. Lows in
the upper 30s and low 40s Saturday and Sunday, and in the
40s Monday. Highs in the 5Cis
Saturday, in the 60s Sunday.

man for the Committee for the tegrity of President Nixon and
Re-election of the President, in his determination and ability
said he didn't regard it as rig- to resolve the Watergate matging the poll because -we felt ter to the full satisfaction of the
the Democrats would do the .\merican people."
There have been publLilled
same thing."
"That type of voluntary poll reports quoting unnamed 8100is the most stacitable thing," he ciates and friends of Agnew as
said. "When you're involved in saying he was upset over the
an election, you do what yogi 'break-in and bugging M the
can We assumed the other side Democratic national headquarters in the Watergate and felt
would do the same thing."
dose— too
'The liailsesult of the poll, as the President
announced by Metromedia sta- little to uncover the facts.
"Let me emphasize that I do
tion wrm. was 5,157 agreeing
with Nixon's decision to mine not speak through such unidenHaiphong harbor and 1,158 dis- tified sources," Agnew said. W
agreeing When WTTG reported read a prepared statement,
the results May 15, it said that (See Watergate, Page pi
it had received several thousand postcards that were of a
suspicious nature because they
apparently had been typed on
the same typewriters. Shunway said "about 2,000 ballots
and responses" were mailed by
committee workers.
Revival services will be neici
In other Watergate develop- at the Grace Baptist Church
ments:
starting Monday. April 30, with
—Vice President Spiro T. Ag- Rev Lloyd Perrin, pastor of the
new told a news conference, "I Friendship Baptist Church,
want to make it very clear that Livingston County, as the
I have full confidence in the in- evangelist.
Services will be at 7:30 each
evening Leland Peeler, music
Flea Mart Planned By
director of the Grace Church.
will be in charge of the music
Dames Club Saturday
program with Dwain Jones as
A Flea Mart will be held in the organist and Mrs. Daytha
soccer filed between the tennis Howell as pianist.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, pator of
courts on Chestnut Street,
Murray, on Saturday, April M, Grace Church, located on South
sponsored by the Murray State 9th Street, said special music
and singing will be featured
Univeristy Dames Club.
The sale is open to the public each service. The nursery will
and anyone interested in selling be open and the church bus will
unwanted items of any value make their runs for each sermay secure a book,according to vice, Rev. Burpoe said.
The church has started a bus
Mrs. Peggy Abbitt„ who said
persons may call here at 753- ministry with the schedule as
9200. The booths will be set up follows: Leave Grace Church,
by nine a.m, and the sale will fi17 South 9th Street, Sunday, at
8-30 a m , going to Glendale
conclude at three p.m.

A total of 884 have filed for
ees this spring, including
for bachelor's, 167 for
er's, 16 for associates, two
specialist in college
clung, and two for specialist
education.
They will be guests of honor at
• activities in the week
eading up to the actual
warding of degrees—the anual Murray State University
umni Association banquet
and the traditional senior
breakfast.
To add to the year-ending
hustle-and-bustle, the five-day
schedule of final examinations
begins Saturday, April 28 and
winds up on Thursday, May 3.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford of
Kentucky will deliver the address at the 50th annual spring
commencement exercise at 10
a.m. May 4 in the university
fieldhodse. No baccalaureate
service will' be held this year.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who has
announced his plans to retire as
president of Murray State, and
Mrs. Sparks will be the special
guests of honor at the alumni
banquet at 6:30 p.m. Saturday,
April M, in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union
Building.
Besides the introduction of
graduates, the alumni program
will include recognition of
scholarship' recipients,
the
of
presentation
distinguished professor award,
and the installation of new
alumni association officers.
Graduating students will also
be the honored guests at the
senior breakfast in the student
union ballroom at 8 a.m.
Monday, April 39.

INNIIMMINIM Murray High Scheel were inducted into the National Honor Society this
marahag.The seleeillesa were made on the Mid silielarship, character, leadership and service
Staff Photo by David Hill

24 From- Murrafpliigh Named To
National Honor Society Today

Spium, Penny Terhune. Dean
Tweitty-iaur Murray High -David Alexander presiding.
seniors were inducted into the
Those selected on the basis of Willis, and Joyce Wooden.
National Honor Society this scholarship, character,
Cindy Vojanak was installed
morning in the traditional leadership and service were: as a member at the Ayer,
candlelight ceremony with
Cathy Massachusetts High School in
Balch,
Melissa
Christopher, Mark Compton, the first semester, before
Anne Erwin, Nancy Herndon, transferring to Murray High.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
('buck Hussung, Eddie Jones,
George Landoll, Paula Lyons, president of Murray State
Kip Mason, Patsy Mathis, University, was the guest
Jimmy Pasco, Deveen Perry, speaker this morning. Murray
Bob Pinkston, Ellen Quer- High alumni, also members of
termous, Kathy Rogers, Wanda the National Honor Society,
Rolfe, Sarah Sams, Debbie presented pins to the newlyDavid Smith, Nancy elected members.
Shinners,
County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris has said that April 30 is
the last date for persons who
are not registered in Calloway
County to register for the May
29, primary.
Rev. Lloyd Penin
Harris said that this date also
applies to persons who wish to
change from one precinct to
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) — fear that even after the water
another.
County agents continued to ex- recedes, the ground won't dry
He added that re-registration press concern for this year's early enough to allow farmers
of voters, required throughout soybean crop in Western Ken- to plant soybeans on time.
Kentucky before the November tucky as a further .rise in
Agents say soybeans begin
general election, will continue floodwaters in the area was losing production if planted
even though voters may not predicted.
after June 15, and note that
register to vote in the primary
The National Weather Service core planted after the middle of
after April 30. Re-registration is said Wednesday that floodwa- May are subject to a borer that
not necessary for the May 29, ters in four Western Kentucky infests a late-maturing crop.
if the voter has counties were expected to rise
primary
"You just can't depend on
previously been registered in about two feet from Wednes- soybeans planted in July," said
Calloway County.
day's level.
Fulton County agent John
Leland Peeler
Harris also said that a reAlso, the Army Corps of En- Watts,
Road to South 16th. traveling registration will be conducted gineers predicted that the latest
The Ohio is expected to crest
north on South 16th to Main, at Kirksey tomorrow with the flooding would hold water on at Cairo Monday at 54.5 feet.
traveling east on Main to North aid of the Kirksey PTA.
farmland in the area another 30 Flood stage there is 45 feet. At
15th, north on North 15th to
to 40 days.
Paducah, meanwhile, crest at
Olive,east on Olive to North 6th,
The rise in the water level 43 feet is expected Saturday.
north on North 6th to Chestnut,
predicted by the weather serv- Flood stage at Paducah is 39
east on Chestnut to North 5th,
ice at Cairo, Ill., will bring the feet.
south on North 5th to Olive, east
level to within 1.5 feet of the
on Olive to Third,south on Third
river level when the river
to Elm, west on Elm to South
month.
A group of young In- crested early last
4th, south on South 4th to Vine,
Even after a slow fall from By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Grace Baptist Church Will Have
Revival Services Starting Monday April 30
Deadline For
Registering

Further Rise In Waters
To Hit Soybean Crops

Advanced Students
To Give Recital

Floods
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Training programs geared to
the needs of American Indian
communities are getting underway in five schools of social
work as a result of new grants
totalling nearly $350,000
awarded by the National Institute _of Mental Health, of
HEW's Health Services and
Mental Health Administration.
Members of the American
Indian communities involved
played an important part in the
planning and development of
each of these innovative programs.
In cooperation with the
Phoenix Indian School, Arizona
State University at Tempe plans
improvement in educating Indians in boarding schools and
in'
,training social workers to
serve in the Rocky Mountain
Southwest region.
Down in Florida, Barry College of Miami Shores aims to
develop leadership potential
among Seminole Indians and to
aid Indians in Southeast Florida.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Man of the Year
Joe Dick, President of the Bank of Murray,
received a well deserved honor Monday night, when
he was designated as Man of the Year at the annual
Chamber of Commerce dinner.
Joe has proven himself as a banker and as a civic
leader. He has risen in banking circles in a few short
years to head one of the larger banks in the state.
He is constantly available for almost any project
which will make Murray and Calloway County -grow
.
and prosper.
We applaud Joe Dick and wish him well in the
years to come. It is men of his caliber who add to the
depth and character of Calloway County's greatest
resource, its people.
11P—
Copley News Service

LEDGER & TIMIS FILE

Deaths reported are Owen Hendrix Jennings, age
78, and E. A. Lunctqwst, age 67.
Craig Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wybert Morris,
will accompany the University of Chicago Archaeological expedition to .Ambrona. Spain, for the
IM field trip-:
Harry Furches, son of Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Furches. has been notified that his walnut stool won
the $100 purchase prize in the miscellaneous class of
the Mississippi River Craft Show at Memphis, Tenn
Engagements announced today are: Miss Mitzi
Ellis. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Ellis, to Lt.
Johnny Daniel Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
D.Pa-rker; Miss Annette Clark, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs„ Curtis B. Clark of Shelbyville. to William
Donald Swann, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Swann.

'Okay-now toss me another one!'

Women Educators

The Time To
Improve Doubletalk

Paid Less Than Men-NOW-1S

20 Years Ago Todar,
Milton R. Morris, boatswain's mate seaman, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Morris, is serving aboard
the USS St. Paul on her thitck tour of duty in the Far
East.
Mrs. Hubert Gatewood died April 24 at her home.
Members of the cast of the play, "Warning
Wings," to be presented May 1 by the seniors at
Murray-High School are-i*iii-ft-Thornton, Donna
Fay Knight, Norman Crain, Tommy Doran, Bill
Sledd, Bernard Tabers, Mary Frances Weatherly,
Billie Cole, and Maxine Lawrence. Mrs. Jack Frost
is director.
Rube and Harry Rowland were surprised with a
birthday dinner at the home of Harry Rowland last
Sunday.

And this is life eternal, that they might know thee
the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast'
sent.—John 17:3.
Health, wealth, fame and fortune all fade into
insignificance if we try to live without Christ.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The first thing a freshman congressman learns -on
arriving at Capitol Hill in the City of Lost Content on
the banks of the polluted Potomac, is that political
questions are, at base, questions of might: if he will
scratch your back, you might scratch his, but then
again you might not.
"Fleas can be taught nearly anything
that a congressman can."
—Mark Twain

Survey Shows Housewives Like
To Receive Practical Gifts
Surveys show that women do
like to receive practical gifts on
such occasions as Mother's
Day, their birthdays, etc. This
is especially true of working
wives and mothers.
With Mother's Day coming up
May 13, consider this: Around
85 percent of the country has
water that's hard enough to
present a problem to the
homemaker. Fortunately, the
solution is easy: Softened
water. You can purchase or rent
equipment that softens the
water before it enters the piping
systems. These are the advantages to Mom of softened
water at the tap:
I. Housework is easier—
whether it's scrubbing floors,
doing dishes or washing clothes.
2. Clothes and linens come out
brighter and they have longer

-According to Boyle

life.
3. Dishes and silverware have
more luster. There's none of the
water-spotting that occurs When
water is hard and the soap isn't
rinsed off.
4. Hair is mote lustrouS and
manageable after a shampoo.
5. You feel better after a bath
because there's no soap residue
left on the skin.
6. Coffee, tea, vegetables and
other food taste better and even
look better.
7. The life of your plumbing
and water-using appliances is
prolonged because there is no
mineral scale buildup.
For free booklets on the advantages of softened water,
write to the Water Conditioning
Foundation, .P.O. Box 194,
Northfield, Illinbis 60093.

WASHINGTON(A?)— Women working full-time on the faculties of the nation's universities are earning an average of
$3,500 less than their male
counterparts, the Department
of Health Education and Welfare said today.
The salary differential at
two-year colleges was smaller,
but HEW said women still averaged $1,027 less than male
staff members.
The figures were contained in
a study of university and college facilities done for HEW's
Offic'e of Education. The survey
provided estimates for the 197273 school year, and dealt with
full-time college and university
feculty members on nine-and
10-month contracts in all 50
states and the District of Co-

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — Spring
isn't halfway through yet, but
summer is already fancy stepping on the horizon.
This means it is time now to
step up your conversational
skill, because the hotter the
weather the more people talk
— since that is the only thing
they have the energy left for.
So if you wish to shine conversationally this summer, now
is the time to practice up on
your double talk. Double talk,
you will remember, is ,the art
of saying something nice while
you are thinking just the opposite, and it is the sine qua non
of polite society.
Here are a few typical examples. What, the, epeaker actially
The average for all in- said aloud is in quotes. It is MIstitutions—universities, four- lowed in each case by what he
year colleges and two-year col- was really thinking:
"Is it hot enough for you?" --leges—showed women earning
$2,500 less than men, the report Don't give me that pained look.
I know it was a dumb question.
said.
I only asked it to see if you
were alive.
"Well, you can't win 'em
all." — But even a born loser
like you ought to win at least
one sometime.
"I have the oddest feeling
that we have met somewhere
before." — But it must have
been in a previous existence. I
couldn't be this bored twice in
FRANKFORT,Xy. t AP) — A the same lifetime.
public hearing will be held'here
"You can rest assured that I
.June 5 on a proposed bill seek- will take everything you said
ing to protect the buyer of a under careful consideration."
new car that is a "lemon."
— What did you say? I wasn't
The hearing, to be held,.in the listening.
State Health Departme4audi"There's nothing like a day
torium starting at 11
is with you to keep me going." —
sponsored by the State Con- Going crazy, I mean.
sumers' Advisory Council, "What lovely, lovely flowers,
which drafted the bill.
Gerald. And how thoughtful of
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert Bull- you to send daisies, my favorite
ock, head of the attorney gener- flower. You know daisies are to
al's consumer protection divi- me unforgettable symbols of
sion, presented the bill Tuesday simply bravery and courage."
to the legislative interim com- — This cheapskate wouldn't
mittee on labor and industry. buy a girl a rose if she were on
The legislators decided to wait her deathbed.
"Of course, it's not really all
until after the hearing to act on
that late, Henry. I'll be glad to
the matter.
pour you one more nightcap if
Under the bill, a manufacturer has to replace or refund
Shirt Off Ilks Back
the purchase price for any new
car that is non-nnerchantible. A
•
car would be presumed nonCHICAGO (AP) — The Il, merchantible if, within the first linois Department of Revenue
12 months or 12,000 miles, it has deposited a shirt, sent to
had a major non-correctible de- the department by a Danville
fect, required repair of a given man, in the First National
major correctible defect three Bank of Chicago.
times or was out of service for
James E. Dolbee wrote a
60 days or 20 per cent of the check on the shirt in payment
for his 1972 state income taxes
time since delivery.
The presumption of non-merchantibility could be rebutted
by showing that the condition of
the car was due to hard image
by the owner, an accident or
some other condition the manufacturer or dealer could not
control.
A manufacturer would have
to furnish a car-owner with another vehicle or pay him for
renting one if it kept his rig"
car for more than ro days ?o
repair or examine it.

A department spokesman
said Dolbee "wrote a check
drawn on the Second National
Bank of Danville on a short.
sleeved white shirt that looked
as if it has been worn."
The spokesman, who -did not
disclose the amount of the
check, said it was•rnaild in ;)
manila envelope.
"A note was attached impl!,
ing that the state had taken thc
shirt off his back," the spoke:
man said.

you'd like to have it." — Now
where did I put that bottle with
the skull and crossbones on it?
"If you're willing to let bygones be bygones, so am I." —
But first turn your back — so
I'll have a place to bury this
hatchet.
"What are you talking about
when you say you hate to get
old and wrinkled? I'd say that's
the last thing for you to worry
about." — Why worry about a
few more wrinkles when you've
already got a face that looks
like a road map of Montana?
"Of course, you can believe
me. Do I look to you like the
kind of girl who deals in double
talk" — If I don't, you need
your glasses checked, Buster.

In Oklahoma, Indians are to
be recruited, educated. and supported to become social workers
for their people; this training,
through the University of Oklahoma, will provide field experience in eastern Oklahoma.
By employing Indian faculty
and recruiting Indian-and native
Alaskan students, the Portland
Oregon State University seeks
to provide increased educational
and career opportunities in the
field of social work.
The School of Social Work
of the University of Denver will
utilize its grant to help finance
a program designed to enhance
social work educational opportunities not only for American
Indians, but also for Mexican
Americans and the black community,.
Two additional NIMH projects, now in their second year,
also focus on increasing Arai*,
ing opportunities for American
Indians in social service, through
proiraros ar the University of
Utah and through the State
University of New York. In all,
these training programs represent one important aspect along
with research and other activities of NIMH efforts to improve
the mental health of our minori-

Hospital Report
April 23, 1973
ADULTS. 107
NURSERY ..7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
L.B. Duncan,Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Betty Lou Wells, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Elna
Wallace, Route I, Dexter, Mrs.
June Helen Yurctis, 1403 Cardinal Drive, Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn Dean Tabers, 810
Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Sheila Faye Henrickson and
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Baby Girl, Route 3, Benton,
Mrs. Linda Sue Crouch and
Baby Boy, Route 7, Murray,
Mrs. Opal Mae Jones, 205 S. 2nd
Street, Murray, Mrs. Nora
Florence Skaggs, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, William Ernest
Crider, 808 Sycamore Street,
Murray, Mrs. Lovie Lois
Pritchett, Dexter, Lennis Ward,
Route 1, Box 58, Murray, Mrs.
Birdie Futrell, Route 4, Murray,
Howard Willington Winchester.
(expired), New Concord.
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State Welfare Association
Doesn't Like Fund Cutbacks
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Charles
Cain, Department of Health,
Education
and
Welfare
aSsistant
regional
administrator from Atlanta,
recently spoke to about 450
members of the Kentucky
Welfare Association at their
spring conference at Lake
Cumberland and outlined
projected federal budget plans
which call for the elimination or
reduction or several social
service programs.
"There is an erroneous impression that the outlay for
human services is a bare bones
budget," said Cain. "Actually,
HEW will get an increase in
dollars and percentage of the
total federal budget."
Cain disclosed that requested
appropriations for social services in fiscal year 1973 will be
reduced from an already
controversial $2.5 billion to 92
billion.
Cain noted the fact that an
letters
25,000
estimated
proposed
protesting
the
guidelines for social services
have apparently caused HEW to
postpone implementation until
their effect on existing
programs are reassessed.
Visibly concerned, Economic
Security Commission Gail S.
Huecker reacted unfavorably to
Cain's remarks, saying that the
"new federalism" is telling
people what they can and
cannot do with their own tax
money.
"We at the state and-local
level are intelligent enough to
determine what Kentucky's
priorities are," she said."And I
urge all KWA members and
interested citizens to write their
congressmen."
Commissioner Huecker said
the "pressure must be put on
Further
Washington."
reductions in general and
special revenue sharing
monies, shot said, WW 'have
disastrous consequences
throughout Kentucky and the
nation."
"There is encouragement
from those people who are
attempting to decide bow to best
use the resources we have
available in the Commonwealth
to serve needy and deserving
people," she said. But we have
to continually let our elected
officials know that the money

8:4
N.

coming from revenue sharing writing letters to local, county,
must be used for those and state officials.
programs which are now in
Questionnaries to be used by
danger of being eliminated or members when interviewing
slowly phased out."
candidates for office were
KWA President Ted Issing distributed at the conference.
labeled the administration's Information obtained from
"new federalism" as a "stra- them will be published before
tegy to dive and conquer."
the November election to allow
"This plan," he said, "will voters to see where candidates
inevitably put interest against stand on priority issues.
interest in the fight to secure
Some of these priorities, said
funding for individual programs Issing, include population
and projects presently under control, improved welfare
attack by HEW."
programs,strict enforcement of
Part of the Kentucky Welfare strip mining laws, voluntary
Association's plan to turn back family planning, sex education
the siege of threatened poverty in the schools and greater
programs is a two-pronged consumer representation on
counter-attack of canvassing state and local boards of health.
candidates for public office and
"We have no desire to support
any particular candidate or
specific political doctrine," said
Issing. "But we do intend to
exercise our right to inform the
public through the democratic
process."
HENDERSON, Ky. !AP) —
Hugh Edward Sandefur, a Henderson newsman who has retired for health reasons, will April 20, 1973
continue to write a Sunday col- ADULTS..97
umn for the Henderson Glea- NURSERY..5
ner-Journal entitled "Hugh's NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Views."
Mrs. Shirley Ann Paschall,
Sandefur, who has written
newspaper and radio news for Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Willie
30 years though he has been Margaret Lane, Route 3,
bedridden throughout the peri- Murray, Mrs. Ann Mary
od, retired Tuesday at the age Morrison, Route 2, Box 26,
Murray, Walter James Karnes,
of 60.
An arthritic condition has Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Linda B.
confined Sandefur to his bed Stom, Route 1, Almo, Master
Royce Allen Jr., Route 1,
since he was 20.
He has worked for the news- Farmington, Leon Perry Miller,
paper and WSON radio.station Route 1, Box 99, Murray, Mrs.
in Henderson through the use of Inez Butterworth, Route 1,
a bedside telephone and a type- Murray, Miss Luna Irene
writer attached to a table over Futrell, 405 S. 9th Street,
Murray, Mrs. Joy Christie Orr,
his, bed.
Sandefur has received numer- Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Margaret
ous journalistic awards, in- Druscilla Hughes, Puryear,
cluding a distinguished service Tenn., Mrs. Elizabeth, Pauline
award earlier this year from Walker and Baby Girl, 309% S.
Sigma Delta Chi, a journalism 16th Street, Murray, Mrs. Ora
•
- Joyce, Box 115, Hazel, Mrs.
professional society.
He also has been active in Pauline Atkins Wainscott, 401 S.
civic affairs, and a job training 16th Street, Murray, Mrs.
center for physically and men- Beulah Jane Erwin, 1003 Vine
tally handicapped persons in Street, Murray, Flavel Manley
Henderson is named for him. Pendergrass, Route 1, Murray,
,He has served on the center's William Robert Pittman, Route
board Of directors for sit years. 1, Murray, Mrs, Rub? Nell
.3, Mrs.
Sandefur began his news ca- Brown, Route 1,
reer with the newspaper, then Eva Mae Stewart, 309 S. 16th
switched to the radio station Street, Murray, Asher Sherman
and has worked for both since Farris, 609 S. 9th Street,
Murray.
1949.

Prices Good Fri., Sat., Sun., April 27,28,29

LADIES
SWIM
SUITS
Compare
at 10.99

10-SPEED

Summer's almost here
and it's time for fun in
the sunl Choose either
junior or ladies 2 piece
bikinis in many styles
and
colors.
Ladies
sizes 8 to 14, junior
sizes 30 to 36 or 5 to
13.

RACING BIKE
388

This Italian made racing bike has 27"
frame, 27 x /
1
4" gum wall tires, chrome
hubs and .rims., A super value .at
Big Kr

Reg 77 88

PERKY HALTER
AND CROP TOPS
Compare
at 3.49

WOOD
FRAME
DOOR
MIRROR

A selection of 10000 cotton
halter and crop tops at Big K!
Choose from many styles to
fit your mood. Sizes 'S,ML in
assorted colors.

TERRY STRETCH
SHORT SHORTS
Compare
at 3.99

9/

Features clear,
sheet
glaSs,
shatterproof 'for
safety, 1'woodannommumb. grain frame. 16"
Model 910 x 56 size.

Compare
at 2.49

70/30% cotton-nylon terry
stretch knit short shorts. 14"
length, baSic _put I-on stycle.
Sizes S.M,L in white, navy,
aqua, red and orange.

Clip These Coupons.
VALUABLE

INFANTS
TO WOMENS
SNEAKERS

ee

MENS CANVAS
DECK SHOES

50

'URE

RTiI443

196
•

11 Reg. 1.99
Red, white and blue canvas
uppers with sponge innersole.
Non-slip_outsole. Infants
sizes 5 t0,8, childs sizes 8%
to 12 and Misses sizes 12112
to 3.

P4PLAY
DiTiNG
In this age of automation it is warming to discover
a product which is still built by hand. MARLIN
Boats are such a product. Many hours of des,
ing. engineering and construction
are necessary to produce

*

visions

)-7:12 *
SINCE:

R1 COUPON

Sturdy canvas uppers
,
'with
longwearing PVC sole's. Sizes
61/2 to 11 in assorleg, colors.

3/97
'

Keg

Expires 4-29-73

COUPON

VALUABLE

_"We only build kbOat once" is a theme which MARLIN
boat builders nave -su-ccessfully applied to keep warranty work to a bare minimum. By surrounding each
operation with experienced craftsmen and utilizing the
finest materials available, quality control is -assured at
each phase of operation. "MARLIN offers you everything they know about enthusiastic sportboating as
standard equipment." This point is exemplified by the
fact that MARLIN was the first to certify a full line of
ski boats with the Boating Industry Association. The
BIA certification has given us pride; it will give you the
assurance of safety. quality and durability. StylinO .and
beauty are two elements that are never _compromised
at MARLIN. The custom interiors found in all MARLINS
are cut, sewn, and upholstered at the factory. A wide
range of modern colors allow perfect color keying
with your favorite gel coat or metal flake colors.
Examine the MARLIN line; you will find a boat to
compliment' your personality.
Grayson McClure d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
See Dane !McClure,Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McClure

Vaseline Intensive Care
Reg.77e
BABY POWER
Reg.$1.19
Lotion

IN.CORPORAT,ED

PANORAMA SHORES
Nite Phone
436-5483

66;

Your Choke
Expires

MAGICOLOR BARN
& FENCE PAINT OR
REDWOOD LATEX
STAIN

MAGICOLOR
NO-DRIP LATEX

VALUABLE

4-29-73

COUPON

Ibutex
POLISH REMOVER
3/5 1 00

ea500
10/

2.99

Expires 4-29-73

FOX PHOTO SIL.K.FINISH

Model M12

Big K is your
Headquarters for:
v Tropical Fish
Acquariums
We Have A Complete Line of
Accessories at

SUNBEAM MIXER

Happy Holiday Travel
Demonstration
Available Early Evenings & Holidays

Expires 4-29-73

VALUABLE

Berkeley Jet-Drive

2:,*
!DELUXE.*

VY COUPON

Reg. 2.99

the end result.

41.
0
.
0

PRE-SEASON
SALE!

All Items Available Nashville Stores,
Most Items Available All Stores!

Hospital Report

MARLIN
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24.99

Super
Save
Prices!

Unlimited settings from lowpower stirring to high-power
whipping.
Large
beaters,
thumb-tip speed control, glass
bowl. Avocado or gold.

9.9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

CENTER
BEL AIR SHOPPING
Parking
Acres of Free

We Reserve.The Right To Limit Quantities

753-8777
=

KODACOLOS
SPECIAL
ANY KOORCOCOR ROLL
UP TO 12 EXPOSuPES

DEVELOPED
AND

PRINTED
fackanikm
1104.
t.k.
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Rusty Staub Breaks Out Of
Slump With Pair Of Homers
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It has finally happened at last. The Murray State baseball team
has made the national rankings.';
In the most recent poll of national collegiate teams, the
Thoroughbreds of Johnny Reagan own the 19th position.
The rain has kept Murray from reaching the 30 win plateau. The
Ilreds are currently standing at 28-9 overall and 12-1 in the Ohio
'Valley Conference.
Two of the biggest games on the schedule have been washed
Bruce Farris
Dale Willis
out Only one of them will be rescheduled.
The Thoroughbreds will play at C.arbondale against Southern
Illinois University Wednesday before opening the OVC championship playoffs at either Morehead or Tennessee Tech.
It will not be possible to reschedule the rained out date WithVanderbilt. Thus, there will be no more home games on tap this
sophomore.
Middle linebacker Bruce to linebacker as a
season.
tackles
and
31 assists
had
73
He
been
Mo.
has
Sikeston,
of
Farris
Today, weather permitting, the 'Breds will be at Memphis State
He
for a twinbill. Friday a freshman game will be played at Reagan elected captain of the Murray for the Racers last season.
State University football team led the team in fumble
Field with game time set for 2:30 p.m.
for next season. Offensive recoveries with 3, had 2 pass
tackles Charlie Carpenter and interceptions, and blocked an
Les Taylor, as of last night, is still planning to leave Murray.
He was drafted in the ninth round of the NBA draft by lowly Dale Willis were elected extra-point kick.
Farris injured a shoulder the
alternates. Carpenter, a junior,
Cleveland Tuesday.
game of his sophomore
second
Willis,
a
and
Cincinnati
is
from
Yesterday, Les was selected by the Kentucky Colonels in the
senior, is from Washington season and sat out the rest of the
seventh round of the ABA draft.
Last night at the Murray State sports banquet, Les was named Court House, Ohio. Farris, a year. After reinjuring the
as the Athlete of the Year at MSU and as the MVP in basketball. senior, came to Murray as a shoulder in spring practice, he
Instead of attending the banquet, Les chose to stay home and quarterback but was switched missed the entire season before
relax and to do some thinking as to his future.
More on Les later

Carpenter Named As Captain

The remaining sports schedule for the week can probably be
summarized in one word: none. It is tempting to spell the word
rain in capital letters as for the actual schedule.
Just for the record, the Murray High tennis team is to host
Tilghman today The WKC, which was rained out last week, will
- be hosted by MHSnext week at the courts at Murray State.
Also On tap for today is Reiciland at Murray High and Mayfield
at Calloway for-baseball games, But. the-chanees ow these being
- played are less than dim.
Friday the MHS tennis team will be at Russellville before going
to Owensboro and Bowling Green Saturday. The only other event
set for Friday is the Murray High baseball team at Trigg County.
The only thing taking place Saturday, unless there are some
makeup baseball games, is the Ball State Relays at Muncie,
Indiana
Last year Herman deMunnik of Murray State was the medalist
in the javelin with a 203-8 effort. Sam Torres should be a top
contender in the mile and the three mile.

-

Standings-

Colonels Grab Ernie
'D' and Les In Draft

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) ''Of the people we thought we
could get," said Colonels Coach
Joe Mullaney after Wednesday's American Basketball Association draft action, "we did
get a pretty large percentage of
them."
Kentucky, whose No.1 college
draft choice in secret January
selecting was Providence guard
Ernie DeGregorio, chose University of Washington guard
Louie Nelson as the ABA draft
restuned in the third round.
DiGregorio, an Associated
Press first-team All-American,
was selected by Buffalo in
Tuesday's National Basketball
Association, and the 6-foot-2
Nelson, who averages M points
per game, was chosen by Philadelphia in the second round of
the NBA draft.
Kentucky was ninth in the
-,ABA-ziraftizig.-erder,. is4th- The
San Diego Conquistadors having first choice.
• San Diego selected South-

•

.western Louisiana guard
Dwight Lamar Wednesday, and
it was revealed that Lamar will
sign a contract with the Q's
Sunday.
Colonels selections, in addition to DiGregorio and Nelson,
were:
-Derrek Dickey, a 6-foot-8
forward ranking just behind Oscar Robertsoni_Ron_ Bonham
and Jack Twyman on the University of Cincinnati's all-time
scoring list.
-Ron King of Florida State,
a 6-4 graduate of Louisville
Central High.
-Ron Behagen, 6-8 Minnesota coenerman taken in-The
NBA by Kansas City-Omaha on
the first round. .
Also chosen were small college stars M.L. Carr, 6-611 forward from NAIA national
champion Guilford College;
William--(Junk+• Hareisi-•
guard from North Carolins
State, and Mike Boylan, 6-4
Assumption
guard
from

( Mass. ).
Kentucky also picked John
Johnson, a 6-8 Denver forward
and Mike Macaluso, 6-5 Canisius guard-forward.
The Colonels chose Kentucky
college stars Les Taylor of
Murray State and 6-8 James
Greene, center for NCAA College Division champion Kentucky Wesleyan.
• The way we had the players
rated, the way we assessed our
needs and the way those in front
of us drafted," Coach Mullaney
said, "we were pretty satisfied
with our selections."
Other-Kentucky -college nia yers picked in the ABA draft
were Mike Williams of Kentucky Wesleyan, eighth round
choice of the Utah Stars;
Charles Mitchell of Eastern,
eighth round choice of the
-Tomo;
---1(48R- tucky's Jim Andrews, seventh
round choice of the Indiana
Pacers.

Wilbur Wood Puts Yankees On
Starvation Diet With Shutout
To the citizens of Calloway County:
IT'S GRAVEL TIME AGAIN! I believe the present
Calloway County Judge and the four magistrates were all
born during a leap year, because many of the county
roads only get gravel every four years. I suggest to my
friends in Calloway County that if this clique is re-elected
there will be nothing again for the NEXT four years.
Roger W. Jones
Candidate for Calloway County Judge
Paid for by Susan Jones, Treasurer-Route 1, Almo,
Kentucky )

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Wilbur Wood tut the corners
of the plate, doling out a starvation diet to the New York
Yankees.
They went away hungry
while the Chicago White Sox
star fattened his pitching
record.
"I get paid to get somebody
out and that's what I do," said

Get acquainted
with Kubota and Save.
Kubota -the complete line of
In-between tractors unmatched for
economy and adaptability.
You get-more features standard
than others offer only as
extra cost options.
You get -a Category 01 three point
hitch that accommodates
a complete line of plows,
cultivators, harrpws,
Mowers. etc.
You get-a price so reasonable you
can save by using your
Kubota exclusively on
jobs where its size,
maneuverability and
economy really pay off.
See Kubota. You'll be amazed by
Its quality and competitive costs.
Three diesel models to choose
from-17,21 end 26 tin.
.

KUBOTA

KUBOTA FILLS THE TRACTOR GAP

rree Delivery in Murray Area

Paducah, K y

4173 Scheeitinoas Rd Kea* 4434/31

Wood, who got most everbody
out in a five-hit, 3-0 beauty over
the Yankees Wednesday.
Wood frustrated the Yankee
hitters with a knuckleball that
went beserk at times. It was
helped along by the weather,
according to New York Manager Ralph Houk.

Staub was hitting a woeful .102
going into the game...about one
batting percentage point for
each thousand dollars of salary
he earns.
Elsewhere in the National
League Wednesday Atlanta
trimmed Philadelphia 5-2, Los
Angeles beat St. Louis 5-3 in 11
innings, San Francisco shut out
Chicago 5-0, and Cincinnati defeated Montreal 7-4. San
Diego's game at Pittsburgh
was rained out.
In the American League, Chicago blanked the New York
Yankees 3-0, Boston edged Minnesota 4-3, Texas beat Detroit
4-1, Kansas City nipped Milwaukee 3-2, California nipped
Baltimore 1-0 and Cleveland
blanked Oakland 1-0.
Staub's two homers supported
a sharp six-hit pitching job by
Jerry Koosman, who won his
third straight for New York.
Good pitching has not been unusual for the Mets this season
but good hitting has been and
so Staub was the main attraction after the game.
"The one thing that a ball
G_.B.
W.
9 L7
. Pd. GB.
player misses once he gets out
Baltimore
of the game," said Staub, "is
8 8 _500 1
roaiut
m
Dedtw
kee
7 7 .500 1
the elation of success-to have
4--.-‘,467 12
eta
n no
sv
to
c
elo
te
7 10 .412 21i? such a bad streak and then
6 10 375 3
New York
such great elation. I just hope I
West
can have a lot more elation this
11 6 .647 Kansas City
9 5 643 ''? season."
Minnesota

.
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Gourmet Rusty Staub whipped up a tasty dish for the power hungry New York Mets and,
like starving men, they savored
every tasty morsel.
Staub, who enjoys puttering
around the kitchen of his New
York bachelor pad, must have
been wondering whether he was
eating right before finally
chewing up some friendly Houston pitching Wednesday night.
Charlie Carpenter
Weighed down by a dreadful
1-for-29 slump!Staub snapped
out of it with a pair of solo
home runs that powered the
Mets to a 5-2 decision over the
returning to action last year. Astros.
It was the first time this seaCarpenter was named to khe
All-Ohio Valley Conference son that the Mets had more
second team last season after than one homer in a game.
playing his first season at They had only six homers all
year and five of those belonged
Murray at defensive tackle.
to John Milner. What's more,
Willis missed all of last
season after breaking his foot in
the last pre-season scrimmage.
He has played regularly for By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Murray since he was a freshAmerican League
East
man.

with two out and the bases
loaded.
Jeff Burroughs' third home
run of the season and Toby
Harrah's three singles supported Steve Foucault's clutch
pitching as Texas whipped Detroit.
Texas starter Rich Hand was
relieved in the eighth inning by
Foucault, who worked out of a
bases-loaded jam with one out.
Wayne Simpson allowed only
three hits before Gene Garber
took over to get the last two
outs of the game as Kansas
(Sty downed Milwaukee. It was
Simpson's strongest performance since coming to Kansas
City from the Cincinnati Reds
last winter. "He. threw fast
balls, mostly," said Kansas
City Manager Jack McKeon. "I
thought he was in complete
command and did an excellent
job. I took him out near the end
because I felt he was getting a
little tired."
Bill Singer fired a four-hitter
and bested Dave McNally in a
pitcher's duel as California
nipped Baltimore. McNally
pitched a five-hitter, but lost
the game on Bobby Grabarkewitz' RBI single in the eighth.
Dick Tidrow, who entered the
game with an 8.06 earned run
average, pitched a two-hitter as
Cleveland defeated Oakland.

"Today was a good day for
him, the dead air and the
dampness," said Houk. "That
helps him. His knuckleball was
really bouncing around today."
In the other American
League games, the Boston Red
Sox nipped the Minnesota
Twins 4-3; the Texas Rangers
trimmed the Detroit Tigers 4-1;
the Kansas City Royals turned
back the Milwaukee Brewers 32; the California Angels defeated the Baltimore Orioles 1-0
and the the Cleveland Indians
trimmed the Oakland A's 1-0.
National League scores: Cincinnati 7, Montreal 4; San
Francisco 5, Chicago 0; Atlanta
.5, Philadelphia 2; New York 5,
Houston 2 and Los Angeles 5,
St. Louis 3 in 11 innings. Rain
postponeit a game between San
Diego and Pittsburgh.
The only hits off Wood were
singles by Matty Alia', Horace
Clarke and Roy White' before
Thurman Munson drilled a
ground-rule double down the
left-field line in the eighth.
Then White collected another
single in the ninth.
Ground_Breaking Begins
Mostly, the Yankees wee
just beating the ball into the
FOXBURG, Pa. (AP) ground or popping it up off the Ground.breaking ceremonies
Chicago left-hander
Carlos for the American Golf Hall of
May hit a home run in the first Fame's library and museum
off Mel Stottlemyre for the only will be held Friday? slack W.
run Wood needed.
Brand, president of the Hall of
John Kennedy's run -siring Fame Association', said today.
double in the sixth inning
Officials of the Hall will
...snapped a 3-3 tie and gave Bos- break ground on a 10-acre site
ton its victory over Minnesota. Sktincent Foxburg - Country
Relief pitcher Bob Bolin saved Club-the oldest golf course in
the game for the Red Sox hy continuous use in the United
-striking out 'Harmon Killebrew States.
,
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Thursday's Games
Detroit (Coleman 4-01 at
Texas (Brobert 0-1), 8:30 p.m.
Milwaukee (Ryerson 0-01 at
Kansas City (Drago 2-1), 8:30
pm
Cleveland (Strom 1-1) at Oakland'( Hunter0-1), 11 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
at. New
... York. 7:30
p.
p.m.
Chicago at Boston, 7:30 p.m.
Kansas City at ,Detroit, s:oo
pm
Milwaukee at Texas, 9:00
p.m
Baltimore at Oakland, 11:00
Cleveland at California, 11:00

p.m. .

National League

Due to all other Insurance Offices
being closed on Saturday as of the
1st Saturday in May, my office will
be closed on Saturday, also. We will
be open from 8 till 5 Monday-Thursday,
8-5:30 Friday .

CLYDE ROBERTS

•East'
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9
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7 8 .467 3
7 8 .467 3
2 13 .133 8
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11--r4ncisi
, ca. 5
-750 --.1& 7
Cincinnati
12
11 9 .500 4
Houston
8 11 .421 602
Los Angeles
7 12 .368 702
iego
S
AatlnanDta
6 11 .353 702
Wednesday's Games
Montreal
4
7,
Cincinnati
San Francisco 5, Chicago 0
San Diego at Pittsburgh, ppd
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 2
Los Angeles 5, St. Louis 3, 11
innings
New York 5, Houston 2
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Bryant 2-1) at
Chicago (Hooten 1-1), 2:30 p.m
New York (McAndrew 1-21 at
Houston (Reuss 3-01, 8 7 30 p.m.
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oiego at Chicago, 7.30
8:0
55
anpim
p.m m
Angeles at Pittsburgh.
New York at Atlanta, 8:05
P 7n
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,
8.0
1-5C6P
Montreal at Houston, 8:30
p.m
San Francisco at St Louis,
9'00 p m

Pro Hockey
Playoffs
NHL
Stanley Cup Championship
Best-of-7 Series
All Times EST
Chicago at Montreal, lit
game Sunday. April 29, 3 . 05
m national TV
WHA
Avco world Trophy Championships
All Best-of-7 Series
All Times EST
Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at New England,
7 30 p m , New England leads
31
or,
Winnipeg at Houston, 9 p.m.,
Winnipeg leads 3 0

•
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PAPER
Over a hundred
patterns in stock.
REASONABLY
PRICED!!
Ciampett
Paint Store

Home of
Red Spot Paints
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Darrell Evans slugged a tworun triple -and then scored cin
Mike Lum's sacrifice fly as Atlanta jumped off to a quick
three-run lead against Philadelphia.
Gary Gentry limited the
Phillies to five hits until the
ninth when he weakened and
Phil Niekro came on to save
the victory. Gentry also had a
pair of singles, setting up one
Atlanta run and driving in another.
The Cubs could have used
some hitting against San Francisco's Juan Marichal. The Giants' veteran blanked Chicago,
spacing eight hits for his fourth
victory in five decisions.
Chris Speier and Dave Kingman slugged home runs for th,Giants.
Joe Morgan hit a three-run
homer, keying a four-run inning
that carried Cincinnati past
Montreal. The Reds had to
come from behind for the
victory after spotting the Expos
an early 2-0 lead.
Willie Davis' llth inning
triple scored the winning run
for Los Angeles as the Dodgers
beat St. Louis. Davis delivered
Billy Buckner, who had singled
against ex-Dodger pitcher Alan
Foster, Dave Lopes' sacrifice
fly drove home Davis with an
extra insurance run.
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201 So 6th Street

CHARLESWINDSOR
Candidate For

MAGISTRATE
OF DISTRICT NO. 4

St

Calla
"Your
Law

Paid P
Alexand

To the peopleof District No. 4, in Murray and
Calloway County.
I solicit your vote and influence on election day. May
29th.
With the help of my father, I hope to be able to
canvass the entire district. If we fail to see you though,
I would deeply appreciate your vote.
If elected I will strive to serve to the best of my
ability in honesty and fairness to all, and in all parts of
the District.
I will work with the other officials to do the best job
possible.

I am not trying to win this election on promises to
any one group. I live on highway 94, and I'm not
working for a road for myself.
Pol. Ad. paid for by Charles Windsor, Box 53, Lynn
Grove, Kentucky
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We Have A Nice Clean Used ...

SKI BOAT and
RUNABOUT
1968 Model with 100 Johnson. Has sun .
top, power lift and good trailer. Completely
equippped and ready to go!

C7113.
-7
1
F78-1

C78-178-1
D
178-1
F78-1

Conopl.

avails])

All For $175000
USED 20'

MeV

PONTOON BOAT

'375"

Grayson McClure d-b-e HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson McClure

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVE
INCORPORATED
tteiroonstration
•
•.
Available early evenings & Holidays

• Nite Phone
436-5483
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Blue-Gold Game At Murray
State Rated As A Success
The annual Blue-Gold game
last weekend which ended
spring football practice at
Murray State University got a
plus rating from Coach Bill
Furgerson.
"Although the kicking game
was probably the outstanding
facet of the game, I thought we
did several other things well,"
Furgerson said. "I thought the
game was marked by fine,
agressive play by both sides,
which points up the competition
we have had for positions all
spring, and I was impressed
with the spirit and attitude of

By JACK STEVENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
man called Stumpy won the
West for the Los Angeles Lakers, who hope the New York
Kt*lterbockers win the East.
Gill Goodsich, the smallest
man on the court at 6-foot-1,
scored 44 points in his greatest
shooting performance as a professional, in leading the defending National Basketball Association champions to a 128-118
victory over the Golden State
Warriors Wednesday night.
The triumph provided Los
Angeles with a 4-1 series final
verdict in the West and the Leiters new must await- the outcome of New York vs. Boston
in the East. The Knicks lead 3-2
in games after losing 9647 on
Wednesday night.
If New York wins, the first
game of the finals will be in
Los Angeles since the Lakers
had a better overall season
record. But if Boston rallies for
two straight victories, the
championship set will be in
New England. Boston had the
best overall record in the NBA.
The Lakers ;lost all four of
their regular season games to
the Celtics but split 2-2 against
New York which could be an-

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander

For

LATE
NO. 4

made up of the rest of the squad,
23-0 in the game. Don Clayton,
tailback for the Blues, was the
game's leading rusher with 90
yards, 47 of which came on a
touchdown gallop on the last
play of the game. Tom
Pandolfi quarterbacked the
Blues and completed 11 of 31
passes for 167 yeards. Ken
Galtney was his leading
receiver with 4 catches for 84
yards.
Steve Martin punted for both
teams and averaged 37.2 yards
on 11 kicks. He had one 64yarder.
The Blue defense held the
Whites to only 17 yards rushing
and 99 passing. White quarterback Mike Hobbie completed
6 of 23 passes and had 3 intercepted. Linebacker Tom
Johnson had one of the interceptions and returned it 45
other factor as Coach Bill Shar- yards for a touchdown. Corman of the defending cham- nerbacks Paul Coltharp and
pions says:
Mark Hickman had the others.
"We'd like to play New York
Tackle Jay Waddle had 9
because of the home court ad- tackles and 2 assists for the
Blues. End Jim McPeake had 4
vantage."
Goodrich pumped in 21 points and 1, Coltharp 4 and 2, and
in the third period, 20 of them linebacker Bruce Farris 3 and 5.
on field goal and the 10 he sank Matt Schappert and Chuck
set a new NBA playoff record, Wempe each had 4.tackles and 1
surpassing the nine by former assist for the Whites.
Laker Elgin Baylor in a 1961
playoff.
The Lakers reached the finals
for the ninth time in the 13
years since moving from Minneapolis to Los Angeles, yet
last year was the only championship the club has won.
•
113i WILL-GRIM:LEN
For ..the .team, the victory
AP Special Correspondent
over Golden State meant $43,NEW YORK (AP)- The So500 to be divided 13 ways-12 to
players and the other to trainer viet Union's Olympic championFrank O'Neill. The finals will ship basketball team has armean a minimum of $65,000 rived in the United States for
and they've already collected another shot at the Americans,
$34,000 for winning the opening and they contend they're not a
bit worried about UCLA's talplayoff series against Chicago.
"I felt I had good rhythm al- ented Bill Walton.
"When we came here two
though I was tired," said
Goodrich after the game. "I years ago, we heard how great
really didn't feel that good. a player Artis Gilmore was,"
When you score 44. points, Aleksander Bolostav, a 6-foot-9,
you're getting a lot of help 231-pound forward, said. "We
from teammates. They were won seven out of eight games
looking for me and getting me that time, so we are a bit skepthe ball This was probably the tical about talk of a new star."
Vladimir Kandrashin, who
best percentage night I've ever
had in the pros (73 per cent). I coached the Russians to a conisepn't-tkink of any time -When I troversial 51-50 victory'Over the
r"ehot better."
United States at Munich for the
the squad.

"We were hampered by bad
weather all spring and had
trouble putting a few days
practice together until last
week. But when we finally got
some continuity in our practice
I thought we made lots of
progress.
"The muddy field the night
of the game hurt the ball
carriers but despite the poor
conditions, I thought they
showed promise."
The Blue team, composed of
the first offensive and defensive
units beat the White team,

for

Sheriff
04
Calloway County
"Your Candidate for
Law.and Order"
Paid Per Ad. by T.G.
Alexander, RR2, Murray.

Celtics Remain In
Playoffs With Win
BOSTON (AP)- Dave Cow_
ens, the National Basketball
Association's most valuable
player of 197273, did his thing,
John Havlicek gave a typical
gutsy performance and then unheralded Paul Silas got into the
act.
The combinations enabled the
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Murray State's Women's
Tennis team, which is undefeated at 5-0 and ranked
among the state's top three
teams, will face a tough
schedule this week as it plays
four matches in as many days.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Two former Murray State
athletes were inducted into the
MSU Hall of Fame and present
athletes
were honored last
Trying to scar the Racers night
at the All-Sports Banquet
unblemished record will be Pi
the Harry Lee Waterfleld
Vanderbilt and UT-Martin as
Student Union Building.
they invade the Murray courts
Houston (Hound) Elder, a
today and Friday afternoon at
member of Murray State's only
2:30. Then on Saturday Murray
undefeated football team, and
will travel to Carbondale, Tu. to Dr
Lynn Bridwell, one of the
take on SIU before returning to top
pitchers in MSU baseball
play Memphis State Sunday
history, were the new inductees
afternoon at 130.
to the Hall of Fame.
According to head coach Nita
The featured speaker for the
Graham, Vanderbilt will be the
banquet was Joe Dean, former
'They're
beat.
toughest team to
star
at Louisiana State
one of the top teams in TenUniversity and now a color man
nessee and proved it two weeks
for the televised Southeastern
ago when they placed third in Collegiate Conference Game of the Week.
Southern
the
"In a two or three year
Tournament. We'll have to be in
period, I am on every college
top form to beat them", Coach
campus in the country," said
Graham said.
the eloquent Dean.
afternoon
Friday
Last
"I see and hear what you
Murray played Middle Tenwant to do. You want to dream
nesse for the firtst time in the
the great dream but you don't
school's history and handily
want to do anything about it. It
won by a score of 8-1. The
a fact that 99 per cent of the
is
following day Southwestern at
people use only 10 per cent of
Memphis bowed to Murray, 10them capacity.
0.
"If you are willing to work,
you can pass all of these people
in life.
Dean told the large audience
about his preparation fOr a
career in basketball.
"I spent 10,000 hours working
at it. I wasn't a great player;!
was a good one though. You
Anirrieen Was in-36 yeass[ iflOad sgoot for the mo-on and
of Olympic basketball com- maybe cling to a star on the way
petition, insisted through an in- by
tepretor that he had never
In closing Dean used the story
heard of Walton and knew noth- of Frank Carraway to eming about him.
phasize his main point.
Asked if reports that Walton
"Frank Carraway was a
player
is a better basketball
halfback with an eastern
than Wilt Chamberlain and Ka- college," Dean began.
reem Abdul-slabbar were at the
"He hadn't played all year
same stage were enough to un- and he was sitting on the bench
nerve him, the stumpy head during the last game of
the
coach replied:
season. Before the game, he
"We don't get nervous." He went to his coach and asked if
said, however, that the Rus- he could play in the game.
sians expected tougher com"With only 30 seconds, left,
petiton than on their last visit his team was behind 6-0 and
here two years ago. "This is they had the ball on their own 20
the height of the American bas- yard line. The coach looked
ketball season. Your team down at the end of the bench and
should be better. We will be'called for Carraway.
happy to win two of the eight
''In the huddle, Carraway told
games.
his teammates that he wanted
Sergi
coach,
The assistant
the ball. 'I believe that I can go
Bashkin, acknowledged that he all the way and win the game
had heard much of Walton and for us," Carraway said.
knew laim ..lo be "tall, agile,
very quick, very intelligent and
"On the first play, he took the
hard to defend against."
ball and drove up the middle
But he added: "Is he black and was stopped at the 50 yard
or white?"
line," Dean said.
The Russian team will open
"He told the quarterback to
the American tour with a
the ball down into the end
pass
warmup, an unofficial game
and that some way he
zone
against a group of Utah allstars
the
Friday night at Salt Lake City. would get there and catch
His
did.
He
game.
the
win
to
ball
game
first
the
play
they'll
Then
and
against the U.S. squad Sunday team made the extra point
won
at the Forum in Los Angeles.
Subsequent games will be
played at San Diego, Sunday,
April 30; Alouquerque, N.M.,
May 2; Indianapolis, May 5;
New York's Madison Square
Garden, May 7; Baltimore,
May 9 and a final game against
a Lexington, Ky. AAU team,
May 11.

Soviet Cage Team Is
Not Afraid of Walton

, and

le to
iugh.

Tmea"::„L"teetd Two Inducted Into Hall Of
In Five Matches
Fame At MSU Sports Banquet

Lakers End Series With
Warriors For West Crown

VOTE FOR*
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Center

Southside Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2310

Boston Celtics to edge the New
York Knicks 98-97 Wednesday
night and remain alive in the
NBA's Eastern championship
playoff.
"Everybody made a contribution," Boston Coach Tommy
Heinsohn said after the Celtics,
now down 3-2, forced a sixth
game in the best-of-7 series Friday night in New York.
The winner will play Los Angeles for the championship. The
Lakers beat the Golden State
Warriors 128-118 Wednesday
night to win their Western Conference final four games to one.
Cowens went the marathon
route, playing the entire 48
minutes. The 6-foot-9 cenr
scored 32 points and grabbed 16
rebounds.
Havlicek, the Celtics' captain
and leading scorer who missed
the fourth game because of a
right shoulder injury, came off
the bench at the start of the
second period and again in the
third and fourth periods. He
shook off pain and played 30
minutes, finishing with 18
points, five assists and one
rebound.
Silas, a veteran forward completing his first season in Boston, scored only nine points, but
was the man of the hour. He
cashed two free throws with
seven seconds remaining and
then grabbed a rebound, his
20th of the game, just before
the final buzzer
"It was Silas's clutch free
throws and his big rebound at
the end that did it," Heinsohn
said. "However, they all were
great out there tonight-Dave,
John, everybody. It was a hell
of a game. The Knicks are a
great club. They don't give up.
They don't crack."
Heinsohn said he was one of
the few not surprised by Havlicek's courageous performance.

left to right Marie
AWARD WINNERS last night at the Murray State sports banquet were form
Freshman Athlete of
Murphy, women's volleyball; Pat Francis, soccer; Jesse Williams, Outstanding
women's basketball.
the Year; Sam Torres, cross country; and Jan Jones, women's track and
i Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
,
Jesse Williams, a starter for
"In the locker room, the information on the two inthe varsity basketball team,
coach of the team was ductees to the Hall of Fame.
was selected as the Outstanding
After the induction of Elder
amazed," said Dean. The coach
told Carraway that in all the and Bridwell. Murray State Freshman Athlete.
For the second consecutive
years he had been coaching, he basketball coach and Athletic
had never seen anything more Director Cal Luther reviewed year, Les Taylor was given the
all of the sports this year at Outstanding Athlete at Murray
amazing.
State Award.
"Frank told the coach that MSU.
his mother had died when he - The first award presented
was just two years old. His was to *George Greenfield for
father ha4,,19.51 age:.ziaLLAnd the out•51aNtiLlg._focotha_lt...P.44er.
that was to see his son play of the year for Murray State.
Greenfield, who broke all of the
college football.
"My father died 10 days ago." major rushing records for the
Racers, will be playing in the
said Carraway to his coach.
National Football League next
'Today, up there, my father
season for the Cleveland
watched me play football for the
Browns.
first time. You see, my father
The cross country award went
was blind."
to little Sam Torres of Flint,
"That is the difference in
Michigan. Torres, as a first
being great and being average.
year junior college transfer to
You got to have the will to win,"
-Murray,qualified for the NCAA
Dean said.
Championships.
•
The award for soccer went to
"You run until your legs are
like iron, your mouth is full of Pat Francis of Antimui, West
"A Tornado!"
cotton. But still you haven't Indies. Francis led the soccer
team to a 3-3 season record.
given it all you can.
Fire and wind damage are
Les Taylor received the
"You get down on your hands
the obvious risks-but
and knees and you crawl. And basketball award while the
don't forget about hail and
when they become bloody and awards or track, tennis, golf
explosion damage, vansore, you get on your stomach and baseball will come after the
dalism and theft. A
and slide. That is when you have OVC Championships.
'package' policy from
Jan Jones received two
given it 100 per cent. That is
Murray Insurance Agency
when you have given it awards as she was selected as
will give truly comeverything you have to give," the most outstanding in
protection
prehensive
and
basketball
women's
Dean concluded.
-against virtually all forms
Followlh,g the -well received women's track. Marie Murphy
of destruction and loss.
speech by Dean, Murray State won the award for the outPresident Harry M. Sparks standing women's volleyball
player.
read and presented Elder a
Golfer and pre-med major
telegram from Kentucky
INSURANCE AGENCY
Johnny Quertermous took the
Governor Wendell Ford.
tEL AIR CENTER 753-4751
Award.
Athlete
Scholar
Sparks gave brief background

Thompson Is
Star In EKU
Spring Game

Pro Cage
Playoffs
By The Associated Press
All Starting Times EST
NBA Playoffs
All Best-of-7 Series
Semifinals
Wednesday's Games
East
Boston 98, New York 97, New
York leads 3 1
West
Los Angeles 118 Golden State
118 Los Angeles w,ns 4 1
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
East
Boston at New York 8 0 Cr
ABA Playoffs
Best-of-7 Series
Championship
Irigaga at Kentucky, 1st
Game Sat . Apr d 18, 2 p.m., na
honal TV

Recovering From Surgery
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP( Riverside Hospital officials reported Ohio State basketball
Coach Fred Taylor was doing
"as good as could be expected"
following surgery Wednesday to
remove his gall bladder and repair a hiatus hernia.

RICHMOND, Ky. (API Senior halfback Alfred Thompson ran 722 yards and scampered for two touchdowns and
freshman Don Blessing charged
for three TD's Wednesday as
Eastern Kentucky University's
white squad swamped the maroon squad 40-14 in the annual
spring football game.
Thompson tallied early for
the white squad with a 50-yard
end run in the first period and
added another touchdown on a
31-yard gallop in the third quarter.
Blessing scored in the first
quarter on a three-yard off
tackle run and tallied on oneyard dives in the second and
third periods.
The white squad's other
touchdown came on a one-yard
plunge by freshman quarterback Dwight Buchanan
Starting quarterback Jeff
McCarthy of the white squad
connected on five of eight
passes for 112 yards.
The maroon squad scored in
the first period on a 25-yard
run by senior fullback Marshall
Bush and added its other tally
on a one-yard plunge by freshman quarterback Jerome Kelley.

In the spring a young man's fancy turns to BOATS! BOATS??? Possible. We anticipated
what you might be looking for and we have it in stock, rigged and ready to hit the stater.
After all, a lot of great things have come about from a ski date and we just happen to have
the best selection of hot ski boats for miles around. Quality, Sharp, Metal Flake, Performing
Ski Boats that will do what they look like they'll do. Equipped with outboards 50 to 150 HPEvinrude-Mereury-Johnsons-You name it, we have it. TRY IT BEFORE YOU BUY IT '.
We handle quality, nationally recognized brand names like HARRIS FLOTE-BOTE, ARROW
GLASS, GLASTRON,CARLSON, MARLIN, HURRICANE, BONANZA & SKI BARGE.
Trailers by SHORE LA ND'R (The best quality trailers we have found anywhere for any
price).
Our outboards are equipped with EVINR UDE, MERCURY or JOHNSON purchased in this local
area with full Warranty to you.
Our Stern Drivers are equipped with either MERCRUISER or OMC with authorized local
service readily available. We guarantee service and satisfaction. After four years as a franchised
dealer, Thousands of dollars in sales of pontoons, ski boats and runabouts-We challenge you to
find one single dissatisfied customer.
Our customers are taken care of-not promises, not alibis-but action when the need arises We
try to check out every new unit before it goes out and eliminate any bugs before it reaches our
customers hands_ Thereby increasing our owner loyalty and satisfaction. We truly want you as
another enthusiastic, happy seethed customer.

Grayson McClure d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL.IN(
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to Vie to 614 to Panorama
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry,likaa or Grayson Me( lure

Happy Holiday Travel
INCORPORATED
PANORAMA SHORES
Nat Phone -436-5483

Dernonstration
Available Early Evenings & Holidays

Wt'lure

WE
Iite Phone
436-5483

OHN ED SCOTT for MAYOR*
Pol. Ad pd. for by John Scott, box 390, Murray, Ky.

sir
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FEIRTHSJ
CHAPMAN BOY

Cynthia Alexander
Complimented With
Several Parties

Darrin Gray, age three. The
father is a barber at Chestnut
Street Barber Shop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs E.G. Chapman and Mr. and
Mrs. Macon Rickman, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Galon
Chapman, Mr. and Mrs. Tilghman Barrow, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Rickman, all of Murray.

Edward Grant is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs, Don
Chapman of 909 North 18th
Street, Murray, for their baby
boy, weighing nine pounds three
ounces, born on Saturday, April
21, at 12:36 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Several delightful parties
have been given in honor of
Miss Cynthia Lynn Alexander,
May 5th bride-elect of John
Edward Witham.
The first was a Coke party
held at the home of Mrs.
They have another son.
Marshall Garland on Kirkwood
Drive with Mrs. Tip Miller and
WakrJ 1,LI.1.3JJ T I.1.1J 1 I lid J
US.
.44.1„lAtj1.L.I4,,
Mrs. James Payne as the
cohostesses.
Entertaining with a coffee at
the Holiday Inn were Mrs.
James Frank, Mrs. Bill
Furgerson, Mrs. Bailey Gore,
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, Mrs Vernon
Shown, Mrs. Matt Sparkman,
and Mrs. Alfred Wolfson.
See us for the material for
A luncheon at the Holiday Inn
,-.
your Prom dress!
was hosted by Miss Kathy
,-, 1
ti
Crider, Miss Nancy Jones, Miss
,..
Suzan Kennedy. Miss Susan
-:
let us hole. you with Pace, Mrs. Ricky Hill, Mrs.
Steve Tucker, and Mrs. Jeffrey
.-. •
your
Votaw.
The lovely home of Mrs.
BRIDAL
MATERIAL
t
Robert Moyer was the scene of
'
a a coffee with Mrs. Al Kipp as
Silk Organza
at 1 cohostess.
,
Peaude Soie
4 Mrs. Max Carman, Mrs. H.
I
..
Glenn Doran, and Miss Lillian
and Lace Trim
Tate honored the bride-elect,
,-*"
Brim il with a brunch at the Holiday
Sheer
c,,e--- ''.. .-_.i'/
1
4-4'1
Inn.
Floppy Hats
A Sant-Gria party was held in
:",..1 ,
Whites & Pastels
the hOme of Mrs. Ted Bradshaw
Head Pieces
a with Mrs Thomas Lovett, Mrs.
.
BRIDAL VEILS
,-:
C.C. Lowry, Mrs. Lee Tinsley,
:-; for brides it
Candlelights & White. and Mrs. Bradshaw as
hostesses.
:..1 Bride's Maids. Plenty of illusion to go
Mrs. James M. Lassiter and
Mrs. John Quertermous enWhite & Pastels
with them.
tertained with a_ coffee at the
:..'
wq For Fine_
a Lassiter home on
I WHIMSEY VEILS
Boulevard. members of the
74 Fabrics

1-----

Eu.
4

room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. Hal .Houston as
speaker.
Thursday, April M
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Max
Beale, Cecil Farris, Franklin
Fitche, and Baron West as
hostesses.
The Eighth annual Laker
Songfest will be held at the
Calloway County High School
gyro at 7:30 p.m. Following the
concert by the Choral Department, an art exhibit will be held
in the school cafeteria.

Prom
Time Has
Arrived

Aj!
tvivtl

.,.

An Art Workshop, directed by
Emily
Wolfson
on
"Organization of A Painting
With Emphisis on Shapes and
Value" will be at the Murray
Art Guild from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Call Sarah Sinclair 753-3273 or
Cynthia Peterson 70-3505 for
information.

BRIDES

mpods.

'4

Wide

-

:1

VI

Wells

wedding party.

Ei

Nesbitt Fabric Shop
4 Miles South on Murray on 641
Phone 492-8211
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Annual President's Review of
the Murray State University
ROTC Cadet Corps will be at
3:45 p.m. in the University
Fieldhouse. Special presentations will be made to young
men who have distinguished
themselves as members of the
ROTC. The public is invited.

Reservations should be made
with the MSU Alumni office in
the Administration Building.
A rummage sale will be held
at the American Legion Hall,
starting at seven a.m., sponsored by the United Methodist
Women of the Lynn Grove
Church.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at noon at the club house
with Mesdames Thomas Brown,
G.B. Scott, Mary Belle Overbey, and Miss Mary Lassiter as
hostesses.
Chapter M of the PEO
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Edward M.
College,
Nunnelee,
310
Mayfield, at eleven a.m. with
Glades F. Hinds as speaker.
Note change in meeting time.
A Flea Mart will be held near
the tennis courts on Chestnut
Street from nine a.m. to three
p.m., sponsored by the MSU
Dames Club.

A Benefit Gospel Sing for
Rodney Paschall will be held at
the Calloway County High
School gym at 7:30 p.m. Advance tickets are one dollar
with admission at the door
Friday, April 27
The Sigma Sigma Sigma being $1.50.
Senior "Send On" will be held at
Sunday, April 29
the Holiday Inn at six p.m.
saving time begins
Daylight
A Country Music Show will be
ahead one
held at Lynn Grove School at at two a.m. Set clocks
seven p.m., sponsored by the hour.
Lynn Grove PTC. Admission is
50 and 75 cents.

Monday, April 30
The Great Books Adults
Discussion Group will crt at
Saturday, April;
,S.
Annual
Mupray
State 7.30 p.m. at the Calloway
UniVersity Alumni Association County Public Library with
MAYFIELD PATIEN'T
Banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. at Mrs. Solon Bury as the leader
the Waterfield Student Union on "The Corinthian Letters."
Gena Kay Rogers of 1624 Building. Special tributes will
Miller Avenue, Murray, was be made to retiring Murray
The Community Continuing
discharged April 21 from the State President Harry M. Education meeting for nurses
Community Hospital, Mayfield. Sparks and Mrs. Sparks. will be held in the conference

Shop for

".'
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BULOVA
The first choice
Graduation watch

Deborah Eldridge
Honored At Party
At Roberts' Home

guest

Pew. IU-11111 or I/rafts

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •

Reception honoring Miss
Clara M. Eagle, retiring
director of galleries and former,
chairman of the Art Department
at Murray State
University, will be from seven
to nine p.m., Clara M. Eagle,
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The public is invited.

Miss Deborah Eldridge,
bride-elect of Edd Adams, was
honored at a cleverly-planned
Coke party held on the afternoon of April 21 at the home
of Mrs. Hollis Roberts.
The gracious hostesses for the
bridal occasion were Mrs.
Roberts and Miss Jo Anne
Roberts.
The honoree chose to wear a
yellow and white pant suit from
her trousseau. Her corsage was
two baby orchids, gift of the
hostesses.
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
table draped with an ecru
embroidered linen and lace
cloth over a mint green underlay. Tulips were artistically
arranged around traditional
Easter ornaments.
This arrangement created an
interesting decorative effect for
the table as well as throughout
the entire house. The
list included Miss
Katie Kemp, Miss Marsha
Sledd, Miss Mary Winter, Mrs.
Jill Bland, Mrs. Annette
Haneline, Miss Christy Scott,
Miss Becky Buchanan, and
Mrs. Lana Williams.
An invitation tray was
presented to the honoree by the
hostesses.
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Make your
Graduation gift
a lasting one with a
beautiful Bulova. Shop
now, while our selection
is complete, and you're sure
to find the watch you want.
Fm him and for her. From

$40.

1.

PILIIDINT "C" Automatic. Instant change
Sate 23 mwels Burgundy dial 1711
STAIIIIIRST "S' 4 diamOish. 145 solid
gold case 17 jewels $115
ANOSRAPINistari 4erth.lestaidi---m
to 333 feet 17 imueis $55

FURCHES JEWELRY
113 S. 4th
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
9-Mon.--.Sat
Sundaji
Phone 753-8304
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June Wedding Planned

it

Mrs Charlie Robertson entertained the members of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club at their regular meeting
held Friday, April 13, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon at
her home on North Seventeenth
Street.
The lesson on "Historical
Places in Kentucky" was
presented by Mrs. Edgar
Morris and Mrs. Angle Gibbs.
Workman,
Mrs.
Jon
and
president, presided
reported on the executive
council meeting. The County
Homemakers will make a bus
trip to Opryland, Nashville,
Tenn., on May 12.
Papers on "Membership
Orfile" were completed by the
members.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs read the
scripture from Psalms 37:1-4
and gave the thought for the
month, "Success Comes in Can
and Failures In Can'ts."
The secretary, Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, read the minutes and
called the roll with eleven
members answering with what
Easter meant to them.
The .club voted to make a
contribution to the camp for
under privileged children in
July.
Mrs. Esco Gunter, directed
the recreational period. Cookies
and fruit juice were served
during the social hour.
The May Ilth meeting will be
held at the borne Of Mrs. Ivan
Outland, 509 South 13th Street.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY A neighbor of mine loves to sew, and
she has made some lovely things. She made a beautiful
dress and bonnet for my daughter's fourth birthday, so I
took the child to a photography studio and had a picture
taken of her in that outfit. Then I bought a frame for It and
presented it to my neighbor to show my appreciation.
She seemed pleased and placed the picture on her
piano. A few months later I noticed that she had placed a
picture of her dog in that frame, and my daughter's picture
was nowhere to be seen. I finally told her that as long as
she wasn't displaying my daughter's picture, I'd like to
have it back. She said, "Certainly." Then she got my
daughter's picture out of a drawer and handed it to me.
I said: "How about the frame?"
She replied: "Oh, you can buy another one for 75
cents."
Abby, I was so hurt. That frame cost me $1.50. I didn't
want to start an argument with her so I just kept my
mouth shut.
What would you have done'
HURT
DEAR HURT: I'd have kept my mouth shut.

Miss Cathy Jean Lovett

2835 1
••••1
_
— hi
!I!
Ill

Ill
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DEAR ABBY: A couple, merely acquaintances of a few
The engagment and approaching marriage of Miss Cathy Jean
years, have dropped in to see us on three different occaLovett and Johnnie Glenn Stockdale has been_announced by her
sions. They appear to be like other people, except for the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Lovett of Murray Route One.
Mr. Stockdale is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Stockdale.
He asks to tie a bath the minute they at inside the
Miss Lovett is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School.
door. The first time we thought nothing of it because they
She attended Murray State University and is now employed at the
were ,on their way home from a day's.triz in their car,
_ .
The Youth Shop. ._
even the their home is only 5 miles from ours.
The groom-elect, a 1972 graduate of Callotvay County High
My wife and I have never been in their home but we
School,is now attending Murray State University and is employed
it has all the conveniences of ours, including a
understand
Center.
Farm
at Harrison's
tub and shower.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
On two other occasions when they had come directly
Jess Lovett and the late Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Oakley. Mr. Stockdale
from their home, he again asked to take a bath After the
is the grandson of Clarence Stockdale and the late Glennie Stockthird bath I concluded that he must be some kind of a nut.
dale, and of Mrs. Edith Anderson and the late Alton Anderson.
Needless to say we have never returned their visits mid
The couple will be married on Friday, June 8, at seven-thirty
probably never will.
o'clock in the evening at the Hazel Church of Christ. A reception
What do you suppose makes our ordinary bathing faciliwill follow at the home of the groom-elect's parents.
ties so fascinating that the husband cannot wait to use his
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the wedding
PERPLEXED INSIINTA ANA
-r-- wan? —
and the irs.....ption.
DEAR PERPLEXED: I don't know, but I surely would
have asked him after the second bath.
.•••
71.1 1117 er 7534141

Mrs. J. B. Burkean . . .
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For a limited time only
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Gorham
Sterling
announces
a trio of
Spectacular
Sales!
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ON ALL'23
GORHAM ORIGINALS
AND NEW
BARONIAL,STERLING

111
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OFF OPEN STOCK PRICES!

20

%

Add to your own collection or present Gorham Sterling as an
unforgettable gift to someone you love. . . at these
wonderful safiings.

a

e

26to 311

OFF SERVICEFOR-EIGHT!

A 32-piece set ofGorhamiteding for you — or the
bride-to-be at fabutous -savings. Set consists of8 teaspoons,
8 place knives,$place forks;and 8individual salad fork'

% OFF

40
,Now

ON TEASPOONS!

is the time to add those necessary,extta teaspoons of
make them a cherished gift

BARONIAL
Thinewest Gorham Sterling Original. A distinctive link to
to greater horizons for your life.
tradition ... to elegance
- A unique expression 41 sterling of what is you.Tr taste and
your s,ensitivi toheauty
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Also available during this sale is exciting new Golden Medici
and Golden Hispana, an exciting combination of 24k
goldplate on gleaming sterling

L IN DS E Y'S
JEWELRY
114 Sea Street
- •,

Phone 753-1640'

DEAR ABBY. I read in your column of a man and
woman who seemed to be able to adjust to the fact that
they have grown heavy together and are still happy I
identified with the woman, as I have been in the 200s since
I was 16 years old One thing, the, I did net' identify with
was the closing statemeet: "Who would have us?"
I am sure there are many heavy women who firmly
believe that they will never merry because they are fat. I
was in the 2008 when we married last year I was lamenting the fact that I was being measured for a size 22"2
wedding gown instead of a size
14. My precious
husband-to-be took Big Me into his very trim arms and
said: "The things about you I find most beautiful are the
things that will never change. Weight can go up or down,
but your love for other people, your kindness, your availability for those in need, your love for God and for me
these are beauty, and I find you most beautiful." Needless
to say I cried a bucketful of tears for so understanding and
loving a man.
May I offer a lithe advice for the overweight? Use
every asset you have regardless of how heavy you are.
Keep your hair well groomed, your face nicely made up,
wear clothes that flatter you, and concentrate on good
manners. Most of all, give of yourself to others in your
community or in your church. Don't hibernate! Someone
also may find your beauty.
Thank you Abby, for the opportunity to say what I have
felt, and a special thank-you for the chance to praise my
husband openly before the world.
OONNEE FROM COLORADO

Mrs.,Kenneth Owen opened
her home for the April meeting
Murray
South
the
of
Homemakers Club with Mrs. M.
C. Henry, president, presiding.
"Choosing Picutures For
Your Home" was the subject of
the very interesting and informative lesson presented by
Mrs. Paul Maggard.
Mrs. Claude Miller read the
scripture from Psalms 31:1-4.
In the absence of the secretary,
Mrs. Tom Covington, the
minutes were read by Mrs.
Brent Manning.
Membership reports for the
Extension Office were diempleted. Reports were given by
Mrs. Kenneth Owen on the trip
to the state homemakers
meeting in Lexington, and by
Mrs. June Cunningham on the
annual homemakers trip to
Opryland, Nastreille, Tenn., on
May 12.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. James
Witherspoon.
Refresherruits were served by
Mrs. Owen to the eleven
members present.
The next meeting will be held
May 9 at ten a.m. at the home of
Mrs. Tom Covington.

Photo by
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PARKER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Parker,
1203 Melrose Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
John Burgess, weighing nine
pounds, born on Saturday, April
21, at 4:48 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

For a home-made but mod
coffee table, build base of 4s4inch western wood legs and
crosspieces. top with circle of
half-inch acrylic plastic

Closet On Wail
Make space for closet overflow by building a shallow utility closet along the wall or in a
hallway. Conceal the closet with
folding wood louver doors.

Persons interested in having
their material in this next book
are asked to send typewritten
copies to any member of the
society. The society president
said the book cannot be compiled if the information is not
furnished.
Mrs.
Humphrey
Key,
secretary, read the minutes and
called the roll. Other members
present were Mrs. Wesley
Waldrop, Mrs. Price Doyle,
Miss Maude Nake, and Miss
Erin Montgomery. Two visitors
were Mrs. Leonard Vaughn and'
Mrs. Gregg Miller.
Refreshments of strawberry
shortcake and coffee were
served.
The nett meeting VIII be a'
luncheon at the Holiday Inn On
Monday, May 14, at 11:30 a.m.
with Mrs Charles Milliken of the
MSU Library as guest speaker.
Interested persons are invited.

The father is a partner at
Parker & McKenney Athletic
Supply.
Grandparents are Mrs.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Burgess Parker and the late
Charles Garland of Murray
Mr. Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
John Thurman,all of Murray. A Route Five has been a patient at
great grandmother is Mrs. the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Della Swift.

FABRIC
CENTERS

MN Sr III 11111
••••••••••••••[

FANTASTIC SELECTION :

DRESS &
SPORT
FABRICS

iFiiiiiEST QUALITY
VALUES TO $2.99 YD.

FASHION
FABRICS'

A

A new shipment of over 3000 yards of this fobfrom our cert.
', group has tust been
••*I wri•vhous• It includes *oft knits. ply lino
erseys, otto tucks, loop knit crepes, shirting
••,pes, scarf prints, nylon lingerie tricot
.corgettes, woven suitings, brush Gen,.
,an, "rant more. All reduced 'Ion 30 ., no T.
'
•

This group of belief fabrics includes the
folloni.ng items
polyester cotton blend
knits, 100 poly•ster single knits, spun
crepes, panne Insucle' crepes, puckered
crepe prints, rachel knits, sold polyester
Crepe, cotton sateen pronts, cotton knits,
ocetote double knits, and others. 45“ to
60'' .ide on bolts.

88
1
3,000,000 YARDS DRASTICALLY REDUCED
100% POLYESTER

58

DOUBLE
KNITS

Values to

Super caving-at half price -Designer lenoth,
of tone on tone, yarn dyes. lacq.a.ds, rib.
mini.ribs and many more patterns to choo,ir
from. Machine wash and dry.

13.99
if on bolts

YD.

FABRIFIC SAYS "THANK Y OU" TO MORE THAN 50b,000
SATISFIE CuSTOMERS
f I

FASHION
KNITS

.1011COUPAGIE

PURSE
BOXES

savings on 100% armed triaciseat• feshiee
knits. 45“ is 54- wide sod in desitps•vs loolths.
Easy cer• mischin• wash sad dry. Chawss• trent •
solecti•n •4 solids mil prints that •.• pre*, her

••44

First Furniture

Hill

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Spencer of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Valerie
Jo. to Donald Shelton, son of Mr and Mrs. Eugene Shelton of
Henderson.
Miss Spencer is presently a junior at Murray High School. Mr.
Shelton is a graduate of Murray State University, and is presently
employed by the Town and Country Construction Company.
The wedding is planned for Saturday. June 9, at eleven o'clock
in the morning at the First Baptist Church, Murray. All friends
and relatives are cordially invited to attend the ceremony.

fabrific

/BIRTHSj
FUTRELL BOY
A baby boy, Jason Ryan,
weighing eight pounds three
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Futrell of 1702
Dodson, Murray, on Sunday,
April 22, at 8:22 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Jamie
Bryan, age 21,2. The father is
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Orten of
Murray and maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wyatt of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Rice Futrell and Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Wyatt, all of Murray.

David

Miss Valerie Jo Spencer

FBIRTITSJ

Did you know that peanut
butter contains about 50 percent fat? That's why it is frequently used as a substitute
for other fats in cakes,
cookies and candy. It is valued as a very nutritive spread
because of its high fat, protein and mineral and B-vitamin content.

CONFIDENTIAL TO ANGIE: Don't worry, it won't
last. Nothing does.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teea-Agers Want to
Know," send 111 to Abby. Box NM. Les Aageles, Cal. NM.

South Murray Club
Studies Pictures
At The Owen Home

County
Calloway
The
Genealogical Sociaty held its
April meeting in the home of
Mrs. John Livesay with Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield, president,
presiding.
It was announced that the
second printing of the book,
"Bible Records of Calloway and
Adjoining Counties," was now
ready for distribution and may
be obtained from Mrs. Wesley
Waldrop 753-1746, Mrs. Price
Doyle 753-1422, Mrs. Stubblefield 436-2241, or any other
member of the society.
Mrs. Stubblefield said since
so many inquireies about
families not included in the book
and from so many people who
were disappointed at not being
included, that the society had
decided to compile another book
if the material can be obtained.

-

i

Livesay Home Scene
Of Genealogical
Society Meeting

Spencer-Shelton Vows To Be Read
•
•
'"" Ars

North Murray Club
Has April Meeting
At Robertson Home

She gets the picture,
keeps her mouth shut

•
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* MILL CONSESSIONS *

Open
Daily
9-9
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$299

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Closed Sunday for Inventory
Prices Good thru Wed., May 2nd

Sunday
126:00

WAREHOUSE CLOSE-OUTS * SAVE *
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Weight-Measures Inspectors
Discuss New Developments
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Most
shoppers assume that a
package of hamburger purchased is actually a pound of
meat and not 14 ounces of
hamburger with two ounces of
wrapping paper. It rarely, if
ever,occurs to us that 16 gallons
of gas from a pump might be
1,5.6 gallons.
.No matter what we assume,
scales may weigh heavy or
Light, gas pumps may give us
too much or too little, and other
may
devices
measuring
shortchange or undercharge us.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture's Division of
Weights and Measures is
responsible for determining
that packages contain what
they claim and that scales are
accurate and used correctly.
.According to Director George
Johnson, the division has three
responsibilities: "to act as
custodian of the state's
measurements, to test for the
accuracy of measuring devices,
and to supervise package
labeling
and
quantity
procedures."
The state employs 25 inspectors to keep watch over
Kentucky's measuring devices,
their owners, and users. These
inspectors have recently attended a two-week weights and
measures seminar which
Johnson called "a general
training program for inspectors." The session included
discussions of laws, regulations,
test procedures, and new
developments in the field.
• -Specific - topics of 'discussion
were
meters,
moisture
package
mathematics,
checking, and mechanical inspections.
Richard Smith, of the
National Bureau of Starwirads,
addressed the group on "What's
New in Weights and Measures."
Describing the division's major
problem as "keeping up with
c4ange," be said it is a
"universalprobbni."
He pointed out that the
weights and
measures has grown very
rapidly. Twenty years ago, 16
states still had no weights and
measures regulations. Since
1986, all states have had some
sort of laws to deal with
problems in in measurement.
”Smith said the purpose of

weights and measures control is
to "help the business community comply with the laws."
He pointed out that merely
determining the accuracy of a
measuring device does not
always insure the honesty of its
owner. "The biggest crooks
have the best equipment,- he
says. Owners know the first
thing the inspectors will test is
the accuracy of their machines.
to find
It is not difficult
methods of cheating that are
more sophisticated and harder
to detect.

Speed Is King At Home Of Astronaut
SPACE CENTER, Houston
1AP) — Speed is king at the
home of astronaut Charles
"Pete" Conrad Jr. The spaceman's wife, Jane, has more to
worry about than just her husband's vocation.
Besides Conrad, who is getting ready for the May 15 start
of his fourth space flight, Skylab 1, there are four sons—all
motorcycle, racing and flying
enthusiasts.
"It seems to be an inborn
thing," says Mrs. Conrad of the

The inspectors must figure
out a way of testing this new
system, of determining its
accuracy, and the ways it can
be misused. Smith gave this as
one example of some of the
challenges facing weights and
measures people.
These challenges include
keeping up with every new
technological development in a
time of budget tightening on the
'federal level. Smith says.
"Today everything is being cut
except responsibility which is
growing."

around Texas in rented airplanes. Andrew is anxious to do
the same.
Mrs. Conrad says she doesn't
worry a lot when her husband
is racing cars or flying in
space: "There are a lot of
people looking out for him then.
"The only thing I worry
about is his flying back and
forth across the county in a
T38. It's irrational. It's lust a
hang-up I have, I guess."
Mrs. Conrad's life around the
roar of racing machines and

tempted.
When he is not preparing for
a space trip, Conrad drives
race cars and has placed high
against professional drivers. He
once raced power boats but
gave that up as too dangerous.
And Conrad routinely flies
crosscountry in a Space Agency
1'38 jet.
Now the Conrad sons—Peter,
18; Thomas, 15; Andrew, 13;
and Chris, 12—are racing motorcycles of their own. Peter
also is a pilot and flies solo

en s
Pullover

He said one of the biggest
problems has been the
regulation of prepackaged
foods. It is difficult for the
consumer to check the accuracy
of the measuring devices
because all weighing and
packaging is done out of sight
and perhaps across the county.
New technologies, he said,
bring changes in regulatory
procedures and problems. On
One of the latest developments
has been the electronic scale.
Both the scale and its environment must be tested to
insure accuracy. These scales
respond with very unreliable
measurements if they are exposed to drafts, extreme
temperature changes, or
movement.
Smith also discussed the
development of automated
supermarket checkout counters. These will involve electronic cash registers, scanning
devices that will detect prices
coded on packages, and
automatic weighing devices. All
this information will be
automatically processed by a
computer and displayed on the
cash register.

family fascination with speed
and fast machines. "Pete used
to race motorcycles when he
was 15 or so, and I guess my
boys all took after him."
Jane Conrad has watched her
husband rocket into outer space
three times. On Gemini 5 and
Gemini 11, he orbited the earth.
On Apollo 12, he became the
third man to walk on the moon.
And as commander of the 26day Skylab 1 mission, he will
spend four weeks in space,
longer than man has yet at-

the ultramodern hardware of boarding school in San Antonio
space is in marked contrast to during her high school years.
After graduation, she went to
her girlhood.
Born Jane Dubose, she grew Bryn Mawr College and met
up on a 3,000-acre cattle and Conrad, a student at Princeton,
goat ranch near Uvalde, Tex., during her first year there.
Mrs. Conrad remembers the
west of San Antonio.
"My kids don't believe me hectic early days of the space
when I tell them I chopped business. On Conrad's Gemini 5
wood when I was growing up," mission in 1965, live television
she says. "We had a wood cameras jammed the astrostove. We didn't have elec- naut's front lawn.
"The kids had never seen
tricity until I was 15, and they
just do riot believe we had to anything like it. It was like a
fill kerosene lamps, trim the three-ring circus going the
whole time," she says.
wicks, clean the chimneys and
On Skylab 1, though, she bestudy by lamplight."
Mrs. Conrad attended a girls' lieves things will be different.
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Blue Denim

III

Vast selection in various styles
and colors.

11
II

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
—Way ¢41_MURRAY,KY.
it.

I
N

GILLETTE

RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT.

FINAL -NET.
•

I

$695

Prices Start $ 1 95

'Invisible Hair Net
Holds 3 times longer
tfian theleacling hair
8-oz. bot.
spray.

III

With Free Trac H
Razor 7-oz. can

fts
TENNIS SHOES

Throw iugs

ONE-A-DAY

Rog. '1.44

87,

MULTIPLE VITAMINS plus Iron

Bottle crt

$1
Reg. '3.39 — Salo I

ALBERTO
BALSAM
HAIR SPRAY

88

BLONDI
LADIES MID-RIFF

Ladies

PANT
SUITS

LILT

Home
Permanent
Choice of Regular or Choice of
Gentle, Reg.,
Extra Hold.
14-oz., 'Super. L
Reg.
2.35919—
o

JUST I

AND S

SANDALS

.
14

Sizes 5-10
Reg. '10.88
Prices
From

Sizes 5-16
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High and Low Too
Styles
Black & White
Sizes 10-3 & 3 1/2-6

Size 24"x36"
,
Reg.'2.2599
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LAMPS
,/ Globe lamps

Swag Lamps

,/ Pole lamps
LARGE SELECTION of
Check Our Low
Discount Prices!

PISTOLS
v All Calibers

CompletelY washable
From
Stretchable
v. No slip or creeping

JUST ARRIVED ...

BEATLE

LARGE SHIPMENT!!

ONE Nor

T)4Ug61),

JUST RIGHT FOR
CAMPING!

CAST
IRON
•Corn Bread Sticks •Corn Bread Skillet
•Bean Pots •Muffin Pans
•Square Skillets •Fish Fryer

HESTER

New!
Just Arrived!

MARINE
BATTERIES

LARGE SELECTION OF

FRAMES

From 60 Amp. Service to
100 Amp. Service

•Metal *Shadow Box •Document

FROM 2 TO 5 YEARS GUARANTEE

All Shapes & Sizes

•

s

have held a public job and lived in this county since 1
was old enough to get a job. I belong to Alford Masonic
I Adge No. 925, and have been a member in good standing
since I was 21 years old. I have a high school education. I
have four years experience on this particular job which is
extremely important and necessary to do a good job.
Nothing beats experience on any job. You,the tax payers,
have spent thousands of dollars training me for this job.
Please take advantage of my experience.
I am 35 years old, am able and qualified to do a good job
as Sheriff of this ('ounty. Next term, with more deputy
help, there should be an experienced and qualified leader.
I pledge to do my best for the citizens of this County when
elected to the office of Sheriff. I will hire capable, qualfied
help for the office. I will cooperate with the other law
enforcement officers to make this a better County to live •
in.
Take advantage of your only choice for an experienced •
Sheriff. With your help, .4e can have the best law enforcement ever in Calloway County. Please Vote for me
and I will show" my appreciation by working hard and
faithful for you.
_.„
i'01, ad paid for by Maurice Wilson, Rt. 3, Murray, Ky.

DISCOUNT PRICES

V

Non-glare glass

I FEE

ANOTh
COLD

SHAKESPEARE Model DF 1

SCAN-MASTER

Fish Locator
EVEREADY WATERPROOF
LARGE SELECTION

WALL PICTURES
From The Smallest To The Largest!
At Our

USUAL LOW, LOW PRICE

LANTERN
Complete with batteries
•It floats! •Unbreakable lens
•Push Button Switch
$n99
•Powerful search light
Uses 6 Volt Batteries Reg.. 15.3311111r

ABI

Depth
Finder
Reg. '129.95 $9900

•
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Environmentally
Speaking
THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSIONER
Kentucky Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

The Office of Planning and
Research in the Kentucky
Natural
Department for
Resources and Environmental
Protection is really in the space
age. That office is studying
earth with space satellites.
Remote sensor data from
satellites may be used to supplement conventional methods
for finding and evaluating
surface mining and other environmental problems.
Communication and weather
satellites have shown us the
direct benefits of space exploration. This appears to be
only the beginning.
Now, we in the environmental
protection field are looking with
great interest into new tools
which may be provided by
satellites. We may be able to
use satellites for environmental
impact studies, for inventories
of distrubed land reclamation,
for planning efficient sequences
for surface mine development
and for developing historical
ecological date. We may be able
to use satellites in litigation
environmental
involving
disputes, in making analyses of
landslide and storage pond
hazards and in monitoring
water and air pollution.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
currently has a research
satellite in earth orbit. This
Earth Resource Technology
Satellite (ERTS) program is a

major first step in the merger of
space and remote sensing
technologies into a research and
for
development system
developing and demonstrating
the techniques for efficient
management of our resources.
Several types of remote
sensors are being considered
on
for
satellites.
use
and
Photography, radar
radiometers have proven to be
valuable devices on he ERTS
satellite.
At first glance, the satellite
research program that I have
described seems far removed
from the Commonwealth of
Kentucky. However, when we
think of the unsolved environmental problems and
potential loss of our natural
resources, we cannot afford to
overlook any possible solution
to the preservation of our environment and our resources.
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Move To Shift Home-Owners Part Of
Program Gains Support Of Business
The demise of one small
business may not rank as a
many indisaster, but
dependent, small businessmen
believe that Federal Disaster
Relief programs should not
contribute to the crisis of a
small business needing help
from the Small Business Administration.
The SBA shoulders a1 substantial part of the work in
providing both business and
home-owner loans when natural
disasters hit. SBA personnel are
shifted, often overnight, from
regular work to disaster relief
loans, and a critical loan to save
a small business may get Wit
the shuffle.
Coasequently, a proposal that
the home-owners' portion of the
Disaster Relief Program be
shifted from SBA to the Federal
Housing Administration has
the
gained support from
business community. The
National Federation of Independent Business nationwide
poll finds 41 per cent in favor of
this change, 33 per cent against
it and a substantial 26 per cent
undecided about the merits of
such a change.

Small and independent
business owners generally have
been prone to criticize SBA for
its administration of small
business loans, especially the
lengthy delays sometimes
experienced before either a
"yes" or "no" decision is made.

mismanaged and fouled-up
organizations in our government."
Since separate funds are
appropriated for SBA businessassistance loans and disaster
relief loans, money is not an
issue in the proposal to shift the
homeowners' loans to FHA.
But many independents
apparently feel the disaster
relief programs, administered
by several Federal agencies,
might be reviewed so that the
biggest workload is not
shouldered by the Small
to
Business Administration,
the possible detriment of small
business.-

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

NOTICE
crptions. Any person desiring to,
IN THE CALLOWAY
In accordance with Kentucky file any exception thereto will do
COUNTY FISCAL COURT
and so on or before, May 28, 1973 or be
The SBA's administration of
OF Statutes, Sections 25.195
MATTER
THE
IN
given
hereby
is
Notice
forever barred.
25.200:
disaster loans I 93,342 in 1972)
PETITION OF CHARLES W.
Witness my hand this 23 day of
that a report of FINAL setimposes sudden, overriding
THOMPSON FOR DISCONof accounts was on April April, 1973
tlement
UNworkloads on the SBA regional
ROAD
TINUANCE OF A
23, 1973, filed by Edward Phillip
By Marvin Harris
offices. And the argument that
DER KRS 178.070 NEAR NEW
Crawford, Executor of the estate
County Court Clerk, Calloway
SBA should not be diverted
CONCORD, KENTUCKY.
of Dr. F.E. Crawford, dec'd and County, Kentucky
from its major function—
NOTICE
ITP
that the same has been approved
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
helping small businesses—
_
.
The Fiscal Court of Calloway
by the Calloway County Court
apparently carries weight
County now has under conand ordered filed to lie over for
NOTICE
among the independents. Only 5
sideration the petition of Charles
exceptions. Any person desiring
In accordance with Kentucky
disaster
1972
per cent of the
W. Thompson to discontinue and
to file any exception thereto will Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
loans were to small businesses,
abandon a road running through
do so on or before May 28, 1973 or 25.200: Notice is hereby given
the rest were to homeowners.
is
road
which
property,
his
be forever barred.
that a report of FINA1. setdescribed as follows, to-wit:
of
transfer
Whether
Witness my hand this 23 day of tlement of accounts was on April
Sandy
Big
to
Concord
old
The
loan
disaster
the homeowner
April, 1073.
23, 1973, filed by Morris Dunn,
Road which begins at Kentucky
program to FHA would be efHarris
Marvin
By
of the estate of Arthur
Executor
Highway 121 and runs in a northficient from the taxpayers'
County Court Clerk, Calloway Dunn, dec'd and that the same
through
direction
westerly
clouded
standpoint apparently
An exhibition of works by the
County, Kentucky
has been approved by the
the issue for responding students in the art department Charles W. Thompson's property By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Calloway
County Court and orbusinessmen. This dilemma at Lane College, Jackson, to the Section line; said Section
1TP dered filed to lie over for exLynn
to
corner
being
line
of
owner
the
was summed up by
Tenn., will open May 8, at
ceptions. Any person desiring to
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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OP THE WANT ADS WAY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BY OWNER new brick three RED, WHITE, and Beautiful.
bedroom house with living room, The double red basins and red
kitchen and utility room, built-in carpet complete the spacious
stove, storm doors and windows. bath in this 3 bedroom home
Located 1612 Catalina Drive which has central heat and air.
$17,500.00. To see this house, The kitchen has a builtan range,
phone 753-0675.
M2C dishwasher and China Cabinet.
Keith Hays, 489-2488, John
Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
BY OWNER; four bedroom-tri- 753-8382.
A27C
level house with central gas heat
and air 2 acres of land, good well. $200 PER ACRE. Large acreage.
Nine miles from Murray, five Near 1Cirksey. Keith Hays, 489minutes from lake. Phone 436- 2488, John Randolph Realty &
2205 after 5:30p.m.
A28C Auction Company,753-8382. A27C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

Call
753-1 9 1

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

TWO BEDROOM masonarY
house, carpeted. On one acre of
land. Located 4:2 block north of
121 bypass on North 16th Street.
House completely furnished,
everything in good condition.
Good investment for the future.
A26C
Phone 753-0960.
103 ACRES (land and trees.
Back adjoins the Kentucky Lake,
front has black top frontage on
Highway, 1364. For more information phone 1-502.-354A3OP
8604.

LESS THAN 2 YEARS OLD--Two bedroom frame home, with masonite siding, on a 300' x
/
2 baths, large
300' wooded lot. Has a double garage, living room, kitchen-family room, 11
utility room, unusually large amount of closet and drawer space, central heat and air, wall
to wall carpeting, on city water, sewerage and natural gas. Must be seen to be appreciated.
LOW PRICED DUPLEX near downtown Murray. Has 2 living rooms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens, 2
utility rooms and 4 bedrooms. Bargain priced. Newly remodeled.
LARGE THREE BEDROOM frame home on a deep lot, near downtown Murray. Has new
carpeting, natural gas heat. Priced to sell.

PRACTICALLY NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home on a 100' x 260' lot, located near the
Henry-Calloway County Recreation Club. Has a living room, kitchen with built-ins, dining
room, ceramic bath, utility room,carport,deep well. Financing available.
EXCEPTIONAIMIPLARGEVLDER FRAME HOME in outstanding conditifon. This old
home has all of the ornate craftsmanship that you would expect to find in the better homes of
Murray that were built in the early peu-t of this century. Located near uoymtown Murray on
wooded lot, this house has 7 bedrooms, 3 baths, 4 fireplaces, carpeting, natural gas heat,
basement, huge attic, double garage.
FIVE ACRE TRACT OF LAND fenced, sowed down, tobacco barn with a lean-to shed attached, stock pond, blacktop road on one side and a gravel road on another. City water and
natural gas available. A beautiful building site.
ELEVEN ROOM BRICK AND STUCCO HOME, located near the University. Zoned for
Multi-family or fraternity usage. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 2
fireplaces,
baths, 2 car garage, exceptionally large lot.
REMODELED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME on a good blacktop road, 5 miles from
Murray. Has carpeting, electric heat, good well, good garden spare.
SIX ACRE TRACT of commercially desirable land on US441 South. Has approximately 900
feet of frontage on US-641 and 250 feet fronting on Green Plains Road.
NEARLY COMPLETED 3-B&1OCOM BRICK home in Puryear Heights Subdivision. Has
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 142 ceramic baths, utility room, living room,
kitchen-family room,carport,100' x 212' lot. Can be financed with a low downpayrnent.
70 ACRE FARM WITH a 2-bedroom Mobile Home, several outbuildings, 20 acres sowed
down and fenced for cattle. Has a deep well and stock ponds. Located 8 miles Southeast of
Murray.
EIGHT ACRE TRACT of land, all tillable, with a good housebuilciing site. Water available
/
2 miles
from a deep4well on the adjoining property Located near Underwood Crossing, 11
Southwest of Hazel.
YEAR AROUND HOME in Holiday Hills Subeivision near Cypress Creek. Has 2 bedrooms,
living room, large kitchen-dining room, family room, bath, basement, garage, workshop,
200' x 200' wooded lot. Elderly widow needs to move to town and has priced this house at a
bargain for a quick sale.
MAKE US AN OFFER on the 3-bedroom frame house on Barnett Street in Hazel. Owner
wants to sell.
COMMERCIALLY ZONED 3-ACRE TRACT of land on Hwy. 121, By-Pass, at the Northeast
corner of 16th Street Extended.
90 ACRES OF ROLLING LAND, with approximately 35 acres of tillable ground and the
balance in woods. Has running water, spring fed. Located 6 miles Southeast of Murray on
Shoemaker Road. Priced at 517,000.
RENTAL COMPLEX consisting of 4 one-bedroom apartments, 3 two-bedroom mobile
homes and one 6-room house with two baths. All of the units are furnished. Currently
providing a good rental income and has potential for much better income with some
upgrading Owner is unable to take care of the property but will finance a large portion of
,the purchase price at 6 per cent interest,for someone who can.
50' x 80' PREFABRICATED METAL BUILDING in a Commercial Subdivision in Murray.
Has a 12' x 20' office, one restroom finished, one restroom roughed-in, plus approximately
3.500 sq. ft. of shop space, overhead door in front and rear.
200 ACRES, more or less, approximately 10 miles Southeast of Murray. Has both bottonalancrand hillside land,dug well;*to& ponds, large wooded area.
4-ROOM HOUSE WITH aluminum siding, wall to wall carpeting, new bath, new paneling.
Located on one acre tract that has plenty of elboW room en eaehsiele otthe house. BRICK AND CONCRETE BLOCK clean-up shop with living quarters upstairs. Apartment
has 2 bedroomiand bath. Located in the city limits of Murray. Total price is $10,000.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME house and two acres of land. Located on US-641 North, approXimately Smiles from Murray. Tile house has been recently re-worked and has a totally
new kitchen,including the floors, cabinets and sink. Has city water and oil heat.
TWO-BAY CIEAN-UP SHOP on a 100' x 250' commercially zoned lot on South 4th Street.
The shop has an excess of storage space, concrete floors, lots of tools, materials and
equipment. Full price only $17,000.
PARTIALLY COMPIETED 2-BEDROOM FRAME lake cottage. Located on Primrose
Slreet,in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. A reasonable offer will buysthis half-finishecfplace.
WE THINK WE HAVE one of the best selections of lots in Calloway County. If you area
looking for a residential or commercial lot, give us a try.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Horne Phones.
FultonFulton E. Young,.753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- tj iNSED jr1 KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -
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Painted Signs

Ph. 753-0276

(Behind J&S Oil Co.)
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior,
interior-city, or farm. Quality
work, reasonably priced. C & J
Painting Contractors. Phone 4374712.
May 7NC
'CARPET CLEANING - ProfesSional. Commercial or residential
at reasonable prices. Free
estimate. Will furnish references.
Phone Handyman,753-5827. May
'IOC

SPECIAL SALE

On

All

ALBUMS and 8-TRACK TAPES

"For Ail Your Sign Painting
1200 Story Ave. Needs"

%IR 'OMPREss4 s
-Sales & Sert iceDIXIELAND COMPRESSOR
CO.
753-3018 Day or Night
-All Work Guaranteed

. Buy as many as 5, get
one FREE!

Reg. $2.49 Tapes

Friday-Saturday-Sunday Only!!
TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center - Phone 753-5865

NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
while they last. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
2C

SHINERS
FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-6 P.M.

801 FORD tractor and equipment. Also 1951, Red Belly Ford
tractor and equipment. Phone
435-4042, evenings.
AMP

at

3dozen for

1

DON & DONNA'S GROCERY
2 MI E of Murta,

CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
full of them at prices you couldn't
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
type,fold down and motor homes.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
information, 443-6150.
AMC

PORTABLE TELEVISION, 16"Zenith, black and white, $25.00.
Baby's car seat, $3.00. PlatformELLIOTT
ADDRESSER,
foot
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
STARCRAFT CAMPERS. Shasta
spring action horse, $3.00. Phone
ROY's LOCKSMITH Service. and Golden Falcon, travel pedal operated. Uses paper
753-4783,after 5:00 p.m.
AMC
ELEVEN ACRES, more or less, Phone Paris,6424551.
TFC trailers. Phone 753-6650.
A26P stencils. Can handle mailing list
sowed down in pasture, beautiful
of two to three thousand. Used at
building spot. Phone 753-5175, JERRY'S REFINISHING & FENCE .SALE--Chain link Ledger..and _Times for several CASE 222-12 H.P. garden-lawn
A26C Custom Built Furniture 6 miles fencing now on sale at Sears. Call years flats or153-1277 days.
Und --replaced by Ad- tractor with 44" mower, used
Complete with only one season. Excellent
dressograph.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
BY 'OWNER: three bedroom Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- estimate. Expert installation also stencil drawers and cabinet. This condition, $1,050.00. Case dump
cart, $95.00. Case grass catcher,
brick, house at 1717 Keeneland 8837.
TFC available.
April 28C machine can be placed on used very little, $85.00. Snoco tilt
Drive with living room, denautomatic for running out the
trailer with 12" wheels, lights,
kitchen, combination, with aB PAINTING: Willie's
Interior .& AVON TO buy or seu. Call 753- complete mailing list and can be $275.00. 6'x8' trailer, $60.00.
built-ins,( including refrigerator, Exterior
operated
by
foot
pedal
to
stamp
Painting.
Free
range, dishwasher and garbage estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00 ,8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda each piece of mailing material. Fancy dog house, $30.00. Phone
A28C
disposal ), large utility room, a.m.to 4:00 p.m.or 753-7484, after Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, May be seen at Ledger and 753-4874.
April 26C Times.
Kentucky,42001.
A27N
C
garage, central heat and air. 4:00 p.m.
M1C
ARMSTRONG'S best une ot 4
patio and large landscaped yard
MATTRESS AND springs, nylon whitewall tires.
beautiful
LATE
MODEL
boat,
and garage. Owner leaving town
Simmons. Will sell cheap. Good
14 or 15" - $16.60 4 $2.11
in one week. Phone 753-5625. A26C FREE ESTIMATE on spectic condition. Complete for $1850.00. condition. Phone 753-2698. A27C 175 x
tank installation. Phone 753825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27
Phone 753-6262. You must see.
-7850
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43
TFC
May 21C
USED BALDWIN organs. Used
Armstrong Custom supreme 4
FOR SALE
BY Sears. Sears Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo ply polyester 78 series, whitewall
WILL - DO trash and brush GUTTERING
gutters, installed per Piano Company, across from tires.
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone seamless
Call Larry Post Office, Paris, TenF78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40 -4- $2.42
TFC your specificattons.
130,
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free nessee.
fl7C G78 x 14 or 15" $18.27 + $2.60
Corner.lot with city
May 12C
Y'S TERMITE and Pest estimate.
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 -4- $2.80
water. Five minutes from KELL
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
'
378 x 14 or 15" - $19.70 + $2.89
Murray and Ky. Lake, 13th Street, "Every day you
Armstrong's best line of
delay lets bugs have their
polyester glass belted whitewall
TFC
tires.
Priced for Quick Sale way."
F78 x 14 or 15" $20.30 + $2.54
Telephone 474-2308 --,sUMMER
-* - BULLS or-HEIFiRS"
HEAT waals144"1
178x 14 ot W' - $20.89 +$2.73
your air conditioner will, if not *
1178 x 14 or 15" - $21.98 + $2.96
serviced properly. Call Morris
From
1
Week
to
Weaning
Age
Refrigeration
Sales
&
Servibe,
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Call
J78 x 14 or 15" - 822.43 + $3.02
May2C
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your 753-7205.
$3.13
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73
•
*
For
Further
Information
...
realtor.
May 24C JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Armstrong's best line of
`Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
polyester steel belted whitewall
GREEN LAWN has been fen
Phone
tilizedcarpentry.Phone 753-5807 days or
tires.
!
Afternoon
shade,
TFC
753-7625 nights.
F78 x 14 hr 15" - $23.13 + $2.68
Children can run. Home on
Camelot Drive. Central heat and
BULLDOZER WORK: trucking,
air, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, shag
SEVEN H.P. gasoline air com- PHILCO DRYER. Good con- G78 x 14 or 15'1 - *24.27+ 52.87
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
carpet, built-ins, dishwasher,
pressor and trailer, 300' air and dition. Looks like new. See at H78 x 14 or 15"- $25.58 + $3.10
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
paint hose, 7 gallon and 35 gallon Ward & Elkins or phone 753-1729 Armstrini -Polyester glass
garbage disposal, extra fine!
TFC
5:00
p.m.
or 354-8161. after
paint pots. For further in- after 5:00p.m.
Keith Hays, 489-2488, John
A27C belted wide 70 series with raised
formation phone 753-5287. A26C
white letters.
Randolph Realty de Auction
Company 753-8382.
EXTRA NICE pony and saddle. G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +52.86
A27C
•Papering
PORTABLE TELEVISION, 19", Priced reasonably. Good pet for H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
black and white. One year old, children. Phone 753-6685.
SMALL ACREAGE. Build here.
A27P Armstrong nylon glass belted
•Painting
like new, $75.00. Phone 753-3976,
wide 60 series with raised white
Pond and barn already there.
after 5:30 p.m.
A30C
•Panelling
letters.
Keith Hays 489-2488, John
Randolph Realty & Auction
FIBERGLASS BOAT-16', 45 G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
•Ceilin Tile
ANTENNA: CHANNEL Master H.P. Mercury motor and trailer, LAO x 14 or 15" - 0.44 + $3.66
Company 753-8382.
A27C
omo e
T.V., $35.00; saddle, like new, $375.00. Phone 753-1208.
ome
A27P Armstrong's best highway
girl's bicycle, $30.00; davenport,
ead truck tire, tube type.
TWO LARGE water front lots in
Remodehng
will give away. Phone 753Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
327 CHEVROLET motor, just
FREE
7349.
A26C
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
overhauled. Phone 753-5696. A27C 650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58
oug_ on
6:00 p.m. 753-899'7.
MayllP
670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40
TWO PARTY carport, sale,
753-0961
700 x 15 - 6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80
ANTIQUE
TREADLE
sewing
Friday-27,
7:00
a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
machine,$20.00. Phone 7531508
Cardinal
Drive.
Four
molded
Sharpe Street, beside park, WILL PAINT colorful characters
6855.
x 20 - 10 ply, $54.16 + $6.14
A27C
kitchen
chairs,
on
pedestal,
near schools, shopping center, on walls or nursery or child's
900 x 20- 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33
lamps,
depression
glass,
German
university. Phone(606) 549room, such as one in the Murray
wall clock, clothes, pottery, BEIGE SOFA, makes into bed. 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10
2494.
May8C Calloway County Public Library. many old
items.
AMC Also five piece dinette set and 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $80.26 + $9.98
Please call Mrs. Adams 753-1982,
miscellaneous items. Phone 753- Armstrong's best lug or
M2C
0781.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
A27C traction type truck tire.
REMOVE CARPET paths and
600 x 16 -6 ply, $21.83 + $2.56
OLIVETTI
•••••••••••••0000000
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
UNDERWOOD 670 x 15 - 6
ply, $22.09 + $2.89
•
• ASPHALT PAVING-driveways, Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer portable typewriter. Phone 489- 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
MANAGEMENT &
• parking lots, seal coating. For $1.00. Big K, Betake Shopping 2123.
A27C
•
750 x 16 - 8 ply, $30.18 + $4.12
MANAGEMENT
estimate phone Joe Ford Center,
AMC
825 x 20- 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
• free
COMPARE, SAVE Seamless
Company,
Construction
900 x 20- 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
TRAINEES
May 30C BLUE Lustre -not only rids aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter 1000 x 20-12
Mayfield,247-6937.
ply, $83.21 + $10.52
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft Installation. "Financing
1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 + $11.50
available".
Phone 7534407 or 753and lofty. Rent electric shamImmediate
openings
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
WE MOW lawns or will do pooer $1.
May 23NC
Kwik-Pik Market, Five 8992.
available. Must be neat,
May 9C
Benton, Ky.
trimming. Phone 437-4296. A30C Points.
clean, enthusiastic
A28C
MOVING:
MUST
sell AKC
energetic and be capable to
WILL DO any type of carpenter
registered poodle. Phone 753- 21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
assuming responsibilities.
work. Large or small jobs. New KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag 8182.
A30C engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
Attractive salary ranging
rug specialist that adjusts to any
or remodeling. Phone 753Briggs & Stratton engine, power
from $110 to $150 per week
carpet.
New
and
vacuums
used
May 3(8'
7955.
and other benefits offered
for sale. For demonstration SEARS 10 speed trolling motor, reverse, 5147.88. 5 H.P. riding
Contact Mr. Dailey in
phone Mike Hutchens, your local 30" shaft, like new. Phone 753- mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
FOR SALE
A26C Stratton engine, 8258.95. 7 H.P.
person or send resume to
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- 5287.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Burger Chef, 1304 West
0359.
Mayl9C
WIG: Human Hair, shoulder
HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', Stratton engine, 8323.95. 7 H.P.
Main.
length, brunette ( with stand and
completely furnished. In good riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
case). $20.00 for all. Make great MOTORCYCLE, 1969 model, condition, $2,000.00. Phone 437- Stratton engine, electric start,
-1-Mother's Day gift. Phone 753-0930 Sears 115. Good condition. 4231.
AMC $399.95. Roby Sales Highway 68,
LDST & FOIIND
A27NC $175.00. Phone 753-0482 or see at
after 5:30p.m.
Benton, Kentucky.
May2C
Jones' Bros. Body Shop.
A27C TWO TELEVISIONS, black and,
FOUND BASSETT hound, white
white, cabinet models. Good
with *Own spots. Wearink collar, CONSOLE-SPINET piano
condition. Phone 410.2214, after GOING- OUT of business sale.
no name tag. On Coldwater Road. Wanted responsible party to Twin
bed room nte,Twth
CoWs General Merchandise,
,payments on console
5:00 p.m.
Phone 7530.
A26C
-cc -4117NC assume
mahogany bed.wli innerHazel, Kentucky. Closing out
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be
m1t&,$es4esaer
entire stock of dry goods, ready
Write
Credit
locally.
seen
LOSTBrACLE, wearing Illinois
with
idesk and bed BOAT, TRAILER, and outboard to weal- shoes, and notions. At big
1.D. tag with name Bess. If found Manager, 2341, East Virginia, table,. Lacellent
condition.
Call motor, $250.00. Phone 767-4745 discounts. Some discounts up to
Evansville, Indiana 47711. M1C
phone 753-0386. Reward.
A28C
753-3147.
ANNC between noon and 4:30 p.m. A30C 50 per cent.
.
A26C

By Owner

i

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Phone 753-7333

Relief Lettering

8iffi 634..rebari

)VITRAC'TIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK, Ranch Type, on a one acre tract of land, approximately 8 miles Northwest of Murray. Has a living room with fireplace, dining room,
kitchen with built-in range, oven, hood and dishwasher, utility room, double carport, 2 car
garage with an unfinished apartment overhead, lot size approximately 200' x 250'

fth & Mar* Streets.
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HOLSTEIN CALVES

489-2161 After 5:00 p.m. it
tet***************************

TRAIL BIKES; Honc
Honda SL175. Can be
Sunset Drive or phone
9381.

BEDROOM DRAPE
bedspread. Excellent
Phone 753-5544.

KENTUCKY'S L
variety of pistols. Buy
you can still get
reasonable prices. C)
Stores, the pistol pena
from Hopkinsville, J
and 164. Open Sunday:
p.m.

VA LOANS,no down
qualified veteran. 1:
pay. Drive on out
Clarks River Bridge
Bank
H ingon 3'
M tilefina7mes,
Beltline Highway, Pa
443-6150.

CREOSOTE POLES,
and treated fence poi
Lumber Company,
Street,

ARROWHEAD CAM
Mayfield, Kentuck
Benton Highway. Tra
pickup camper, toppe
rent campers by th
weekend.Sall 3474
2303.

THREE BEDR001
wide, only $6595.00. E
Homes, South Beltlir
Paducah, Ky. Phone 4
6150.

CHEVROLET-1961
automatic. Radio fa
truck. Tractor mol
mower. Garden cult:
996 pounds of burley
leaf. Phone 489-2143.

MOBILE HOME 1:
two bedrooms with ul
753-5699.

*CAMPER and, Fi
special truck with 1;
miles. Camper has sh
furnace, refrigerator
heater, water pump.
5742.

HOUSE TO be [mil
down. $2,000.00. Hous
condition, complete )
plumbing and gas fu
days to remove. LOCE
Sycamore,phone 75324" BOY'S bike, like
753-5100.

FOR SAL
Sharp 1968 Ches
door hardtop,
Impala, V-8 autorr
power, new tin
green, $1095.00.
1967 Chevrolet
two door hardtop,
power and air, al
burgundy with bL
top, $595.00.
1988 Olds'
Delmont, two dooi
with power, ligl
with black vit
8695.00.
1968 Plymoutl
Satellite, two dooi
power
with
automatic, white
Sharp 1968 Mw
automatic with ni
avocado green,
GLEN STAN
ALMO, Ki
PHONE 753-

350 HONDA, 19721
/
2,
will let take over pi
$150.00. Also 1962 Cc
Phone 435-4585.

SKI BOAT and run
model with 60 H. P.3
sun top and good ti
pletely equipped and
All for $1175.00. Phon)
3376.

SEWING MACHINE
duty, full size. Rea
Sale $47.99. Heavy C
regular $99.95. S
Deluxe zig zig. Reg
Sale $95.47. Super de
Regular $159.95. S
Roby ,Sales, HIghwa,
Kentucky.

TRUCK LOAD sale
Edison air conditio
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 1
20,000 BTU, $260.62.
$285.00. 26,000 BTU..
Sales, Highway
Kentucky.
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TIW IF:DGER & TIMES - MLIIRAY, KENTUCKY

Call
753-1916 Se

It

With A Classified Ac17516
•
•••••

FOR SALE

ALITION SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View

TRAIL BIKES; Honda SL70 and
All Ky. Lake CditIsh
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
Honda SL175. Can be seen at 1621
M, 10:00 a.m., at the L.A. Roland
Dream Of Being A Winner
Sunset Drive or phone 753farm, 1 mile east of Lynn Grove,
AMC
9381.
off Highway 94.
And The Highest Dream Of All
Extra sharp 801 Ford tractor
BEDROOM DRAPERIES and
Is Being A TRIANGLE Dinner
and equipment, front end loader,
bedspread. Excellent condition.
mower and cultivator, extra
A28C
Phone 753-5544.
large lot of shop and hand tools.
Too many antique and collectors
items to list separately.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
For information phone Chester
variety of pistols. Buy now while &
Miller Auction ServiCe, Lynn
an still get them at Grove,
you
Kentucky. Otto Chester,
Boy
Country
prices.
reasonable
Auctioneer, 4354042. Dan Miller,
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
Apprentice 435-4672. "It Pays To
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
Sell The Chester-Miller Way." I
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
am now licensed and bonded to
AMC
p.m.
conduct sales in Tennessee as
A26P
well as Kentucky.
VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to ANTIQUE AUCTION, April 28,
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. 1973 at 10:00 a.m., I.A.M. Union 4-24
INCLUDES • FRENCH FRIES
• HUSH PUPPIES
Bank financing on spot. Bill's Hall, on Highway 62 and Junction
Mobile Homes, 3900 South 95, 5 miles west of Ky. Dam and
• ONIONS
• COLE SLAW
Ts Reg U S P orr ,,,,,oneel
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., 12 miles east of Paducah, Ky. Mr.
0111,3 to, ono,. Nebo. Swoclocale 1.1
A28C and Mrs. Aaron Colson have been
• LEMON. Etc.
443-6150.
• TARTAR SAUCE
buying all winter for this auction u`liR EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE?--- WELL
THAT/5 A NEW ONE.°
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25', and have purchased some rare
and treated fence posts. Murray items for sale.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple The following is a partial listing
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
A28C of items that will be offered for
Street.
absolute auction: Walnut Blanket
Our Fresh Catfish on platters as well as the other food. Call today for
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, Chest, Waut 6-Drawer SPOol THREE
ROOM
furnished CLEAN- UP or body shop.
Mayfield, Kentucky on the Cabinet, Walnut Marble Top apartment. Air conditioned. Located one mile from Murray.
a reservation, noon or night. IS to 100 people.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, Table, Walnut Chess Table, Couples or teachers. No pets. $75.00 per month. Phone Cadiz
.
We also
pickup camper, toppers.week
A27C
or- Inlaid Checker Table, Game Available May 1. 1610 College 528-6332.
WE ALSO SERVE BREAKFAST BANQUETS, STEAK BANQUETS. AS WELL AS OUR FAMOUS
the
by
- AMF
cr r
n`te
wee
'
or vs. table, Oak Hall Tree, and Iceboy. Farm Road. 753-1600.
i call"
:
two
MOBILEBOW,
bedroom
A Sugar Chest that is an oldie...,
FAMILY-STYLE DINNER BANQUETS
AMC
2303.
furnished. Air conditioned. Water
Walnut Corner Cupboard, Child's
ONE BEDROOM apartment at and garbage pick up furnished.
Roll Top Desk, Beautiful Oak
THREE BEDROOM dquble- Roll Top Desk, Tiffany Type 1602 Dodson. Reasonable. Phone Located one mile from Murray.
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile Lamp and Beautiful Sleigh Bed. 753-6564.
A26C $85.00 per month. Phone Cadiz
Homes, South Eteltllne Highway, We also have a 71 piece set of
572-6332.
A27C
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443Sterling Silver Flatware, Set of 4 SPACIOUS
TWO bedroom
A28C Cane
6150.
Bottom Dining Chairs, Oak modern
unfurnished Valarah Lee
Phone 753-4953
AUTOS FOR SALE
Hwy. 641 at Sycamore
Spool cabinet, wall telephone, 5
Apartments. 753-3865.
A27C
CHEVROLET-1961 Bel Air, extra nice Clocks, Carnival
OLDSMOBILE 1962, new brakes
automatic. Radio for Chevrolet Glass, Blue di White Stone Butgood tires and air conditioned.
truck. Tractor mower. Team termilk Pitcher and Salt Crock.
Good condition. Phone 753mower. Garden cultivator. Also Lots of Depression glass, OldA27C
9562.
996 pounds of burley tobacco for Pattern glass, Iron Kettles, Wood
Oak
wash
A28C Planes, Cake Plates,
leaf. Phone 489-2143.
1971 TOYOTA corona, 4 speed,
Nice Furnished apartment
stand, Fruit picture, Ironware
for 3 or 4 college boys, lair conditioned, up to 30 M.P.G.
MOBILE HOME 12'x60'-1969, and small primitives. Possibly
summer and fall semester. Excellentcondition,$1500.00. Call
two bedrooms with utility. Phone there will be a Walnut Dry Sink
A30C
nice
Sub-Cantroctors
Also
furnished '436-5574.
A28P and Victorian Marble Top Wash
753-5599.
-apartment for 4 or 5 college
Stand for this sale.
CHEVELLE &S, 1968. Extra
girls, summer and fall
10' CAMPER and, Ford camper Lunch and soft drinks will be
sharp. New tires. Phone 753-1632
If you have an adequate crew, tools and transportation,
Phone
7534865
semester.
special truck with 13,500 actual available. Douglas Shoemaker,
before 1:00 p.m., or 753-2864 after
we have subcontract work available for you. Plenty of
days or 753-5108 after 6
of
Shoemaker
miles. Camper has shower, stove, Associate
A26C
1:00p.m.
work year around in all areas. For more information
p.m.
furnace, refrigerator, hot water Livestock and Auction Co., in
apply or call Jack Smiddy, 2093, South Beltllne HighIn753sale.
For further
charge of
heater, water pump. Phone
NEED A good second car? 1963
way, Paducah, Ky., 442-5479.
A28C formation call 527-8081 or 7535742.
SIX ROOM house, located 107 Ford, 6 cylinder, with 40,000
3 MONTH PLAN FOR $10.00 PER
•••••••••••4114414/44,••••••••••••.....4
3375 merchaniclise alitY be"See
a-Sbuth 12IA, Tura:Shed. $101140 per trifles. Good tnotor and brut,
:
HOUSE TO be moved or torn April 27, from 5 o'clock p.m. till month. phone 753_4331.
Phone 753-7941.
A28C'
MONTH THRU MAY 5
ipsmwmwmimammilms.wmob WANT A second income? For
A27C
down. $2,000.00. House is in good 9:00 p.m.
May 4C,
time, set
part
work
to
opportunity
condition, complete with wiring,
CHRYSLER-1964-300, power 0
own hours, have financial
PART & FULL 1TME
Hours: 12:00-8:00
plumbing and gas furnace. Sixty
steering, power brakes, air,•
FURNISHED
Phone 753-1470. Mayl 1 C
security.
•
APARTMENTS.
HELP
COUNTER
DAY
0
days to remove. Located at 9th & PERSONAL PROPERTY
automatic. Fine condition.
Phone 492-8861
living room, kitchen, bathroom
NEEDED
Sycamore, phone 753-3018. AMC Auction. The Personal Property
7674745, between
and shower and bath. One or two $400.00. Phone
•
MANAGER NEEDED now.
0
Ky.
A30C
of George Marine, Kirksey,
bedrooms. iimrnerrnan Apart- noon and 4:30p.m.
• Must be neat, clean and 0 Insurance managers opening in
24" BOY'S bike, like new. Phone will be Auctioned, Saturday,
/ dependable. Apply in
ments, South 16th Street, 753this area. No debit, no travel, no
AMC April 28, 1973, at 1:00 p.m. Items
DATSUN 510-1970, four door
753-5100.
6609.
0 person from 2-5 p.m.
May9C automatic
draw. Salary, overwrite, exinclude:
transmission, radio,
to be auctioned
Contact Mr. Larry Bar- 2 penses.
receive
Agents
good tires. Phone 753-0652. A26P
Household Furnishings: 2
nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef, 0 guaranteed income, commission
FOR SALE
Braided Rugs9 x 12, 1 Wool rug & TWO BEDROOM brick house, 6
Hazel, Ky
Sharp 1968 Chevrolet two
and vested renewals. Help in
pad 9 x 12, throw rugs, chairs, miles east of Murray. Phone 753- MGB GT, 1967, in excellent 0 1211 WeSt Main'
0 recruiting and training. We are
door hardtop, custom
5491
after
6:00
p.m.
Phone
753-0960.
condition.
A26C
AMC
tables, dishes, lamps, clothes
Impala, V-8 automatic with
an old line company in the upper
hamper, coffee table & matching
power, new tires, light
5 per cent in size of all comdoor
two
Buick
1968
OWNER:
(Signaturer'NICE
BY
bedroom
mobile
TWO
Tappan
end table
IF YOU have a proven sales panies. We have the most up to .fREE BOOT give away, every
green, $1095.00.
excellent home. Located 242 miles south of hardtop,Skylark Custom,factory
Electric stove in
potential or think you can sell, date portfolios, consisting of life, Friday ( women's, men's, boy's
1967 Chevrolet Impala,
SPECIAL!
condition, Dinette Table, Desk, Murray on 641. Phone 753-4645, power and air, local car. Imtwo door hardtop, V-8 with
A27C maculate. New tires. Exceptional and have desire to earn 6500.00 to hospitalization and income or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
Washing Machine (Wringer after 4:00p.m.
Imprinting
inwilling
are
confidential
Team
and
protection. For
power arid air, automatic,
& Western Store and Shoe
buy. Must see to believe. If in- $1000.00 a month
type), Bathroom Sets, Warm
Peryou.
to
to
talk
to
resumes
want
we
work,
send
to
terviews
burgundy with black vinyl
&
Sycamore
of
Corner
ancl
Repair.
A27C
753-5970.
phone
Morning Stove, Quilts.
MOBILE HOME, two bedroon'i terested
You must have a car, be over 21 sonnel Director. P.O. Box 220, 4th.
A27NC
tot), 8595.00.
Baby Equipment hild's Desk 10'150. Vw large living room
I
Team Prices
A26C
years old, have a neat ap- Benton, Ill. 62812.
1968 Oldsmobile
pen, high with 8'xlr extension, with air BUICK, 1962. Runs good, $125.00.
& Chair, Baby p
A26C pearance, we need two men or
Delmont, two door hardtop
Phone
7534877.
Softball Jerseys *
on
chair, walker. ,
conditioning,electric heat. Water
NOTICE
women in your area. For perwith power, light green
at
WANT TO BUY
Farm Equipment: Hand Tools and storage building furrished DODGE CHARGER -1967.
We Will Be Closed
sonal interview write to Mr. John
with black vinyl top,
50 gallon drums, 6-ft. pick-up $75.00 per month. Phone 489brakes,
Saturday
and
Each
steering
Power
WALLACE
W. Isbell; Box 442 Fulton, Ky. Zip
$695.00.
Disc, pond scoop.
2513.
A27C automatic in the floor, bucket code 42041, giving age, sex, ad- WILL BUY or trade old guns,
Beginning April 7th
1968 Plymouth Sports
used
Store
Book
guns,
or
Antiques: Shaped Notes song
new
guns.
WW buy
A26C dress and telephone number. M2C
Open Monday - Friday
seats. Phone 753-7475.
SateWte, two door hardtop
books, (James Vaughn and FURNISHED APARTMENT
laying
hens.
Phone
THE
753-6940.
MURRAY
May
with
power and air,
Stamps-Baxter Music Co.) Some dpining University. Living CHEVY II 58-I969, new I. T 1 . 35C suan•••••■OOOOOOOOOOOO 16C
INSURANCE AGENCY
automatic, white, $658.00.
RAY'S LOUNGE, South Fulton,
published in 1916, Pie Safe, 10aand dining area, kitchen 2 large cubic inch engjine, posi track 488
Bel Air Shopping Center
three
rent
or
BUY
TO
seat,
Sharp 1968 Mustang V-8
WANT
Wagon
Tennessee. Every Thursday nite
gallon Crocks,
tow
paint,
Kentucky
rear
4
end,
new
speed,
Murray,
bedroom,
closets, hall, bath, one
automatic with new tires,
"Wolfeman And The Pack."
bet:root:1 house in or near
Rocker, Horse Collars, Flour wall to wall carpet, good fur- bar, and hubs, one set of M & H
Murray. alone Steve Sammons
Open 7:00 p.m., close 12:00
avocado green, $1150.00.
Barrells (Wooden), Churn niture, air conditioning. Phone 9.0-29.5-15 slicks. Phone Paris,
GLEN STARKS
at 753-9297.
midnight. Must be 18 years old.
•
Tennessee 642-0445 between 9:00 •▪•
Dashers, Kerosene Lamp, Pic- 753-8648.
Selling our product
M1C
ALMO, KY.
proof of age on you. May 7C
Have
MIP
TV
Towers
ture Frames, Stone Jugs, Milk
p.m.
10:00
and
M2C a.m.
Looking for men who have •
PHONE 753-2753
•
& Antennas
Cans, Single Trees, Glass Door
•the ability to sell and work • WANT TO BUY; sail boat,
•
ALL PEOPLE who have
Lowest Prices Ever
PICKUP-1970, •
Safe Other miscellaneous items. TRAILER, ALL electric, air CHEVROLET
up to management in a •
• Sunfish, Sailfish, or equal class.
or friends buried in the
relatives
Not
Sale.
of
Day
Power
local
TV
10.
air,
Center
and
Custom
Service
Cash
Terms:
•
350 HONDA, 19721,2, 6600.00, Or
short time.
conditioned. Two bedrooms.
• Phone 753-0276, or 753-6386 after
Goshen Cemetery and are inCentral Shopping Center
▪ Insurance men would be • 5:00 p.m.
will let take over payments for responsible in case of accident, Located within walking distance one owner. Low miles. Phone 753- •
M1C
terested in its upkeep, please
A28C • good at this
Phone 753-5865
$150.00. Also 1962 Comet, $65.00. John Randolph Realty 8i Auction of campus. $75.00 per month. 5742.
•
A27C
send contributions to Mrs. Mary
•
753-8382.
Company,
M1P
Phone 435-4585.
Water furnished. No pets. Phone
Call 753-1325
Ray,Route 1, Murray, Ky. This is
• WANT TO BUY used panel or
A28C BUICK ELECTRA 1972, full Leos.
753-1203.
Night 527-9608
pickup truck, 1968 or later. Phone
urgent as expenses of upkeep
power, air conditioning, stereo
SKI BOAT and runabout. 1968
FOR RENT
ALMO TRUCK STOP
A28C
A28C
753-5808.
have greatly increased.
clean.
radial
extra
tape,
tires,
Has
furnished
Johnson.
P.
ROOM
model with 60H.
THREE
Now open 7 days
AMC WANTED ONE experienced
sun top and good trailer. Comapartment, air conditioned, Phone 753-5532.
530 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
cook, experienced cook's helper WANT TO BUY; good used pool
pletely equipped and ready to go. MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, electric heat, private entrance.
50 hook swiveled
Plate Lunches
table. Phone 489-2563, after 5:00
Cook
waitress.
and
experienced
All for $1175.00. Phone 75312'x56', all electric, carpets, air $70.00 tier month. Couples only. FORD VAN, 1963. Good_ conTROTLINES
Mon. thru Fri.
p.m.
A28C
as
long
as
salary,
A28NC
can
own
name
3376
AMC dition. Phone 489-2626.
conditioned and storm windows. NQ pets. Phone 753-1203.
Specialties
$3.50
M2C" within
reason Kentucky Lake
Water and sewerage furnished.
at
Catfish Dinners, Steak
Restaurant, Hwy. 68, WANT TO BUY; used Boy Scout
Lodge
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy Approximately 1 nine out on 94. NEATLY FURNISHED one or
Don & Donna's Gro4ry
Dinners
Chicken
Dinners,
living
furnish
hardtop,
Aurora,
door
Will
V8.
two
Ky.
1964,
uniforms
12
FORD
size
16.
and
Phone
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. Couple preferred. No pets. Phone two bedroom apartment, located
Owner:
Mrs. Clifford
quarters for cook if
753-7152 or 4364338.
A29C
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. 753-9903 for appointment from 100 South 13th Street. May be Good condition. Phone 437Hughes
A26C
A27C riseessary.
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. 7:00 a.m. till 12:30 p.m. or after seen at Kelly's Pest Control. A28C 4434.
PARIS LIVESTOCK commission
Management : Margaret L.
WANTED TO RENT
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. 6:30p.m.
A26C
company, Paris, Tenn. Will have
Reeder
four
MUSTANG-1965-289
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig zig.
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
no sale, Friday, April 27. A26NC
WANTED RECEPTIONIST. List
speed, 9240 00 Phone 753Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37.
air conditioned, color T.V. water
qualifications and give three WANT TO RENT; small house, 2
A27C
7271.
with
One
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, TWO-HOUSE trailers.
and gas furnished. Deposit
FOR RENT DR SALE
references. Write P.O. Box 32-F, to 3 miles from town, beginning
May 2C air conditioning. On water front required. Phone 753-7358.
Kentucky.
on or around May 4. Phone 753- INDIVIDUALS INTERESTED in
A30C
Murray,
Ky.
Full
BUICK SKYLARK-1967.
lots in Blood River Subdivision.
0326.
M2C
selling merchandises at Flea
power and air, mags and new
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. phone 436.2427.
A30C
buy; four
_
Market at Happy HolloW WITH OPTION to
"283",
blue,
tires.
Chevelle,
1966
Eclison air conditioners. 10,000
heat-air
central
house,
bedroom
bedroom
WO BEDROOM unfurnished chrome wheels, 4 speed, new NEEDED-RELIABLE
Amusement Park in Aurora,
baby- WANT TO RENT three
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
to wall car- tires. 1949 Chevrolet pickup, like sitter for 3 weeks beginning May home. Murray or surrounding -Kentucky, on May 5, arid 6, from Convenient to all schools. Very
wall
apartment,
of
north
house.
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, FOUR ROOM
children, 10:00 a.m. to dusk, call 474-2351, attractive and efficient. Phone
Pettnll, good location. No lease
p.m., area. Couple with three
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby Almo, carpeted and paneled required. $120.00 per month. new inside and out recently 7. liours 7:00 a.m. to 4:00
well or 474-2288. Sponsored by the 753-2800-6:00-8:00 a.m. or from
Children
rebuilt motor. Phone 753-7484 five days a week. For further ages 3, 5, and 7.
A271'
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, $35.00 per month. Phone 753- A28p Phone 753-4331.
A30C
753-3164.
April 26C after 4 30
Phone
A27C 9:00-10;00 p.m
behaved.
Aurora Funland,Inc.
A27C information phone 753-3628. A27P
May 2C 6920.
Kentucky.
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State Measure Would Allow Elderly
Persons To Receive Care At Home
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - that each program be a cen- liott's Health Care Center,
Certain elderly, chronically ill trally administered service Golden Living Center and Felor disabled Kentuckians would from an operational base acces- lowship Home, all in Harrodsbe able to get care in their sible to providers and users of burg. The application for a
homes instead of hospitals or service for total population cov- Golden Living Center in Nicholasville was sent back to see if
nusing homes, under a concept erage."
Satellite operations will be es- it could be justified under new
endorsed by a state planning
tablished; it said, where geo- more flexible guidelines, and
agency.
The State Comprehensive graphic conditions limit ac- one for the Irvine Personal
Health Planning Council voted cessibility of some clusters of Care Center was sent back for
more information.
Wednesday to include a state- citizens.
Applications were returned
ment to that effect in its state
The services thus provided
comprehensive health plan as would range from medical and from Homestead Nursing Cen"a thrust for 1973-74." It would pharmaceutical to physical ter, Lexington; Mayfair Manor,
be made available especially to therapy, dietetic, maintenance Lexington; and Winchester PerThe Faculty Arts Trio of Murray State University will be heard
sonal Care Facility.
needy persons who were "eco- care and custodial care.
tonight (Thursday in a program of chamber music which will be
An applicp,tion for a Knott presented in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Annex beginning at
nomically, socially and genIn other business, The council
approved construction or ex- County Geriatric Center was 8:15. Leo Blair, violinist, Neale Mason, cellist, and Thomas
graphically isolated."
Home care services have pansion of 21 medical or nurs- sent back to see if it could be Baker, pianist, will play the "Archduke" Trio by Beethoven, and
been shown, the statement said, ing facilities, deferred action on modified to meet the council's they will be joined by Donna Story, violist, in the performance of a
to be able to "serve as a rea- eight others and rejected such criteria. The council returned quartet in Eb by Mozart. There is no admission charge and the
sonable substitute for days of applications for three facilities. the same application pre- public is invited to attend.
Some members of the Murray High School Junior Play cast for the production Saturday night in the acute hospital care of an exProjects approved included: viously, but it was submitted
Middle School auditorium include front row, left to right: Val Harrison, Becky Edwards, Krista tended duration and as a substi- Reiciland Intermediate Care again without change, although
Kennedy, Jeannie Starks and Nancy Garrison.; back row left to right: Beth Wilson, Charles Parker, tute for prolonged utilization of Facility, Reiciland; Lyon Coun- not until last Friday, which was
Winston Walker, Jane Rose, Denise Hook,Chris Miller, and Alex Clayton.
skilled nursing home and con- ty Health Department Home 18 days after the cut-off date
valescent care facilities, both of Health Facility; Brescia Speech imposed for applications to be
a generalized or specialized na- and Hearing Center, Owens- considered Wednesday.
boro; Federal Hill Manor,
ture."
Council Chairman Wade
. ▪ (CoaUnned tram Page 1)
In some cases, it said, home Bardstown; North Central Men- Mountz said he would call a
care programs "have obviated tal Health-Mental Retardation special meeting of the council,
then declined to answer ques- Anderson said he promised fedWASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. agreement" and to weigh
the need for expansion of such Board, Elizabethtown.
if that were needed, to take up
he
will
investigators
that
eral
tions.
diplomatic sources say a new measures "to bring about the
Peace,
Our
Lady
of
Also,
(
institutional)
matter
if
a
tevised
applifacilities
or
creathe
The Los Angeles Times said stop quoting from secret tranround of Paris talks is aimed at strict implementation of the
tion of them where they did not Louisville; Beachland Personal cation were submitted that the
it is standing by its story of scripts of the grand jury invesguiding the Vietnam conflict agreement."
and Intermediate Care Home, staff found acceptable.
previously exist."
April 13 that Agnew is report- tigation into Watergate. He said
onto a political track before the
State Department spokesman
Colonial
Home
of
Louisville;
"A
coordinated
home
care
ed to be personally appalled by no deals were made and that
three-month-old cease-fire is Charles W. Bray said later the
Rockford
ManSherpherdsville
;
program shall be identifiable in
the affair and by the way the he had not promised to stop incompletely shattered.
"The Night of January 16th,"
diplomatic move was initiated
prescribed service areas," the or, Louisville; Westminster
administration has handled it" vestigating the case.
a three-act comedy, will be
Should the U.S.-North Viet- by this country "as part of an
Louisville;
Carroll
Terrace,
statement
said,
"to
the
extent
Post
-The Washington
namese effort fail, some tough effort to bring the agreement
-It was disclosed that the presented by the Junior Class of
County ambulance service;
quoted Kenneth S. Rietz, a for- Federal Reserve System had Murray High School on
decisions
may have to be made as a whole back into effective
Gallatin County metro-ambumer Nixon campaign official, been asked by government in- Saturday night at 8 o'clock in
by the Nixon administration, force."
district.
lance
or
as denying-he recruited four
these informants
They
vestigators to trace $10,000, the Middle School Auditoriurrf.
Bray told newsmen: "You
Si- Charles Nursing Home,
five young persons to infiltrate mostly in 1100 bills, carried by
...-atould
not alaberate.- - - can safely put this preliminary
-Booth Me-outstanding cast of .23
Democratic presidential norniAmbassador William H. Sulli- round of discussions between
the wife of convicted Watergate
morial Hospital, Covington;
The "Men of Note" Jazz Band
nee George McGovern's cam- conspirator E. Howard Hunt at juniors has prepared this
van, outgoing head of the Viet- Ambassador Sullivan and Mr.
and
InOwen
County
Personal
at Murray State University will
popular play this year, a
paign organization. Rietz, 31,
nam task force that helped Thach in the context of an earthe time of her death in a plane
termediate Care Facility'," present an outdoor concert from
was director of the New Ma- crash last December. The Fed- spokesman said.
negotiate the Paris peace ac- nest, serious effort by the
Owenton;
Boone
Manor
Nursinclude:
the
university
taking
part
the
west
steps
of
Those
Reof
the
Campaign"
jority
The Dexter Postoffice will
cord, left Wednesday night for United States to restore the
eral Reserve System distributes
ing
Home,
Barbourville;
SouthCharles
library at 4:30 p.m. Sunday,
Becky Edwards,
publican National Committee
observe National Postal Week
preparatory talks in the French agreement in all of its provimoney to commercial banks.
Parker, Phillip Adams, Ricky during the week of April 29, to eastern Kentucky Baptist Hos- April 29.
when he quit abruptly Monday
capital with Nguyen Co Thach, siiins to the effective state that
Most of the bills were traced to
Rest
pital,
Corbin;
Ruby's
Garrison,
the
Gamma
Williams,
Nancy
Sponsored
by
MGM
with
a
job
to accept
May 5, according to Mrs. Nell
Hanoi's deputy foreign minis- was envisaged when it was
New York state by their serial
Home, Middlesboro; Good Sa- Delta chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Jeannie Starks, Val Harrison, (lore, postmaster.
records.
ter,
numbers but the board said it
negotiated and signed."
Julie Oakley, Denise Hook,
The Post said RNC Chairman
Mrs. Gore said free souvenir maritan Hospital, Lexington, Sinfonia men's music fraterUnless there is an unexpected
could not trace them further.
North Vietnam, in a formal
Jane Rose, Teri Stephenson, envelopes will be given away to Glenway Lodge, Winchester; nity. the concert is free and
George Bush asked Rietz's reshitch, the preliminary meeting, note two weeks ago, accused
In
its
story
today
on
the
TVHeritage
Hall
Rest
Home,
Lawevent
James Clayton, John Powless, patrons visiting the postoffice
open to the public. In the
ignation an hour after learning
due to last only a few days, will the United States and South
he had been linked to alleged poll balloting, The Washington Amanda Kay Buice, Carol on Monday. April 30. Ten new renceburg.
of inclement weather, the be followed in mid-May by disa_
Vietnam of "grave violations"
from
applications
in
Lovett
Action
on
will
be
held
program
Republican espionage during Post quoted James Dooley, for- Sirnons, Chris Miller, Krista commemorative
stamps,
cussions between the architecti of the Paris agreement, inmer
head
of
the
Nixon
comLeLewisburg
Care-Center,
Walker,
Alan
the
Kennedy, Winston
Auditorium.
the 1972 campaign.
honoring postal workers will be
of the Paris agreement, presi- --Mnding military thrusts at
mittee's mailroom, as saying Lemmons, Debbie Landolt, on sale.
A traditional part of the
— wisburg; Medco Center, Bowldential adviser Henry A. Kis- 'areas in the South under Viet
-Former Defame Secretary that committee employes sent
Nursing
Auburn
Green;
and
musical
scene
that
ing
campus
Beth Wilson, Jody McCoart and
Also during Postal Week,singer and North Vietnamese C,ong control. The United States
Melvin R. Laird denied specu- in about 4,000 of the 5,157 redeferred.
Auburn,
was
years,
Center,
more
than
20
Gene Parker.
dates
back
Mrs. Gore said the Dexter
Politburo member Le Duc Tho. last week responded with a
lation that he will return to sponses agreeing with the PresRhonda Garland arid Connie Postoffice will be honoring Mac All three applications were re- the "Men of Note" is directed
Kissinger himself, in an ad- note charging Hanoi and its
Washington at Nixon's request ident.
planning
regional
elected
turned
to
the
by
a
student
each
year
Lawson are understudies.
Thomas
Tarry
who retired in
dreas to The Associated Press agents" with several serious
to help clean up the White
by the sponsoring chapter.
The play is under the direc- November 1971 after thirty council for it to recommend
annual meeting in New York breaches, including a clandesHouse "staff as a result of the
Auditions for membership each
tion of Mrs. Ruth Howard. Val years of service as postmaster priority for action.
Monday, said it is a brutal fact tine buildup of troops and supWatergate affair.
Ladies Day Luncheon
Harrison is the assistant at Dexter
The same was done for El- fall are open to all male
that all "the important clauses plies in South Vietnam.
He told a reporter Wednesday
student director.
students on the campus.
of the agreement .. have been
in Marshfield, Wis., "I was To Be Held Wednesday
Cambodia will be one of the
Cindy Cherry and Kathy
Mark M.cGrannahan, a senior
Other employees of the
systematically, if I may say, top items in the forthcoming
drafted four years to end our
from
major
Etherton are in charge of Dexter Postoffice are Norman
trombone
.,cynically violated by, the other _t#Pcfs.:.
II to, Day mill
inaolaement in South Vietnam.
be.beklat
tendsThe Uiited States con-tickets.- --The -committee on Garland-. --eterk, and -Rutir`
LextugJew; hoe been tile
and to end the draft, and I can- Murray Country Club on
that North Vietnam could
make-up and costumes includes Roberts, rural carrier The
director of the band for the past
Hanoi has registered similar use great influence with Camnot be drafted again "
Wednesday, May 2, with bridge Gingy Flora, Pam Hopkins,
two years. He has also served as charges against the United
Postoffice is open Monday
-Syndicated columnist Jack and a luncheon scheduled.
bodian insurgents to end fightStacy Owen, Sheila McCuiston, through Friday from seven am
the band director of "Campus States and the Thieu governing in that country because it
Debbie
McCord
and
Julie
Lights"
for
two
years.
Mrs. Clyde Adkins will be
to eleven a.m. and from 12 noon
ment of South Vietnam.
supplies them weapons and
Other band members are:
chairman of the hostesses for Oakley.
to 4:30 p.m.
In announcing the Sullivan- equipment. In addition, the
McGranthe luncheon and reservations
Nancy Garrison and Jeannie
Saxophones-Joe
Burt
of
Stone,
widow
Mrs. Ila
Thach meetings jointly with United States contends that
(continued from Page 11
should be made by Monday by Starks are in charge of
Stone who died in 1931, passed nahan, Lexington; "Butch" Hanoi, White House Press Sec- North Vietnam is pinning down
RESOLUTION
publicity. Bonnie Lyons, Marcia
daily paper is produced. It calling here at 753-7722.
away this morning at the Gardner, Milan, Tenn.; George, retary Ronald L. Ziegler said major elements of the CamWHEREAS, the United Staes Madison Hospital, Madison, King, Louisville; Keith Sperry,
Fielder and Donna Robinson
amazes us to see all this elecWednesday the purpose will be bodian army by maintaining
Other
hostesses
are
tronic equipment at work and Mesdames William G. Emener, are preparing programs; Trine Postal Service has rendered Tenn., where she had been a Uncasville, Conn.; and Mike "to prepare a review of the imbetween 30,000 and 40,000 sollong
faithful
services to the patient since April 15.
Nicks is in charge of props.
Olds, Frankfort. Trumpets- plementation of the Paris
we see it every day.
Bill Crouse, William Fandrich,
diers in the country.
Handling lighting are Garry citizens of America, and
Santorelli and Alan
Mike
woman
County
Calloway
The
Richard Farrell, William
through this service every was a member of the Coldwater Parsons, both of Syracuse,
There are so many businesses Furgerson, Henry M. Fulton, Puckett and Sam Smith.
Ushers will be
Cole, community in the United States United Methodist Church. She N.Y.; Gene King, Beaver Dam; Cambodia
in town with sophisticated Eurie Garland, James H.
equipment that regular folks do Garrison, James H. Green, and Gay Crass, SherlVirnton, is linked to the nation and the was born September 30, 1892, Craig Ewell, Tell City, Ind; and
Debbie McCord, Susan Adams world, and
not know anything about. We Hal Houston, Jr.
and was the daughter of the late Gary Whitis, Fort Mitchell.
WHEREAS, the welfare of John and Martha Haneline.
and Maggie Battle.
feel sure that Chuck Shuffett
Trombones-Charles Rose,
Bridge will be played at nine
Junior sponsors are Mrs. every citizen, every business,
and Pete Hulse have eqnipment
Survivors are one daughter, Sheffield, Ala.; Dan Beard,
that stretches the imagaination, a.m. with Mrs. Buddy Spann Peggy Brown, Jerry Crider, on every city street and across` Mrs. James (Sylvia) Stone of Paducah; and Matt Boston,
and Mrs. Lawrence Philpot as Clayton Hargrove, Lucy Lilly, the countryside is dependent -Murray Route One; one
vet people never see it.
Mayfield. Rhythm section-Jeff
hostesses.
Brenda Maddox and Jerry upon the vast communications Wayne Stone of Kirksev: five Clarke, &nithland; Mike Ryan,
network, available to all the grandchildren, Mrs. James Murray; Drew Timko, Wind--Shelton.
Steve Yarbrough has the
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia side to stay away. They said
people the year round, at a (Linda) Johnson and Mrs. her, Pa.; and Wayne Collins, (AP)- Cambodian insurgents the sparse government units
latest stock market reporting
price everyone can afford, and Jimmy (Donna) Garland, both Possum Trot,
facilities which reflect stock
have overrun a string of weak- defending the east bank fled
WHEREAS., this seems to be of Murray Route Three, Gerald
buying and selling which ocly defended government posi- two days ago as the rebels
an appropriate time to . honor Stone and Timmy Stone, both of
a
curred only one minute ago.
tions across the Mekong River moved in.
those people providing this Kirksey, and Jerry Stone of
from Phnom Penh and now
The guerrillas were letting
valuable service,
The manufacturing firms
control a long stretch of the the farmers come and go with
Murray; two step grandTHEREFORE, LET IT BE children, Mrs. Rob Ed Parrish
such as Tappan, Vanderbilt
east bank paralleling the capi- their produce but were not letGAINESVILLE, Fla.(AP )The third annual Senior tal city, refugees from the area ting any Phnom Penh residents
RESOLVED that the week of of Murray Route Two and
Chemical, Ryan Milk and Sager Former prisoner of war James
April 29 through May 5, 1973 be Stanley Scott of Murray Route Citizens Luncheon will be held said today.
have equipment which do things Padgett recalls that when he
enter the villages, they reportproclaimed as Postal Week and One; seven great grand- at the Hazel Baptist Church
far beyond the vision of the went to college he didn't have
Phnom Penh was also men- ed.
building
on
educational
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Wallace Monday April 30, 1973 be children; one
average person.
aced from the west. More than
Sailors aboard a navy boat
time to join in any demonstragreat great
Saturday, May 12, at 11:30 a.m., 20 rockets
succumbed Wednesday at 10:30 designated as Postal People grgndchild.
moored in midstream to inspect
hit the airixirt
tions.
Hazel
by
the
sponsored
Same thing with South
miles west of the capital and passing boats told newsmen
The Air Force major made a.m. at her home on Cadiz Day in Murray and Calloway
The funeral has been
Woman's Club.
Central Bell and Cablevision, the remark after sitting grimly Route Two. She was 95 years of county.
an adjoining shantytown who pulled alongside' that some
scheduled for Saturday at two
All senior citizens in and crowded with
Dated under my hand, April •tp.m. at the chapel of the
the pop corn companies and soy while about 100 protestors, age and her death followed an
refugees early to- government soldiers were left
around Hazel are welcome to
26, 1973
bean and corn folks. Consolef some carrying signs and a Viet illness of one year.
Funeral
day, killing 19 persons and near Prek Luong, four miles in-Coleman
Blalock
Holmes Ellis, Mayor Home with Rev. Glen Puckett attend the event, according to a wounding 62.
run things. It's a push button Cong flag, heckled him during
The deceased was the wife of
land across from Phnom Penh.
club spokesman. Persons
Robert 0.Miller County Judge officiating.
era
a University of Florid welcom- William Lee Wallace who died
No aircraft were damaged, They said they did not know of
having hobbies and antiques are
in 1950. She was a member of
but one rocket killed an officer any other government forces
ing ceremony Wednesday.
Interment will be in the
aked to bring them to the lunPeople should take time to
the
the
with
Hurricane Baptist Church in
and wounded seven soldiers at which remained.
As about 1,000 persons turned
Bazzell Cemetery
cheon to share with the group.
visit these places and see just out to greet Padgett. 40, of Trigg County. Born December
the entrance to the military
The command said eight
arrangements by the BlalockSenior Citizens needing
how far into the electronic age Mattydale, N.Y., protestors 14, 1877, in Trigg County, she
part of the airfield.
houses in surburban PochenColeman Funeral Home where
to
call
transportation
asked
are
we have advanced. One would jeerad and booed.
was the daughter of the late
The assaults across the rivers tong were hit during the brief
friends may call after twelve
Mrs. Gerald Ray 498-8514 or
hardly think, for instance, that
Tim Condon, editor of the stu- Furman A. Smith and Pernicia
are the closest the antigov- rocket attack that began at 3
noon on Friday.
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson 492-8683.
computers have reached dent-controlled
newspaper Allen Smith.
ernment forces have struck to a.m.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Murray. But they have in '`Florida Alligator," apologized
the capital since Viet Cong sapFour of the missiles landed in
Mrs. Wallace is survived by U.S.Postal Service has reseveral local businesses. In to Padgett for the demonstra- four
pers raided northern Phnom a rice field 200 yards behind a
daughters, Mrs. Virgie leased the results of a survey
fact, we have one business in tion by "the unmitigated asses
Penh.
military camp and three others
Jones of Almo Heights, Mrs. that indicate a majority of
Murray that does computer in front here."
However, the- military com- hit in a heavily populated refuGrace Ahart of Murray, Mrs. Americans like the way their
work. Computers set this type
Padgett, who graduated from Peachie Hooks and Mrs. mail is delivered.
mand was not moving any gee area behind the military
you are reading.
the university in 1956 with a Genella Bogar , both of Trigg
more troops or heavy weapons academy.
Some 23 per -cent of those
Word has been recelvideithecivil engineering degree, re- County; five grandchildren; surveyed felt _service was ex- death of Mrs. Lynn Clopton who
to the west bank across from
Weeping survivors wandered
The young person who majors turned to the campus to be hon- fifteen great
Allene Herron an and Fulalie the insurgents despite in- through piles of straw and
grandchildren; cellent, and 37 per cent rated It died Tuesday at her home in
in the fields of chemistry, ored with'varioas citations and eight great great grand- as very good, the Postal
Illesch, duo-pianists, and both telligence reports that they are palm fronds that once were
Serv- Milan, Tenn.
electronics and photography, awards
ice said Wednesday. Another 25
children.
Mrs. Clopton was the wife of members of the faculty at the planning a large-scale _attack their homes as the sun rose.
has the modern newspaper in
was University of Evansville, will on the capital soon.
Bodies of men, women and chilFuneral services will be held per cent said service was just the late Abner Clopton and
Singing
his grasp.
present a recital of (‘on-,
good,
Ruth
9Mrs.
per
of
sister-in-law
US.. jet 'fighters from -Thai- dren *ere laid ,out,- some so
cent'
said
it
ithe
VMS
The monthly singing at the Friday at two p.m. at the fair, and 3 per
temporary musk'for two pianos
cent felt it was Clopton of Murray.
barded- the east bank blown apart they werdituireregComputerized circuits run Pentecost Church of God it Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. poor. Another 2 percent regisheld on Friday evening. April 27, at this morning as hundreds nizable.
will
be
services
Funeral
8:15 pm. in the Farrell Recital watched from Vie riverside
Vanderbilt Chemical. And Hardin, Kentucky will be held with Rev. Carol Noel of- tered no opinion.
at Milan, Tenn., today at two
FREE DOG
on Saturday oight April 26 at- ficiating.
people run the computert--Postal authorities said "tbe p.m. with burial to follow in a Hall at the Doyle Fine Arts mall in front of the former
A dog, part Dachshund and
',
7:30 o'clock.. Featured will be
Interment will be- in- the sdrvy was conducted by Opin- cemetery there. Mr. and Mrs. Center.
part
Chihuahua, spayed
The recital is open to the
Computers cannot think, tout the Telegraph Gospalaries from
Cemetery near Golden' ion Research Corp of Prince- James D. Clopton and Mrs.
East-bank villagers crossing female, is free to
someone as a
public,
they can dr) what you tell them St. Louis„Missouri. The general Pond. Friends may call at the ton. N J., during the
according
the
attending
are
to
Clopton
to
a
Phnom
Penh
warned journal- fiet. For information call
summer of Ruth
753public is invited to attend.
to
University
funeral home.
spokesman.
1972
ists trying to reach the other 8115.
funeral services.
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New Round Of Talks
Trying To Save Pact

Junior Class
At Murray High
Play Saturday

'Men Of Note'
To Present Concert Here
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quests '
refused

Death Claims
Mrs Stone At
Hospital Today
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Insurgents Overrun
Government Positions

Hecklers Greet
Returning POW Mrs. Wallace
Passes Away
On Wednesday

Senior Citizens Of
Hazel To Be Honored
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it Her Milan Home Give Recital On
Friday Evening
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Williamsburg Vacant After Gas Eruptions

Secretary Of State Says Voter
Re-Registration Going Slowly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — only county clerks or a county
Secretary of State Thelma Sto- election commission has auvall says that with five months thority to obtain the forms.
to go, only about one-sixth of
Local party spokesmen have
the potential Kentucky voters been charging the opposition
have reregistered under a new party uses patronage workers
law.
to distribute the forms to its
She also indicated inter-party followers.
squabbling isn't helping the
Nothing forbids partisan volprocess.
unteers from going door to
"If the people wait until the door with election forms, but
last days to sign up, just as they must obtain them from the
they do in buying their auto li- local clerks.
censes, we're going to have
Mrs. Stovall said she wants
problems," she said.
State officials estimate 1.5 to remind her critics that her
million persons will reregister office easily could have obtainby the Sept. 24 deadline. Mrs. ed an attorney general's opinStovall estimated 1.2 million ion or even court order restricwere legally on the rolls in last ting reregistration to one or
two methods — presumably by
November's election.
"This is all brand new and personal appearance or mall in
there are a number of unknown the clerk's office.
"But we've tried to make it
factors," she said. "We don't
know how much time it will all as easy as possible by altaloa us to get the reregistrants lowing more ways of signing
on computers and back to the people up," she said. "I hope I
precincts and how many errors haven't lost too many friends
there will be on the reregistra- by refusing to give them reregistration cards."
tion forms."
Aside from providing for
Mrs. Stovall added no one
will be denied the right to vote reregistration with the county
because of mistakes under the clerk in person or by mail and
new system, "but of course authorizing political aides to soThey're going to have to go licit homes, state election authrough a little trouble" to do thorities have encouraged the
use of substations in the larger
One factor hampering speed- cities.
Mrs. Stovall said some counier reregistration, she said, "is
that I spend half of every day ties are insisting voters come
refereeing fights between to the clerk's office and there is
Democrats and Republicans," nothing her office can do to
she commented in an interview. countermand such directives.
To speed reregistration some"In the Republican counties
the Democrats are complaining what, Mrs. Stovall said several
and in the Democratic counties counties are considering setting
it's the other way around," she up special booths 50 feet away
said. "I've been under terrific from the voting place during
pressure from both parties to the May 29 primaries.
give out registration cards to
_ An eligible voter may cast a
ballot in the primary even if he
is not reregistered.
Mrs. Stovall praised the county clerks "for a beautiful job"
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of getting the voting forms
filled out properly.
Kentucky has not had reregistration for 42 years and the
secretary of state foresaw some
difficulty because of the long
interim.
For one thing, she said, older
voters who have been going to
the wrong precinct may insist
on continuing to do so.
"But generally this reregistration is going to be the finest
thing that's ever happened to
Kentucky," she said, "once it's
operating and all the bugs are
out."

Hospital Report
Aprfl 21, 1973
ADULTS..91
NURSERY..5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Linda Sue Adams, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Lora Steely,
1609 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs.
Clara Thorn, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Janice Elaine Riley and
Baby Girl, Route 3, Benton,
Mrs. Sheila Darlene Krutsinger
and Baby Boy, 613 E. 12th
Street, Benton, Mrs. Anna Lou
Tarry, Route 7, Murray,
Truman Eugene Jones, 1608
Fanner, Murray, Mrs. Janice
Jourden Pritchett, 808 Hurt
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Juanita
Herndon, 810 Broad Street,
Murray, Mrs. Frances Ellen
Anderson, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Ramie Mew Lamb, 705
Goodman, Murray, Late Eary
Hall, Route 4, Murray, Miss
Barbara Kay Tolley, Route 1,
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Eura Mae
Johnston, 808 Hurt Drive,
Murray, Baby Boy Parker,
(Mary Ann Parker! 1203
Meirose, Murray.

Eighteen travel editors and
writers from seven states will
begin a tour of the 2,200 miles of
the Lincoln Heritage Trail,
Sunday, in Louisville.
Touching points connected
with the life of Kentucky's
greatest son in Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois, the Lincoln
Heritage Trail starts in the
Common-wealth where
Abraham Lincoln was born.
Among the tour members are
Florence Somers, travel editor
of Redbook Magazine; Jack M.
Oster, travel editor of the
Dayton Daily News; Selma
Robinson. travel editor of
McCall's; Dan Matkovich,
editor of Outdoor Illinois, and
Richard J. Newman, executive
vice president of the Lincoln
Hertige Trail Foundation.
Sunday the tour will gather at
the Galt House in Louisville.
Points of interest on Monday's
part of the tour include
Abraham Lincoln Birthplace
Site,
Historic
National
Hodgenville; Lincoln's Boyhood
Home, Knob Creek; My Old
Kentucky Home, Bardstown;
Lincoln Homestead Start Park,
SO-infield; Old Fail Frafrod
State Park, Harrodsburg, and
Shakertown at Pleasant Hill.
The tour will center on
Louisville Tuesday as the
writers visit Brown-Forman
Distillery, Churchill Downs and
Farmington before departing
for the Indiana and Rlinois
segments of the Trail.
While in Kentucky the writers
will be guests of the Kentucky
departments of Public Information and Parks, the
Louisville Chamber of Commerce, Louisville Visitors
Bureau and the various state
and privately-operated attractions they visit

WILLIAMSBURG,
Mich.
(AP — Williamsburg is virtually a ghost town.
The doors of empty houses
stand open. Windows are
raised. Laundry hung out to
dry flaps unattended on a
clothesline. The sounds of a
Community at work and at play
have given way to silence.
This village of 200 persons is
deserted because of a sudden,
inexplicable series of natural
gas eruptions.
Since Wednesday, natural gas
has broken through the ground
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We Salute the Postal Employees
on their Special Day —
POSTAL PEOPLES DAY, April 30th.
Thank You for the Great Service you
perform for our community!
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near one of the many blowholes
caused by gas eruptions.
Extensive damage already
has been caused in the village.
One blowhole erupted near the
town hall, seriously undermining the structure, built in
1889. Another is eating away
Michigan 72, and the highway
probably will have to be
rebuilt.
Several neatly trimmed front
lawns in the village now feature ugly mud basins as much
as 10 feet across and more than
five feet deep.
The perimeter of the deserted
village is heavily patroled by
sheriff's deputies, both to keep
out looters and to prevent the
possibility of an explosion set
off by an accidental spark.
"We've been lucky so far. We
haven't had anyone injured in
this," said Weiler.

Meanwhile, efforts continued
to plug a natural gas well
which some state officials have
blamed for causing the eruptions.
Amoco Production Co., the
drilling subsidiary of Standard
Oil of Indiana, has denied that
its gas well 3% miles southeast
of Williamsburg has caused the
trouble_ Amoco says it will take
at least three weeks to plug the
6,000-foot well.
Amoco also is drilling a second shaft 900 feet north of the
well to determine if there is
any gas in a limestone formation in the area. That is expected to take at least a week.
Several shallow relief holes
are being drilled around Williamsburg to ease the underground gas pressure. Seismic
drill rigs are expected to sink
one relief hole a day.

Sheriff Douglas B. James
said the two women had been
killed by blows to the head with
a blunt instrument and that
Mrs. Strandberg's head and
right hand had been cut off.
The women had been dead
since Saturday or longer,
James said..
The sheriff at a news conference late Tuesday declined to
comment on the reports from
Pueblo that Kemper was
quoted by Police Capt. Robert
Simon as saying he had killed.
six other young women in this
area. Santa Cruz police say
they know of four unsolved
coed slayings.
-We replayed a tape today in
which Kemper explained each
killing in detail," Simon said.
Pueblo Police Chief Robert
Mayber said Kemper "was
fully advised of his rights, but
he insisted on making a stateSanta Cruz deputies, acting
ment."
on Kemper's tip, hurried to his
Kemper, who was unemBUBBLING CRATER IN MICHIGAN—A Michigan State
mother's home in the nearby
policeman, William Ogden, stands beside bubbling crater along
coastal community of Antos ployed and had been living with
and there found the nude bodies his mother in Aptos, drove Mrs. highway M72 near Williamsburg, Mich. Several families have left
of Kemper's mother, Clara Nel Hallett's car to Reno, Nev., homes because geysers and potholes, blamed on natural gas
Strandberg, 52, and Sara Tay- Saturday and there rented a escaping from nearby drilling operations.
lor Hallett, 59, hidden in car he drove to Colorado, depu•
ties said.
closets.
SANTA CRUZ, Cat.(AP)—
Edmund Emil Kemper
walked into a telephone booth
in Pueblo, Colo., dialed authorities in Santa Cruz and told
them he had killed his mother
and a woman visitor. He later
said he "just got worrying
about the murders" and had to.
tell someone.
Police converged on the' lephone booth Tuesday and apprehended the 6-foot-9, 280pound Kemper while he was
stillialking.to Santa Cruz sheriff's deputies who had traced
the call.
Pueblo authorities later said
Kemper, 24, told them he had
killed six other women in the
Santa Cruz area.
The former mental patient
was being held today by Pueblo
police pending extradition to
California.
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But other officials said it
may be several months before
life gets back to normal in
Williamsburg. Nearly every
structure in the town is over or

Former Mental Patient Admits
Killing Mother, Other Women
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in hundreds of places and filled
a mile-square area with fumes.
"We first told 'em it would be
at least a week before they
could get back," said Traverse
County Sheriff Richard Weiler
of the men, women and children who call Williamsburg
home. "Now we're talking at
least two weeks."
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Third PostaI Survey Shows Some I mprovement, But Delays Remain

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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By HOWARD ANG1ONE
Associated Press Writer
The third Associated Press
survey of mail service since
1971 shows a delivery pattern
that has improved on the average but is prone to worsening
delays that affect one letter in
six.
The survey method was the
same one used for service tests
in the winter of 1971 and spring
of 1972 — a total of 792 letters
were mailed from six cities
over five days.
Local deliveries were typical
of findings that showed improvement amid worse lapses.
Eight times out of 10, the
U.S. Postal Service met its goal
of providing next-day service
on local mailings, a target that
was missed almost half the
time in the 1971 and 1972 surveys.
But while the 1972 survey singled out as the worst examples
of local service one letter that
was in the mail 67 hours and
two that were in the mail 63
hours, the 1973 survey recorded
one that languished in a local
postal system for 93 hours, two
bottled up for 71 hours, and two
held up for 65 hours.
Similarly, the 1973 survey
showed improvement in the average time for intercity deliveries, but found that weekend

something big, attain a new
foothold on the ladder to success. Keep alert and ready to
act.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Put zest and enthusiasm into
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Mixed influences. You may be your activities now. Success can
faced with some annoyances come through your alliances.
but, on the other hand, with The "different," if appropriate,
many pleasant offerings. could spark day's drive.
Imagination and originality CAPRICORN
stimulated.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't take on too many extra
di,
co
TAURUS
responsibilities. Yeu could bog
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some interesting situations down even though your
indicated, but certain tedious shoulders are strong and your
matters will require attention motives admirable.
nonetheless. Pep them up with AQUARIUS
one of those ingenious "tvrists" (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
at which you are so adept.
Some new advantages inGEMINI
dicated. Investigate attractive
( May 22 to June 211 161
9 propositions, but do not be
Stellar influences encourage guided by attractiveness alone.
more of the grit and ingenuity Look below the surface.
that won laurels for you in the PISCES
past. This will be a good day for ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20!
Innovations.
Opportunities indicated which
CANCER
could be overlooked if you are
(June 22 to July 23)
riot on the beam, using your
If you aim straight and do not mental capacities to their
permit emotions or a one-aided fullest. Keep aims and hopes
viewpoint to throw you off high!
course, you will know how to
cope with ALL, not just some
YOU BORN TODAY are
situations.
meditative, scholarly, intuitive
LEO
and extremely sensitive. This
(July 24 to Aug. 29)
sensitivity works best in the
You may have to strive field of healing, which is why so
surgeons,
n6ted
against time and the obstinacy many
and misunderstanding of physicians and nurses have
-ethers, but avoid anxiety. Stress been born under the Sign of
pie Leotte's innate persistence Taurus. But it aka &hos you
the face of obstacles.
awareness in many other
Twenty-three cases were
directions, such as invention, heard in the city court of Judge
IRGO
philosophy, writing and paint- Don Overbey. Those pleading
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
ing.
Also, in strategy, military guilty arid fined, according to
Co-workers may oppose your
scientific affairs, you court records, were:
and
'cs on the job, but that
"impossible"
Rayburn Adams, D.W.I.,
dn't discourage you from believe that the
it. The
ushing ahead. Your plans can be done—and do
driving on suspended license,
upbeat
the
sums
"genius"
g opportunity to advance word
fines 1250, costs $10, ten days in
Taurean born on
ur interests so stick with well-developed
jail.
this date. Traits to curb: Obm.
Don Martin, speeding, fined
stinacy, impatience. Birthdate
$10.
1BRA
18th
Pres.,
Grant,
Gen.
U.S.
of:
,ELni
Lennis L. Beane, no
)(Sept. 24 to Oct. ny--'U.S.A.; Samuel Morse, inventor
nDon't be tricked by the (Morse code).
operator's license, fined $10,
also
•
izarre. Overacti
costs $10.
• • •
wise. A well-regulated day
Boyce Bumphis, disorderly
YOUR PERSONAL NOROSCOPE
achievement,
bring
FOR 1/73 For 0 Persenel 145-1:40
0
conduct, thirty days in jail. to. mast on health, *with, love arid
:stimulate incentive. Cussedness
Hugh F. Deering, speeding,
marriage. Wei 01 00 plus 75 cents in
COOS tor postege and handling to
;taboo 1
..fined $10.
moroscope gook Osisiortment, gos 173,
Old Crustier Station. New York, N Y
SCORPIO
Charles
R.
Edwards,
-WW1. Mentioning this ,
Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
.
EltaP
vilits
Print your NAME, ADDIII
speeding, fined $10.
OA T E 9F SIR T ht (to be sure
'
-INgtjesd
Quite unexpectedly, you may
Henry S. Elias, Jr.,
row ger the right idiecest ter 'IOW
sadist smn1
obe afforded the chance to do
amended to reckless driving;
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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Service received an A grade 28
per cent of the time, a B 29 per
cent, a C 27 per cent, and an F
16 per cent — an F for roughly
one letter in six.
Few routes consistently received the same grade, however, and there were frequent
swings from A to F over the
survey period.
Figures on the average delivery time for intercity first-class
mail provided another example
of improvement amid inconsistencies that make it difficult to
depend on how mail will be
handled.
In the 1971 survey, the average delivery time foe intercity
first-class mail was 2.6 days. In
1973, the comparable figure
was 2.4 days, but the average
smoothed over one letter that
spent a week in the postal system, two that didn't reach their
destinations until almost six
days after they were mailed,
and five that were hung up five
days.
The over-all air mail record
provided another illustration of
improvement while a hard core
of problems remained or grew
worse.
In the latest survey, 62 per
cent of the air mall letters arrived ahead of their first-class
counterparts, compared with 46
per cent in 1972 and 50 per cent
in 1971. But in all three surveys, 9 per cent of the air mail
letters spent more time in the
mail than their first-class companions.
In 1971, the average delivery
time for air mail was 2.1 days.
in 1824 the...asterage aaa 1.8
firied$100, Costs $10.
rdays, but two of the 360 air
Charles R. Elkins, D.W.I., mail letters spent six days
amended to reckless driving, hung up in the postal system
fined $100, costs $10.
Bobby D. Galloway,speeding,
fined $10, costs $10.
Thomas K. Mitchell, reckless
driving, amended to improper
driving, fined 810.
Gordon,
Milton
E.
disregarding stop sign, fined
$10.
Gregory
P.
Howard,
speeding, fined $10, costa
sale prices good
now thru Saturday,
Lands L. .Kendall, improper
April 28th
registration,fined $10,costs $10.
Elvis G. Lamb, Jr., D.W.I.,
arnmended to reckless driving,
fined $100, costs $10.
- Brut* A. MidIrlftagseeding,
fined ITO, costs fit
Joseph G. Morgan, speeding,
fined $10, costs $10.
Perry,
T.
Richard
disregarding stop sign, fined
*10.
Cordele W. Sykes, speedingi-i..--fined $20, costs $10.
Paul L. Townsend, reckless
SAMPLE CUTS
driving, amended to improper
60- wide
2 and 3 yard
driving, fined $10, costs $10.
lengths of beauttfully tan
Max W. Tutt, failure to yield
tured 100*. polyester double kntts. Machine wash
right of way to emergency
and dry. Totally wrtnitie
vehicle, Fines $10, costs $10.
resistant.
Tommy G. West, wrong way
Reg.2.98 yd.
on one way street, fined $10.

service was worse than in 1972.
The 1972 survey concluded
that Friday was the worst day
to mail letters, noting that in a
dozen cases delivery was delayed until Tuesday.
In the 1973 survey, 30 letters
mailed on Friday weren't delivered until Tuesday, and nine
others didn't reach their destinations until Wednesday. Air
mail had been used for 14 of
the Tuesday arrivals and four
of the Wednesday arrivals. In
all, 15 per cent of the letters
mailed Friday didn't reach
their destinations until Tuesday
or Wednesday.
To judge over-all performance this year, The AP used a
grade system that gave the
Postal Service an A for nextday delivery on local and intetk
city letters; a B for every firstclass intercity letter delivered
within two days, and for every
air mail letter delivered within
Pi days; a C for every firstclass letter that took three
days, and for every air mail
letter that took two days; and a
failing F grade for every local
letter not delivered the next
day, every air mail letter that
took more than two days, and
every first-class intercity letter
that took more than three days.
On this scale, the Postal

23 Cases Heard In
Murray City Court

ivity

p.m. The purpose was to test counterparts — 49% hours vs.
and five others were not delivthe Postal Service claim that it 52 hours — but there was no
ered until five days after they
records a high percentage of consistent pattern. Twelve per
were mailed.
next-day deliveries on air mail cent of the zip-coded letters arParticipants in the survey
rived later than their nonzipped
letters deposited by 4 p.m.
were AP bureaus in six cities
Zip-coded letters spent an av- counterparts, and 65 per cent of
— New York, Washington, Chierage of 2% fewer hours less in the zip-coded letters arrived at
cago, St. Louis, Houston, and
the mail than their nonzipped the same time.
Los Angeles.
A staff member in each bu.
.
illedbollotilittelidlitillirdlotth. V
reau went to an outside mail
,
box six times — Monday, a
4
—
Wednesday and Friday at 10 a
a
:
:
3
.-1
3
a.m. local time and the same
i
three days at 4 p.m.
.2
i
Each time 22 letters were deposited. Two were addressed to
the bureau itself — one without
a zip code and one with a zip
C'
code. Each of the other five bureaus was sent four letters —
one first class with a zip code,
........„.
one first class without a zip
,....--,4
- ...-4.-• t.--1
code, one air mail with a zip
code, and one air mail without a
a
a zip code.
a
Each letter was coded to in- i
dicate the time of mailing, and
i
each bureau promptly sorted
its mail deliveries to assure an
accurate recording of the letters' arrival times.
A total of 148 letters — 19 per
cent of the 792 in the survey —
arrived in the afternoon mail
deliveries that are made to
business offices but are not
available in residential sections.
Because the participating
cities are all on major airline
routes, the letters also were not
subject to delays frequently en6ountered on mail sent from
cities without major airline
trunk connections.
The only change in the method used .for the. 1.971 and. 1972surveys was that afternoon
mailings were made this year
PIPMPOIPIIIPIIIPPPPPPPP PIIIIPOIPPIPAPIRPMPOUIPIPPIPAIPAPPI
at 4 p.m. local time instead of 5

Buy any IN riding mower
(5 or 7 h.p.)and well give you
this trader attachment
at no extra cost.

:

Eleven persons have been
fined in the county court of
Judge Robert 0. Miller. Those
pleading guilty and fined, according to court records, are:
Harold Pryer, speeding, $10
fine suspended, $19.50, costs
paid, state police.
Lonnie E. Flood, speeding,
$10,fine suspended, $19.50 costs
paid, state police.
Jack Vinson, Route Five
Benton, taking over the limit of
crappie, $10, fine suspended.
$19.50 costs paid, Department of
Fish and Wildlife.
Gerald Booth, Star Route,
Eldred Ill., failure to displa!,
Kentucky Cab Card, fined $19,
costs *19.50, Department of
Motor Transportation,
Robert Strow, 100 Broach
speeding, 810 fine suspended
$19.50 costs paid, state police
Rex Harris, Almo, publio
drunkeness, fined $10, Sheriff\
Department.
George ,B. Lewis, Paris,
Tenn., cold checking, fined $10,
costs $26.50.
Herschel Harris, Granite
City, Ill., speeding fined $10,
costs $19.50, state police.
James H. Ward, reckleas
driving, fined $10, costs $19.50.
Michael Van Deraa, New
Concord, speeding, fined $15,
costs $19.50, state police.
Gary Dowdy, Route one
Benton, speeding, $10 fine
suspended, $19.50, costs paid,
state police.

IntestkAtuniel Havester machine
fiat not only hordles the toughest
of chores with ease,but is as easy to *roe os Your car
01e,esPiiesAine 30,1973

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY AN INTERNATIONAL CUB CADET
FROM JAMES SANDERS NURSERY
1. Direct Drive (No Belts) All Sizes
8-10-12-14 H.P.
2. Service backed by 4 full-time mechanics,
we only service what we sell.
3. Ports inventory in excess $20,000

Free Delivery in Murray

a

PmIttrah

Ky

forOPP,

-

CIRCUS
.INTERNATIONAL
Sunday, April 29, 1973
at

--._
-,. .,

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL GYM
:-.1-.1
Tickets:
tifiteireT- $1.00
AM ---12:1J0-

91111sWella

Eoster
ter
uctloott
choice!
on fabulous saving
VALUES TO $1.29 yd.

198„

COTTON FLANNEL
COTTON PRINTS
FLOCKED COTTONS
SUITINGS
SELECTED FABRICS
100% cotton and rayon and
cotton blends as marked

KETirLECLOTH

yd.

SOLID COLORS

VALUES TO $1.69 yd.
45- wide
50% polyester,
50% cotton makes this popu
lar fabric performance perfect.
Machine
. washable

Reg. 1.98 yd.

59
1

yd.

Cotton or Acrylic KNITS
Knots lead the spring fashton
parade, 100% cotton, cotton
Sends, and 100% acrylic sinde knits 60 inches snde and
washable

Reg. 2.29 yd.

Reg. 3.98 yd.

8

4
yd.

VALUES TO $2.29 yd.

288d

style buttons

TERRY SOLIDS
TERRY PRINTS
JERSEY PRINTS
SPORTSWEAR
DENIMS
TRIGGER POPLIN
KETTLECLOTH PRINTS
100% cotton, 100% acetate, and
polyester/cotton !grinds as marked

ASSORTED GROUP

Indoytclualize the fashions you

Polyester/Cotton BROADCLOTH
CANVAS PRINTS
DENIM PRINTS
JERSEY PRINTS
WARP KNITS
COTTON KNITS
DRAPERY PRINTS
SEERSUCKER
BLOUSE and SCARF PRINTS
100% cotton, 100% acetate, 100%
polyester, and blends as marked

Fashion BUTTONS

sew with this special troiio of

100% cotton, 100% toacetate,
polyester and cotton blends and
other assorted contents as marked

VALUES TO $1.98 yd..

DOUBLE KNITS
Solid and fancy patterned
double knits in 100% polyester and in popular blends
for easy care 60' wode

SHIATINGS
PRINTED CANVAS
ARNEL DRESS CREPE
SPORTSWEAR JEANS
COTTON PRINTS
Polyester/Cotton PRINTS
LINEN-TYPE WEAVES
OTHER ASSORTED FABRICS

2

4
each

FABULOUS SAVINGS!

VALUES TO $4.98 yd.
POLYESTER KNITS
MENSWEAR KNITS
HAWAIIAN PRINTS
POLYESTER CREPE
DRAPERY PRINTS
BRUSHED DENI
.M
FLOCKED CHATTERCLOTH
- BRUSHED COTTON PRINTS
100% polyester, 100% cotton,
polyester and cotton blends,
and other assorted consents

BaeeIuirncaso
.icee'rreir

Central Center — Murray, icp

•
4122 khnekimen Rea d—Pitone4434831
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DOUBLE KNIT§

Buy any IN lawn and garden
tractor (horn 8 to 54 h.p.) and we'll
give you the mower attachment
at no extra cost.

$1.
Sta

Store Hours: Mon, thru Sat. 10 a.m.-9

1

------ -

p.m.
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$1.5 Million Spent By Computer Holds Voter Registrations
State On Litter In 1972

•

491,4 hours vs.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
name of every registered
eligible Kentucky voter will be a
a computer memory
FRANKFORT, Ky., — Every days before Highway crews are part of
the re-registration
when
bank
month is clean-up month in the out again to recheck that
September 24 is
of
deadline
Kentucky Department of location.
reached.
Transportation, At times it
Sometimes the litter barrel
"There may be errors and
seems that the maintenance site attracts so much garbage
this year, but after
problems
crews in the bureau of High- that the Bureau is forced to
this year it will be the greatest
ways will never keep ahead of abandon it altogether, just one
thing that ever happened in
the trash that citizens and day forgetting to put the barrel
Kentucky," Mrs. Thelma
visitors continue to throw out on back as an invitation for more
Stovall, setretary of state,
the right of way.
garbage. Some states have commented as she explained
Last year more than $1.5 discontinued the use of litter the operations in the new Board
million was spent by the Bureau barrels altogether in order to of Elections offices.
in picking up after other people. relieve the problem.
Reregistering of the state's
In some counties, crews were
Contrary to what you might estimated one and one-half
forced to devote more than 2-5 expect, the nature-minded million voters begins in the
of their time to this duty. Since people who partonize the state clerk's office with registrations
it's hard to do two things at parks and use the roads leading entered on new cards. The
once, this meant that patching to them aren't one bit better at cards are then forwarded in
ditches, combating the litter problem groups of 300 to the data control
holes, clearing
repairing road shoulders, than the rest of the population.
mowing grass and other im- The volume of litter is worse
portant maintenance duties had along the right of way in the
to wait.
general areas of the parks than
The purpose of a litter barrel it is along other rights of way.
is to provide motorists with a
Empty bottles constitute a
The old home is a paradox. It
convenient dumping spot for the high volume of the litter found
trash — like kleenexes, candy along the roadside. In has built-in problems for
bar wrappers, and paper cups Southeastern Kentucky, for modern-day living. At the same
that
accumulate
while example, people who have time, it has built-in solutions.
This paradox is especially
bought beer in Virginia try hard
traveling.
Litter barrels are not for to dispose of their empty bottles true with respect to bathrooms.
garbage. People who live in before a state policeman stops Most old homes have plenty of
counties without county-wide them. Not only are these people wasted space which can easily
pick-up or dumping provisions a litter nuisance, they are a be used for extra bathroom
often don't know what to do with dangerous adversary, par- facilities.
Take the old bathroom itself,
garbage so they deposit it at the ticularly on two-lane roads.
Campaigns against litter by says the Plumbing-Heatingnearest litter barrel, creating a
various businesses, . civic Cooling Information Bureau.
major problem.
Naturally, if the litter barrel organizations and the news Older homes often were built
is full, they don't take the media do help some. But, there with an oversized bathroom
garbage back home; they just are still too many deaf ears in that experienced plumbing
contractors now can compile it alongside the rest. Soon the world.
unsightly heap has
Be sure yours are tuned in— partmentize—that is, divide the
an
_ _bathroom join. separate area&
anti,litter.a habitt._
cievelopedand Amax beseveial
that provide privacy for use of
each facility simultaneously.
In old homes, the original
bathroom usually is on the
second floor, and most families
also want facilities on the first
(FORIVIERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
floor to save steps and offer a
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, iNC.
convenience to guests. The
answer to this problem also is
built into old homes.
-WAIT
WHILE-YOU
1 TO 1J1011 COPIES
A plumbing contractor can
PRINTING AND
.4--find numerous "dead spots" in
'which to install fixtures—for
DUPLICATING
example, the end of a hallway
or the space under a stairway.
Or he may be able to convert an
old closet or pantry into a
bathroom.
considerable
has
He
flexibility in working in these
areas. Soale may
enough to install a conlplete
bathroom. Others may be
limited in space, in which case
he can install a so-called halfbath •or powder roonk..E.ssenthis is a bathroom minus
tially,
50445 MAIN STREET — W-IONE 753-4662
the tub and can be installed in
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
as little as 14 square feet.

office for a general checking for
completeness and correct entries.
'"The clerks have done a fine
job, mistakes are few and
minor," said Mrs. Stovall.
Information on the cards is
then fed into the computer bank
by 24 machines. The end result
will be a complete list of every
Kentucky voter, by preceact
and in alphabetical order.
But, it is the fringe benefits
that will be the most help. Printouts of the precinct lists will
provide space for the voter
signature. When returned to the
state office, these will offer a
the
check
running
on
registration lists and provide
automatic purging.
Cards also place the sex, color

Older Homes Have Built-In
Solutions To Most Problems
Depending on circumstances,
the contractor may use special
compact fixtures designed for
corner installation, as well as
shower enclosures.
There are few plumbing
problems the qualified plumbing contractor cannot solve. If
there is no window in the halfbath, he can install mechanical
ventilation. If the door opens
onto a heavily traveled area, he
may install a sliding door, riot
but
only saving space
preventing accidents. If storage
is a prooblem, he may use
Lavatories with cabinet space
underneath.

and occupation of each voter in
the computer printouts. These
stipulations brought some
initial objections, but when
clerks were made aware of the
immediate tabulation possible
-if this information were included, they endorsed the
inclusions on the cards.
National organizations and
news media repeatedly request
voter registration breakdowns
on such things as black and
white voters, white or blue
collar voters, male or female.
This will now be available.
The State Board of Elections
has not even had a thorough
check on how many precincts
were in operation in Kentucky.
Reports were requested from
fiscal courts when changes
were made, but these were not
compulsory.
Mrs. Stovall anticipates the
most problems this year with
precinct breakdowns. Many
voters who have continued to
vote in the same precinct
despite an address change will
now have to vote in proper
precincts.
Another problem clerks are
finding is in social security
numbers that end in letters.
Those ending is in A, M,T or JL
are acceptable. Some letter
endings, however, deal with
persons utilizing social security
numbers of others for some
fringe benefit. These are
therefore not the actual number
of the registrant and are not
valid.
The computer will eliminate
the need for a local purgation

board. Instead, the board of
elections will hold the hearings
for purged voters when
necessary.
New voter cards are
currently being held by the
clerks because of the proximity
of the May 29 primary. "April 5
was the deadline for new voters
and they will not be able to
register again until five days
after the primary." Mrs.
Stovall explained.
Mailing of these records into
the state office and back might
result in the only record of the
new voter being held up, so
these cards are being held until
after the primary election day.
Persons reregistering may
continue to do so daily until
September 24. They are being
urged to take this action as
quickly as possible because the
initial flow of forms has cut
back to a trickle and only
189,000 cards have now been
processed.
"This is a far cry from the
estimated one and one-half
million Kentucky voters that
must reregister this year,"
Mrs. Stovall said..
Unless reregistered by the
deadline, Kentuckians will be
deprived of the right to vote in
the November election when
most state legislators and
county officials are to be
elected.
It's a difficult process now,
but once completed, with clerks
receiving monthly update
printouts showing changes, it
will bring a new look to Kentucky's election process.

Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M Hursh. M D
Consultant, National Dairy Council

SENIOR CITIZEN MONTH
May is Senior Citizen Month
The President of the United
States so designates this month
to help recognize the contribution our elderly citizens make to
society and, in turn, to recognise
their special problems and needs.
How many Americans are in
this group?
Well, one in every ten of our
citizens has reached or passed his
65th birthday This means we
have more than 20 million elders
in our total population of over
200 million. The over-65 group is
growing every day by a net gain
of 900 persons a day, or 330,000
a year The total number of such
people has grown by 30% since
1961
Within 2.3 Years
Predictions are that within 25
years or so, older citizens (people
50 and over) will approach or
constitute a majority of our population. One out of three will be
65 or over.
With this kind of growth ahead
of us, it's predicted that families
will place more emphasis on planning for the elderly than for
children.
Certainly more thought has
been given to all this since the
organizing and carrying out of
the 1.971 White House Conference
on Aging. And in this column I'm
particularly interested in pointing
out that nutrition is perhaps one
of the most important aspects of
the aging years.
Besides good general health
habits, nothing will add useful
years to life as substantially as
good meals — good food choices

Olde, people do not need special '
foods. They may need a softer t,
diet, say, if there are dental problems. But in the main, they need
the same foods as all of us, but
smaller portions, fewer calories.
If older people eat the same
meals as in years before, that in
itself can add weight to their
bodies as they become more sed,
entary. Thus they must cut down
on portions as physical demands
become less.
Eating alone can sometimes
offer little incentive to prepare
and enjoy good meals. Eating
alone can also present psychological problems These factors are
considerations when it is proposed that ways must be found to
provide better production and
distribution of food to older people in both metropolitan and suburban areas and in isolated and
rural areas as well.
Easy Access Needed
Older people need easy access
to the _food supply Methods of
assurflige this must take into ac
count whether an aged person
lives alone, in a family, in a
group, or in an institution. Many
plans have been launched, including getting meals to where
aged people live and places nearby where they can join others in
a kind of "school lunch for the
aged."
The best provision for tomor
row, in my opinion, will be for
today's adult to learn well his
nutritional needs and how to
meet them. He will then be a
better senior citizen himself when
the time comes.
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ONE-WEEK ONLY STEREO SPECTACULAR •••
SAVE OVER 20% ON THIS SPECIALLY MATCHED
REALISTIC COMPONENT MUSIC SYSTEM
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MAU Volvo

Wire RIC-SOO Aessreffc Suspension Speakerrrrrfr1-114.110 Yoh,*
4111.115 Volvo
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Th• LAB-13 Automatic Stet** Changor.
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The feature pocked Receiver hos inputs ond outputs for adding a stereo tope deck. ond separate
boss, treble, ond balance controls for personolised stereo listening Also, a $24 95 walnut wood
cote is included rise air-boded speaker systems Isay• 5" woofers and high frequency tweeters
that respond to *very musicol nett. Lob 12 turntable changer tracks records accurately with
maximum onti- skid protection It comes fully-assembled with contour base and stereo cartridge.
ACT NOW for countless hours of stereo entertainment while our SPECIAL PRtCE tests.

The All New

SIMULATED

Yd.

DIAMONDS

CHARGE IT_SO

ANOTHER GREAT REALISTIC ADD ON.
STEREO CASSETTE PLAYBACK TAPE DECK
• Output level Centro/
For Compotibility W,th
Any Stereo Nook Up
• Posy TO Ul• Pushbutton Soloctors For
Rieverrici, Fast Forward,
Ploy, And Stopiftoe
Functoont

WITH CREDIT PLANS TO FIT ANY BUDGET

Thru. Fri. Sat
and Sun.
April 26, 27, 28 & 29

"STEREO SPECTACULAR"
REALISTIC SOUND EFFECTS
RECORDS AND CASSETTE TAPES

,,c-r,
tovii"warws
afford
At this price everyone con
Podded
real headphone stereo
headband
vinyl
eorcushions volh
for a comfortable fit 33-1012

CT
Come in, compare with your genuine
diamonds. See if you can tell the difference. You'll be amazed—many of
the wealthy people keep their real
diamonds in the vault and wear these.
Your Friends will never know the difference.

$5.•

Sc,,
PRIMUS'S RINI)
DIPINIR RINGS

$9"

MIN RINDS

"
$6

GUARANTEED
BmixAmERICARD
•
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

9-9 Mon. thru Sat., 1-6 Sun

LADIES'
CLUSTER

CUSTOM PRO Headphones five
full ronge stereo sound at any vol
uns• level Now hear your stereo
music with the same r.cAnOSS and
<lardy that conies frorn prOff11.0n
nl stud° speakers 33 1002

Features a cassette -pocket'. for fast and easy tape
load
mg Automatic STOP mechanism disengages
tops from
player to prevent damage to costly 'apes
14,1392

SPECTACULAR

Span the entire stereo spectrum of you r
system with these exciting sound ref
facts You con "hear- sound 'dance''
from one speaker to the other Whet
a great way to test your equrpment and
hove hours of fun at the same time
.50 7777, 5).2777,50 2017, 51-2779.

AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER

Tlus Space saner assembles
minut•s, and comp',
manes your stereo components 40 2020
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Store Open Daily 10 to 6 P.M.
Except Friday 10 to 9 P.M.
Closed Sundays
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C7$14 121.95 *
0444 $22.95
F74-14 4113.95
074144 124.95
N76-14 425.95

One Of The Widest Wide
Duals. Measures-9.5" Across
The Tread And Is 10 Ribs Wide.

Goodyear Belted
Whitewalls
H78-15 $
J78-5
4IL 7 Plus
L78-15
F.E.T.

no95

*NOMs EY DOWN *
* NO FINANCE CHARGE *
1 * 6 MONTHS TO
PAY*

With Center
And Lug Nuts
_ _

(With Approved Credit)
SIZES

178-14

PRICE

$18.95*

F78-14 $20.95
878-14 $21.95
178-14 $22.95

878-111 $21.95
11171-115 $22.95
J78-15 $23.95
L78-16 $24.95

DR70-13
ER70-14
FR70-14
6R70-14
HR70-14

$39.3441L
$42.50
$44,63
$49.$8
$$4,11
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JR70-15
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- "HER.
$12.50
$41.17
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S5-43-1
851.87
04.87

619.sv
183.16

We Offer

CALCIUM
CHIPRIDE SERVICE *
* All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. '1.93 to 53.77

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours: Mon. thru Fri.„7:30-5:30 — Sot. 7:30-5:00
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